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1. Introduction

We propose the Opus codec based on a linear prediction layer (LP) and an MDCT-based enhancement layer. The main idea behind the proposal is that the speech low frequencies are usually more efficiently coded using linear prediction codecs (such as CELP variants), while the higher frequencies are more efficiently coded in the transform domain (e.g., MDCT). For low sampling rates, the MDCT layer is not useful and only the LP-based layer is used. On the other hand, non-speech signals are not always adequately coded using linear prediction, so for music only the MDCT-based layer is used.

In this proposed prototype, the LP layer is based on the SILK [1] codec [SILK] and the MDCT layer is based on the CELT [2] codec [CELT].

This is a work in progress.
2. Opus Codec

In hybrid mode, each frame is coded first by the LP layer and then by the MDCT layer. In the current prototype, the cutoff frequency is 8 kHz. In the MDCT layer, all bands below 8 kHz are discarded, such that there is no coding redundancy between the two layers. Also both layers use the same instance of the range coder to encode the signal, which ensures that no "padding bits" are wasted. The hybrid approach makes it easy to support both constant bit-rate (CBR) and variable bit-rate (VBR) coding. Although the SILK layer used is VBR, it is easy to make the bit allocation of the CELT layer produce a final stream that is CBR by using all the bits left unused by the SILK layer.

The implementation of SILK-based LP layer is similar to the description in the SILK Internet-Draft [SILK] with the main exception that SILK was modified to use the same range coder as CELT. The implementation of the CELT-based MDCT layer is available from the CELT website and is a more recent version (0.8.1) of the CELT Internet-Draft [CELT]. The main changes include better support for 20 ms frames as well as the ability to encode only the higher bands using a range coder partially filled by the SILK layer.

In addition to their frame size, the SILK and CELT codecs require a look-ahead of 5.2 ms and 2.5 ms, respectively. SILK’s look-ahead is due to noise shaping estimation (5 ms) and the internal resampling (0.2 ms), while CELT’s look-ahead is due to the overlapping MDCT windows. To compensate for the difference, the CELT encoder input is delayed by 2.7 ms. This ensures that low frequencies and high frequencies arrive at the same time.

2.1. Source Code

The source code is currently available in a Git repository [3] which references two other repositories (for SILK and CELT). Some snapshots are provided for convenience at <http://people.xiph.org/~jm/ietfcodec/> along with sample files. Although the build system is very primitive, some instructions are provided in the toplevel README file. This is very early development so both the quality and feature set should greatly improve over time. In the current version, only 48 kHz audio is supported, but support for all configurations listed in Section 3 is planned.
3. Codec Modes

There are three possible operating modes for the proposed prototype:

1. A linear prediction (LP) mode for use in low bit-rate connections with up to 8 kHz audio bandwidth (16 kHz sampling rate)

2. A hybrid (LP+MDCT) mode for full-bandwidth speech at medium bitrates

3. An MDCT-only mode for very low delay speech transmission as well as music transmission.

Each of these modes supports a number of difference frame sizes and sampling rates. In order to distinguish between the various modes and configurations, we need to define a simple header that can be used in the transport layer (e.g. RTP) to signal this information. The following describes the proposed header.

The LP mode supports the following configurations (numbered from 00000...01011 in binary):

- 8 kHz: 10, 20, 40, 60 ms (00000...00011)
- 12 kHz: 10, 20, 40, 60 ms (00100...00111)
- 16 kHz: 10, 20, 40, 60 ms (01000...01011)

for a total of 12 configurations.

The hybrid mode supports the following configurations (numbered from 01100...01111):

- 32 kHz: 10, 20 ms (01100...01101)
- 48 kHz: 10, 20 ms (01110...01111)

for a total of 4 configurations.

The MDCT-only mode supports the following configurations (numbered from 10000...11101):

- 8 kHz: 2.5, 5, 10, 20 ms (10000...10011)
- 16 kHz: 2.5, 5, 10, 20 ms (10100...10111)
- 32 kHz: 2.5, 5, 10, 20 ms (11000...11011)
48 kHz: 2.5, 5, 10, 20 ms (11100...11111)

for a total of 16 configurations.

There is thus a total of 32 configurations, so 5 bits are necessary to indicate the mode, frame size and sampling rate (MFS). This leaves 3 bits for the number of frames per packets (codes 0 to 7):

- 0-2: 1-3 frames in the packet, each with equal compressed size
- 3: arbitrary number of frames in the packet, each with equal compressed size (one size needs to be encoded)
- 4-5: 2-3 frames in the packet, with different compressed sizes, which need to be encoded (except the last one)
- 6: arbitrary number of frames in the packet, with different compressed sizes, each of which needs to be encoded
- 7: The first frame has this MFS, but others have different MFS. Each compressed size needs to be encoded.

When code 7 is used and the last frames of a packet have the same MFS, it is allowed to switch to another code for them.

The compressed size of the frames (if needed) is indicated -- usually with one byte, with the following meaning:

- 0: No frame (DTX or lost packet)
- 1-251: Size of the frame in bytes
- 252-255: A second byte is needed. The total size is (size[1]*4)+(size[0]%4)+252

The maximum size representable is 255*4+3+252=1275 bytes. For 20 ms frames, that represents a bit-rate of 510 kb/s, which is really the highest rate anyone would want to use in stereo mode (beyond that point, lossless codecs would be more appropriate).

3.1. Examples

Simplest case: one packet
Four frames of the same compressed size:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|   MFS   |0|0|0|               compressed data...              |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Two frames of different compressed size:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|   MFS   |0|1|1|               compressed data...              |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Three frames of different _durations_:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| 1st MFS |1|1|1|   frame size  | 2nd MFS |1|1|1|   frame size  |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| 3rd MFS |1|1|1|   frame size  |      compressed data...       |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
4. Security Considerations

The codec needs to take appropriate security considerations into account, as outlined in [DOS] and [SECGUIDE]. It is extremely important for the decoder to be robust against malicious payloads. Malicious payloads must not cause the decoder to overrun its allocated memory or to take much more resources to decode. Although problems in encoders are typically rarer, the same applies to the encoder. Malicious audio stream must not cause the encoder to misbehave because this would allow an attacker to attack transcoding gateways.

In its current version, the Opus codec likely does NOT meet these security considerations, so it should be used with caution.
5. IANA Considerations

This document has no actions for IANA.
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Abstract

This document defines the Opus interactive speech and audio codec. Opus is designed to handle a wide range of interactive audio applications, including Voice over IP, videoconferencing, in-game chat, and even live, distributed music performances. It scales from low bitrate narrowband speech at 6 kb/s to very high quality stereo music at 510 kb/s. Opus uses both linear prediction (LP) and the Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT) to achieve good compression of both speech and music.
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1. Introduction

The Opus codec is a real-time interactive audio codec designed to meet the requirements described in [requirements]. It is composed of a linear prediction (LP)-based [LPC] layer and a Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT)-based [MDCT] layer. The main idea behind using two layers is that in speech, linear prediction techniques (such as Code-Excited Linear Prediction, or CELP) code low frequencies more efficiently than transform (e.g., MDCT) domain techniques, while the situation is reversed for music and higher speech frequencies. Thus a codec with both layers available can operate over a wider range than either one alone and, by combining them, achieve better quality than either one individually.

The primary normative part of this specification is provided by the source code in Appendix A. Only the decoder portion of this software is normative, though a significant amount of code is shared by both the encoder and decoder. Section 6 provides a decoder conformance test. The decoder contains a great deal of integer and fixed-point arithmetic which needs to be performed exactly, including all rounding considerations, so any useful specification requires domain-specific symbolic language to adequately define these operations. Additionally, any conflict between the symbolic representation and the included reference implementation must be resolved. For the practical reasons of compatibility and testability it would be advantageous to give the reference implementation priority in any disagreement. The C language is also one of the most widely understood human-readable symbolic representations for machine behavior. For these reasons this RFC uses the reference implementation as the sole symbolic representation of the codec.

While the symbolic representation is unambiguous and complete it is not always the easiest way to understand the codec’s operation. For this reason this document also describes significant parts of the codec in English and takes the opportunity to explain the rationale behind many of the more surprising elements of the design. These descriptions are intended to be accurate and informative, but the limitations of common English sometimes result in ambiguity, so it is expected that the reader will always read them alongside the symbolic representation. Numerous references to the implementation are provided for this purpose. The descriptions sometimes differ from the reference in ordering or through mathematical simplification wherever such deviation makes an explanation easier to understand. For example, the right shift and left shift operations in the reference implementation are often described using division and multiplication in the text. In general, the text is focused on the "what" and "why" while the symbolic representation most clearly provides the "how".
1.1. Notation and Conventions

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [rfc2119].

Various operations in the codec require bit-exact fixed-point behavior, even when writing a floating point implementation. The notation "Q<n>", where n is an integer, denotes the number of binary digits to the right of the decimal point in a fixed-point number. For example, a signed Q14 value in a 16-bit word can represent values from -2.0 to 1.99993896484375, inclusive. This notation is for informational purposes only. Arithmetic, when described, always operates on the underlying integer. E.g., the text will explicitly indicate any shifts required after a multiplication.

Expressions, where included in the text, follow C operator rules and precedence, with the exception that the syntax "x**y" indicates x raised to the power y. The text also makes use of the following functions:

1.1.1. min(x,y)

The smallest of two values x and y.

1.1.2. max(x,y)

The largest of two values x and y.

1.1.3. clamp(lo,x,hi)

\[ \text{clamp}(lo,x,hi) = \text{max}(lo,\text{min}(x,hi)) \]

With this definition, if lo > hi, then lo is returned.

1.1.4. sign(x)

The sign of x, i.e.,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sign}(x) &= \begin{cases} 
-1, & x < 0, \\
0, & x == 0, \\
1, & x > 0.
\end{cases} 
\end{align*}
\]

1.1.5. abs(x)

The absolute value of x, i.e.,

\[
\text{abs}(x) = \text{sign}(x) \times x.
\]
1.1.6. floor(f)

The largest integer z such that z <= f.

1.1.7. ceil(f)

The smallest integer z such that z >= f.

1.1.8. round(f)

The integer z nearest to f, with ties rounded towards negative infinity, i.e.,

round(f) = ceil(f - 0.5) .

1.1.9. log2(f)

The base-two logarithm of f.

1.1.10. ilog(n)

The minimum number of bits required to store a positive integer n in binary, or 0 for a non-positive integer n.

\[
\text{ilog}(n) = \begin{cases} 0, & n \leq 0, \\ \left\lfloor \log_2(n) \right\rfloor + 1, & n > 0 \end{cases}
\]

Examples:
- i\text{log}(-1) = 0
- i\text{log}(0) = 0
- i\text{log}(1) = 1
- i\text{log}(2) = 2
- i\text{log}(3) = 2
- i\text{log}(4) = 3
- i\text{log}(7) = 3
2. Opus Codec Overview

The Opus codec scales from 6 kb/s narrowband mono speech to 510 kb/s fullband stereo music, with algorithmic delays ranging from 5 ms to 65.2 ms. At any given time, either the LP layer, the MDCT layer, or both, may be active. It can seamlessly switch between all of its various operating modes, giving it a great deal of flexibility to adapt to varying content and network conditions without renegotiating the current session. The codec allows input and output of various audio bandwidths, defined as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Audio Bandwidth</th>
<th>Sample Rate (Effective)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB (narrowband)</td>
<td>4 kHz</td>
<td>8 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB (medium-band)</td>
<td>6 kHz</td>
<td>12 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB (wideband)</td>
<td>8 kHz</td>
<td>16 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWB (super-wideband)</td>
<td>12 kHz</td>
<td>24 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB (fullband)</td>
<td>20 kHz (*)</td>
<td>48 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

(*) Although the sampling theorem allows a bandwidth as large as half the sampling rate, Opus never codes audio above 20 kHz, as that is the generally accepted upper limit of human hearing.

Opus defines super-wideband (SWB) with an effective sample rate of 24 kHz, unlike some other audio coding standards that use 32 kHz. This was chosen for a number of reasons. The band layout in the MDCT layer naturally allows skipping coefficients for frequencies over 12 kHz, but does not allow cleanly dropping just those frequencies over 16 kHz. A sample rate of 24 kHz also makes resampling in the MDCT layer easier, as 24 evenly divides 48, and when 24 kHz is sufficient, it can save computation in other processing, such as Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC). Experimental changes to the band layout to allow a 16 kHz cutoff (32 kHz effective sample rate) showed potential quality degradations at other sample rates, and at typical bitrates the number of bits saved by using such a cutoff instead of coding in fullband (FB) mode is very small. Therefore, if an application wishes to process a signal sampled at 32 kHz, it should just use FB.

The LP layer is based on the SILK codec [SILK]. It supports NB, MB,
or WB audio and frame sizes from 10 ms to 60 ms, and requires an additional 5 ms look-ahead for noise shaping estimation. A small additional delay (up to 1.5 ms) may be required for sampling rate conversion. Like Vorbis [Vorbis-website] and many other modern codecs, SILK is inherently designed for variable-bitrate (VBR) coding, though the encoder can also produce constant-bitrate (CBR) streams. The version of SILK used in Opus is substantially modified from, and not compatible with, the stand-alone SILK codec previously deployed by Skype. This document does not serve to define that format, but those interested in the original SILK codec should see [SILK] instead.

The MDCT layer is based on the CELT codec [CELT]. It supports NB, WB, SWB, or FB audio and frame sizes from 2.5 ms to 20 ms, and requires an additional 2.5 ms look-ahead due to the overlapping MDCT windows. The CELT codec is inherently designed for CBR coding, but unlike many CBR codecs it is not limited to a set of predetermined rates. It internally allocates bits to exactly fill any given target budget, and an encoder can produce a VBR stream by varying the target on a per-frame basis. The MDCT layer is not used for speech when the audio bandwidth is WB or less, as it is not useful there. On the other hand, non-speech signals are not always adequately coded using linear prediction, so for music only the MDCT layer should be used.

A "Hybrid" mode allows the use of both layers simultaneously with a frame size of 10 or 20 ms and a SWB or FB audio bandwidth. The LP layer codes the low frequencies by resampling the signal down to WB. The MDCT layer follows, coding the high frequency portion of the signal. The cutoff between the two lies at 8 kHz, the maximum WB audio bandwidth. In the MDCT layer, all bands below 8 kHz are discarded, so there is no coding redundancy between the two layers.

The sample rate (in contrast to the actual audio bandwidth) can be chosen independently on the encoder and decoder side, e.g., a fullband signal can be decoded as wideband, or vice versa. This approach ensures a sender and receiver can always interoperate, regardless of the capabilities of their actual audio hardware. Internally, the LP layer always operates at a sample rate of twice the audio bandwidth, up to a maximum of 16 kHz, which it continues to use for SWB and FB. The decoder simply resamples its output to support different sample rates. The MDCT layer always operates internally at a sample rate of 48 kHz. Since all the supported sample rates evenly divide this rate, and since the the decoder may easily zero out the high frequency portion of the spectrum in the frequency domain, it can simply decimate the MDCT layer output to achieve the other supported sample rates very cheaply.

After conversion to the common, desired output sample rate, the
decoder simply adds the output from the two layers together. To compensate for the different look-ahead required by each layer, the CELT encoder input is delayed by an additional 2.7 ms. This ensures that low frequencies and high frequencies arrive at the same time. This extra delay may be reduced by an encoder by using less look-ahead for noise shaping or using a simpler resampler in the LP layer, but this will reduce quality. However, the base 2.5 ms look-ahead in the CELT layer cannot be reduced in the encoder because it is needed for the MDCT overlap, whose size is fixed by the decoder.

Both layers use the same entropy coder, avoiding any waste from "padding bits" between them. The hybrid approach makes it easy to support both CBR and VBR coding. Although the LP layer is VBR, the bit allocation of the MDCT layer can produce a final stream that is CBR by using all the bits left unused by the LP layer.

2.1. Control Parameters

The Opus codec includes a number of control parameters which can be changed dynamically during regular operation of the codec, without interrupting the audio stream from the encoder to the decoder. These parameters only affect the encoder since any impact they have on the bit-stream is signaled in-band such that a decoder can decode any Opus stream without any out-of-band signaling. Any Opus implementation can add or modify these control parameters without affecting interoperability. The most important encoder control parameters in the reference encoder are listed below.

2.1.1. Bitrate

Opus supports all bitrates from 6 kb/s to 510 kb/s. All other parameters being equal, higher bitrate results in higher quality. For a frame size of 20 ms, these are the bitrate "sweet spots" for Opus in various configurations:

- 8-12 kb/s for NB speech,
- 16-20 kb/s for WB speech,
- 28-40 kb/s for FB speech,
- 48-64 kb/s for FB mono music, and
- 64-128 kb/s for FB stereo music.
2.1.2. Number of Channels (Mono/Stereo)

Opus can transmit either mono or stereo frames within a single stream. When decoding a mono frame in a stereo decoder, the left and right channels are identical, and when decoding a stereo frame in a mono decoder, the mono output is the average of the left and right channels. In some cases, it is desirable to encode a stereo input stream in mono (e.g., because the bitrate is too low to encode stereo with sufficient quality). The number of channels encoded can be selected in real-time, but by default the reference encoder attempts to make the best decision possible given the current bitrate.

2.1.3. Audio Bandwidth

The audio bandwidths supported by Opus are listed in Table 1. Just like for the number of channels, any decoder can decode audio encoded at any bandwidth. For example, any Opus decoder operating at 8 kHz can decode a FB Opus frame, and any Opus decoder operating at 48 kHz can decode a NB frame. Similarly, the reference encoder can take a 48 kHz input signal and encode it as NB. The higher the audio bandwidth, the higher the required bitrate to achieve acceptable quality. The audio bandwidth can be explicitly specified in real-time, but by default the reference encoder attempts to make the best bandwidth decision possible given the current bitrate.

2.1.4. Frame Duration

Opus can encode frames of 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40 or 60 ms. It can also combine multiple frames into packets of up to 120 ms. For real-time applications, sending fewer packets per second reduces the bitrate, since it reduces the overhead from IP, UDP, and RTP headers. However, it increases latency and sensitivity to packet losses, as losing one packet constitutes a loss of a bigger chunk of audio. Increasing the frame duration also slightly improves coding efficiency, but the gain becomes small for frame sizes above 20 ms. For this reason, 20 ms frames are a good choice for most applications.

2.1.5. Complexity

There are various aspects of the Opus encoding process where trade-offs can be made between CPU complexity and quality/bitrate. In the reference encoder, the complexity is selected using an integer from 0 to 10, where 0 is the lowest complexity and 10 is the highest. Examples of computations for which such trade-offs may occur are:

- The order of the pitch analysis whitening filter [Whitening],
o The order of the short-term noise shaping filter,

o The number of states in delayed decision quantization of the residual signal, and

o The use of certain bit-stream features such as variable time-frequency resolution and the pitch post-filter.

2.1.6. Packet Loss Resilience

Audio codecs often exploit inter-frame correlations to reduce the bitrate at a cost in error propagation: after losing one packet several packets need to be received before the decoder is able to accurately reconstruct the speech signal. The extent to which Opus exploits inter-frame dependencies can be adjusted on the fly to choose a trade-off between bitrate and amount of error propagation.

2.1.7. Forward Error Correction (FEC)

Another mechanism providing robustness against packet loss is the in-band Forward Error Correction (FEC). Packets that are determined to contain perceptually important speech information, such as onsets or transients, are encoded again at a lower bitrate and this re-encoded information is added to a subsequent packet.

2.1.8. Constant/Variable Bitrate

Opus is more efficient when operating with variable bitrate (VBR), which is the default. When low-latency transmission is required over a relatively slow connection, then constrained VBR can also be used. This uses VBR in a way that simulates a "bit reservoir" and is equivalent to what MP3 (MPEG 1, Layer 3) and AAC (Advanced Audio Coding) call CBR (i.e., not true CBR due to the bit reservoir). In some (rare) applications, constant bitrate (CBR) is required. There are two main reasons to operate in CBR mode:

o When the transport only supports a fixed size for each compressed frame

o When encryption is used for an audio stream that is either highly constrained (e.g. yes/no, recorded prompts) or highly sensitive [SRTP-VBR]

Bitrate may still be allowed to vary, even with sensitive data, as long as the variation is not driven by the input signal (for example, to match changing network conditions). To achieve this, an application should still run Opus in CBR mode, but change the target rate before each packet.
2.1.9. Discontinuous Transmission (DTX)

Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) reduces the bitrate during silence or background noise. When DTX is enabled, only one frame is encoded every 400 milliseconds.
3. Internal Framing

The Opus encoder produces "packets", which are each a contiguous set of bytes meant to be transmitted as a single unit. The packets described here do not include such things as IP, UDP, or RTP headers which are normally found in a transport-layer packet. A single packet may contain multiple audio frames, so long as they share a common set of parameters, including the operating mode, audio bandwidth, frame size, and channel count (mono vs. stereo). This section describes the possible combinations of these parameters and the internal framing used to pack multiple frames into a single packet. This framing is not self-delimiting. Instead, it assumes that a lower layer (such as UDP or RTP [RFC3550] or Ogg [RFC3533] or Matroska [Matroska-website]) will communicate the length, in bytes, of the packet, and it uses this information to reduce the framing overhead in the packet itself. A decoder implementation MUST support the framing described in this section. An alternative, self-delimiting variant of the framing is described in Appendix B. Support for that variant is OPTIONAL.

All bit diagrams in this document number the bits so that bit 0 is the most significant bit of the first byte, and bit 7 is the least significant. Bit 8 is thus the most significant bit of the second byte, etc. Well-formed Opus packets obey certain requirements, marked [R1] through [R7] below. These are summarized in Section 3.4 along with appropriate means of handling malformed packets.

3.1. The TOC Byte

A well-formed Opus packet MUST contain at least one byte [R1]. This byte forms a table-of-contents (TOC) header that signals which of the various modes and configurations a given packet uses. It is composed of a configuration number, "config", a stereo flag, "s", and a frame count code, "c", arranged as illustrated in Figure 1. A description of each of these fields follows.

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| config |s| c |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```

Figure 1: The TOC Byte

The top five bits of the TOC byte, labeled "config", encode one of 32 possible configurations of operating mode, audio bandwidth, and frame size. As described, the LP (SILK) layer and MDCT (CELT) layer can be combined in three possible operating modes:
1. A SILK-only mode for use in low bitrate connections with an audio bandwidth of WB or less,

2. A Hybrid (SILK+CELT) mode for SWB or FB speech at medium bitrates, and

3. A CELT-only mode for very low delay speech transmission as well as music transmission (NB to FB).

The 32 possible configurations each identify which one of these operating modes the packet uses, as well as the audio bandwidth and the frame size. Table 2 lists the parameters for each configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration Number(s)</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Frame Sizes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0...3</td>
<td>SILK-only</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>10, 20, 40, 60 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4...7</td>
<td>SILK-only</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>10, 20, 40, 60 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8...11</td>
<td>SILK-only</td>
<td>WB</td>
<td>10, 20, 40, 60 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12...13</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>SWB</td>
<td>10, 20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14...15</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>FB</td>
<td>10, 20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16...19</td>
<td>CELT-only</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>2.5, 5, 10, 20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20...23</td>
<td>CELT-only</td>
<td>WB</td>
<td>2.5, 5, 10, 20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24...27</td>
<td>CELT-only</td>
<td>SWB</td>
<td>2.5, 5, 10, 20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28...31</td>
<td>CELT-only</td>
<td>FB</td>
<td>2.5, 5, 10, 20 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: TOC Byte Configuration Parameters

The configuration numbers in each range (e.g., 0...3 for NB SILK-only) correspond to the various choices of frame size, in the same order. For example, configuration 0 has a 10 ms frame size and configuration 3 has a 60 ms frame size.

One additional bit, labeled "s", signals mono vs. stereo, with 0 indicating mono and 1 indicating stereo.

The remaining two bits of the TOC byte, labeled "c", code the number of frames per packet (codes 0 to 3) as follows:
o 0: 1 frame in the packet
o 1: 2 frames in the packet, each with equal compressed size
o 2: 2 frames in the packet, with different compressed sizes
o 3: an arbitrary number of frames in the packet

This draft refers to a packet as a code 0 packet, code 1 packet, etc., based on the value of "c".

3.2. Frame Packing

This section describes how frames are packed according to each possible value of "c" in the TOC byte.

3.2.1. Frame Length Coding

When a packet contains multiple VBR frames (i.e., code 2 or 3), the compressed length of one or more of these frames is indicated with a one- or two-byte sequence, with the meaning of the first byte as follows:

- 0: No frame (discontinuous transmission (DTX) or lost packet)
- 1...251: Length of the frame in bytes
- 252...255: A second byte is needed. The total length is (second_byte*4)+first_byte

The special length 0 indicates that no frame is available, either because it was dropped during transmission by some intermediary or because the encoder chose not to transmit it. Any Opus frame in any mode MAY have a length of 0.

The maximum representable length is 255*4+255=1275 bytes. For 20 ms frames, this represents a bitrate of 510 kb/s, which is approximately the highest useful rate for lossily compressed fullband stereo music. Beyond this point, lossless codecs are more appropriate. It is also roughly the maximum useful rate of the MDCT layer, as shortly thereafter quality no longer improves with additional bits due to limitations on the codebook sizes.

No length is transmitted for the last frame in a VBR packet, or for any of the frames in a CBR packet, as it can be inferred from the total size of the packet and the size of all other data in the packet. However, the length of any individual frame MUST NOT exceed 1275 bytes [R2], to allow for repacketization by gateways, conference
3.2.2. Code 0: One Frame in the Packet

For code 0 packets, the TOC byte is immediately followed by N-1 bytes of compressed data for a single frame (where N is the size of the packet), as illustrated in Figure 2.

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| config |s|0|0|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+
| Compressed frame 1 (N-1 bytes)... |
: |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 2: A Code 0 Packet

3.2.3. Code 1: Two Frames in the Packet, Each with Equal Compressed Size

For code 1 packets, the TOC byte is immediately followed by the (N-1)/2 bytes of compressed data for the first frame, followed by (N-1)/2 bytes of compressed data for the second frame, as illustrated in Figure 3. The number of payload bytes available for compressed data, N-1, MUST be even for all code 1 packets [R3].

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| config |s|0|1|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+--+-+
| Compressed frame 1 ((N-1)/2 bytes)... |
: |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Compressed frame 2 ((N-1)/2 bytes)... |
: |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 3: A Code 1 Packet
3.2.4. Code 2: Two Frames in the Packet, with Different Compressed Sizes

For code 2 packets, the TOC byte is followed by a one- or two-byte sequence indicating the length of the first frame (marked N1 in Figure 4), followed by N1 bytes of compressed data for the first frame. The remaining N-N1-2 or N-N1-3 bytes are the compressed data for the second frame. This is illustrated in Figure 4. A code 2 packet MUST contain enough bytes to represent a valid length. For example, a 1-byte code 2 packet is always invalid, and a 2-byte code 2 packet whose second byte is in the range 252...255 is also invalid. The length of the first frame, N1, MUST also be no larger than the size of the payload remaining after decoding that length for all code 2 packets [R4]. This makes, for example, a 2-byte code 2 packet with a second byte in the range 1...251 invalid as well (the only valid 2-byte code 2 packet is one where the length of both frames is zero).

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| config |s|1|0| N1 (1-2 bytes):                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|               Compressed frame 1 (N1 bytes)...                |
|               |                                           |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|       |                                           |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                     Compressed frame 2...                     |
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 4: A Code 2 Packet

3.2.5. Code 3: A Signaled Number of Frames in the Packet

Code 3 packets signal the number of frames, as well as additional padding, called "Opus padding" to indicate that this padding is added at the Opus layer, rather than at the transport layer. Code 3 packets MUST have at least 2 bytes [R6,R7]. The TOC byte is followed by a byte encoding the number of frames in the packet in bits 2 to 7 (marked "M" in Figure 5), with bit 1 indicating whether or not Opus padding is inserted (marked "p" in Figure 5), and bit 0 indicating VBR (marked "v" in Figure 5). M MUST NOT be zero, and the audio duration contained within a packet MUST NOT exceed 120 ms [R5]. This limits the maximum frame count for any frame size to 48 (for 2.5 ms frames), with lower limits for longer frame sizes. Figure 5 illustrates the layout of the frame count byte.

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| config |s|1|0| N1 (1-2 bytes):                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|               Compressed frame 1 (N1 bytes)...                |
|               |                                           |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|       |                                           |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                     Compressed frame 2...                     |
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 5: Code 3 Packet Layout
When Opus padding is used, the number of bytes of padding is encoded in the bytes following the frame count byte. Values from 0...254 indicate that 0...254 bytes of padding are included, in addition to the byte(s) used to indicate the size of the padding. If the value is 255, then the size of the additional padding is 254 bytes, plus the padding value encoded in the next byte. There MUST be at least one more byte in the packet in this case [R6,R7]. The additional padding bytes appear at the end of the packet, and MUST be set to zero by the encoder to avoid creating a covert channel. The decoder MUST accept any value for the padding bytes, however.

Although this encoding provides multiple ways to indicate a given number of padding bytes, each uses a different number of bytes to indicate the padding size, and thus will increase the total packet size by a different amount. For example, to add 255 bytes to a packet, set the padding bit, p, to 1, insert a single byte after the frame count byte with a value of 254, and append 254 padding bytes with the value zero to the end of the packet. To add 256 bytes to a packet, set the padding bit to 1, insert two bytes after the frame count byte with the values 255 and 0, respectively, and append 254 padding bytes with the value zero to the end of the packet. By using the value 255 multiple times, it is possible to create a packet of any specific, desired size. Let P be the number of header bytes used to indicate the padding size plus the number of padding bytes themselves (i.e., P is the total number of bytes added to the packet). Then P MUST be no more than N-2 [R6,R7].

In the CBR case, let R=N-2-P be the number of bytes remaining in the packet after subtracting the (optional) padding. Then the compressed length of each frame in bytes is equal to R/M. The value R MUST be a non-negative integer multiple of M [R6]. The compressed data for all M frames follows, each of size R/M bytes, as illustrated in Figure 6.
In the VBR case, the (optional) padding length is followed by M-1 frame lengths (indicated by "N1" to "N[M-1]" in Figure 7), each encoded in a one- or two-byte sequence as described above. The packet MUST contain enough data for the M-1 lengths after removing the (optional) padding, and the sum of these lengths MUST be no larger than the number of bytes remaining in the packet after decoding them [R7]. The compressed data for all M frames follows, each frame consisting of the indicated number of bytes, with the final frame consuming any remaining bytes before the final padding, as illustrated in Figure 6. The number of header bytes (TOC byte, frame count byte, padding length bytes, and frame length bytes), plus the signaled length of the first M-1 frames themselves, plus the signaled length of the padding MUST be no larger than N, the total size of the packet.
3.3. Examples

Simplest case, one NB mono 20 ms SILK frame:

```
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| config |s|1|1|1|p|     M     | Padding length (Optional)     :
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Compressed frame 1 (N1 bytes)...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Compressed frame 2 (N2 bytes)...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Compressed frame M...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Opus Padding (Optional)...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 7: A VBR Code 3 Packet

Two FB mono 5 ms CELT frames of the same compressed size:

```
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| 29 |0|0|1| compressed data... :
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 8
3.4. Receiving Malformed Packets

A receiver MUST NOT process packets which violate any of the rules above as normal Opus packets. They are reserved for future applications, such as in-band headers (containing metadata, etc.). Packets which violate these constraints may cause implementations of this specification to treat them as malformed, and discard them.

These constraints are summarized here for reference:

[R1] Packets are at least one byte.

[R2] No implicit frame length is larger than 1275 bytes.

[R3] Code 1 packets have an odd total length, N, so that (N-1)/2 is an integer.

[R4] Code 2 packets have enough bytes after the TOC for a valid frame length, and that length is no larger than the number of bytes remaining in the packet.
[R5] Code 3 packets contain at least one frame, but no more than 120 ms of audio total.

[R6] The length of a CBR code 3 packet, N, is at least two bytes, the number of bytes added to indicate the padding size plus the trailing padding bytes themselves, P, is no more than N-2, and the frame count, M, satisfies the constraint that (N-2-P) is a non-negative integer multiple of M.

[R7] VBR code 3 packets are large enough to contain all the header bytes (TOC byte, frame count byte, any padding length bytes, and any frame length bytes), plus the length of the first M-1 frames, plus any trailing padding bytes.
4. Opus Decoder

The Opus decoder consists of two main blocks: the SILK decoder and the CELT decoder. At any given time, one or both of the SILK and CELT decoders may be active. The output of the Opus decode is the sum of the outputs from the SILK and CELT decoders with proper sample rate conversion and delay compensation on the SILK side, and optional decimation (when decoding to sample rates less than 48 kHz) on the CELT side, as illustrated in the block diagram below.

4.1. Range Decoder

Opus uses an entropy coder based on range coding [range-coding] [Martin79], which is itself a rediscovery of the FIFO arithmetic code introduced by [coding-thesis]. It is very similar to arithmetic encoding, except that encoding is done with digits in any base instead of with bits, so it is faster when using larger bases (i.e., a byte). All of the calculations in the range coder must use bit-exact integer arithmetic.

Symbols may also be coded as "raw bits" packed directly into the bitstream, bypassing the range coder. These are packed backwards starting at the end of the frame, as illustrated in Figure 12. This reduces complexity and makes the stream more resilient to bit errors, as corruption in the raw bits will not desynchronize the decoding process, unlike corruption in the input to the range decoder. Raw bits are only used in the CELT layer.
Each symbol coded by the range coder is drawn from a finite alphabet and coded in a separate "context", which describes the size of the alphabet and the relative frequency of each symbol in that alphabet.

Suppose there is a context with n symbols, identified with an index that ranges from 0 to n-1. The parameters needed to encode or decode symbol k in this context are represented by a three-tuple \((f_l[k], f_h[k], f_t)\), all 16-bit unsigned integers, with 

\[ 0 \leq f_l[k] < f_h[k] \leq f_t \leq 65535. \]

The values of this tuple are derived from the probability model for the symbol, represented by traditional "frequency counts". Because Opus uses static contexts these are not updated as symbols are decoded. Let \( f[i] \) be the frequency of symbol i. Then the three-tuple corresponding to symbol k is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_l[k] &= \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} f[i], \\
    f_h[k] &= f_l[k] + f[k], \\
    f_t &= \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} f[i]
\end{align*}
\]

The range decoder extracts the symbols and integers encoded using the range encoder in Section 5.1. The range decoder maintains an internal state vector composed of the two-tuple \((val, rng)\), representing the difference between the high end of the current range and the actual coded value, minus one, and the size of the current range, respectively. Both val and rng are 32-bit unsigned integer values.

### 4.1.1. Range Decoder Initialization

Let \( b_0 \) be an 8-bit unsigned integer containing first input byte (or containing zero if there are no bytes in this Opus frame). The
decoder initializes \( \text{rng} \) to 128 and initializes \( \text{val} \) to \((127 - (b0 >> 1))\), where \((b0 >> 1)\) is the top 7 bits of the first input byte. It saves the remaining bit, \((b0 & 1)\), for use in the renormalization procedure described in Section 4.1.2.1, which the decoder invokes immediately after initialization to read additional bits and establish the invariant that \( \text{rng} > 2^{**23} \).

### 4.1.2. Decoding Symbols

Decoding a symbol is a two-step process. The first step determines a 16-bit unsigned value \( \text{fs} \), which lies within the range of some symbol in the current context. The second step updates the range decoder state with the three-tuple \((\text{fl}[k], \text{fh}[k], \text{ft})\) corresponding to that symbol.

The first step is implemented by \texttt{ec_decode()} (\texttt{entdec.c}), which computes

\[
\text{val} = \frac{\text{fs} = \text{ft} - \min(\frac{\text{rng}}{\text{ft}}, + 1, \text{ft})}{\text{rng/ft}}
\]

The divisions here are integer division.

The decoder then identifies the symbol in the current context corresponding to \( \text{fs} \); i.e., the value of \( k \) whose three-tuple \((\text{fl}[k], \text{fh}[k], \text{ft})\) satisfies \( \text{fl}[k] \leq \text{fs} < \text{fh}[k] \). It uses this tuple to update \( \text{val} \) according to

\[
\text{val} = \frac{\text{val} - \frac{\text{rng}}{\text{ft}}*(\text{ft} - \text{fh}[k])}{\text{ft}}
\]

If \( \text{fl}[k] \) is greater than zero, then the decoder updates \( \text{rng} \) using

\[
\text{rng} = \frac{\text{rng} - \frac{\text{rng}}{\text{ft}}*(\text{fh}[k] - \text{fl}[k])}{\text{ft}}
\]

Otherwise, it updates \( \text{rng} \) using

\[
\text{rng} = \frac{\text{rng} - \frac{\text{rng}}{\text{ft}}*(\text{ft} - \text{fh}[k])}{\text{ft}}
\]

Using a special case for the first symbol (rather than the last symbol, as is commonly done in other arithmetic coders) ensures that all the truncation error from the finite precision arithmetic...
accumulates in symbol 0. This makes the cost of coding a 0 slightly smaller, on average, than its estimated probability indicates and makes the cost of coding any other symbol slightly larger. When contexts are designed so that 0 is the most probable symbol, which is often the case, this strategy minimizes the inefficiency introduced by the finite precision. It also makes some of the special-case decoding routines in Section 4.1.3 particularly simple.

After the updates, implemented by ec_dec_update() (entdec.c), the decoder normalizes the range using the procedure in the next section, and returns the index k.

4.1.2.1. Renormalization

To normalize the range, the decoder repeats the following process, implemented by ec_dec_normalize() (entdec.c), until rng > 2**23. If rng is already greater than 2**23, the entire process is skipped. First, it sets rng to (rng<<8). Then it reads the next byte of the Opus frame and forms an 8-bit value sym, using the left-over bit buffered from the previous byte as the high bit and the top 7 bits of the byte just read as the other 7 bits of sym. The remaining bit in the byte just read is buffered for use in the next iteration. If no more input bytes remain, it uses zero bits instead. See Section 4.1.1 for the initialization used to process the first byte. Then, it sets

\[
\text{val} = ((\text{val}<<8) + (255-\text{sym})) \& 0x7FFFFFFF
\]

It is normal and expected that the range decoder will read several bytes into the raw bits data (if any) at the end of the packet by the time the frame is completely decoded, as illustrated in Figure 13. This same data MUST also be returned as raw bits when requested. The encoder is expected to terminate the stream in such a way that the decoder will decode the intended values regardless of the data contained in the raw bits. Section 5.1.5 describes a procedure for doing this. If the range decoder consumes all of the bytes belonging to the current frame, it MUST continue to use zero when any further input bytes are required, even if there is additional data in the current packet from padding or other frames.
### Alternate Decoding Methods

The reference implementation uses three additional decoding methods that are exactly equivalent to the above, but make assumptions and simplifications that allow for a more efficient implementation.

#### ec_decode_bin()

The first is `ec_decode_bin()` (entdec.c), defined using the parameter `ftb` instead of `ft`. It is mathematically equivalent to calling `ec_decode()` with `ft = (1<<ftb)`, but avoids one of the divisions.

#### ec_dec_bit_logp()

The next is `ec_dec_bit_logp()` (entdec.c), which decodes a single binary symbol, replacing both the `ec_decode()` and `ec_dec_update()` steps. The context is described by a single parameter, `logp`, which is the absolute value of the base-2 logarithm of the probability of a "1". It is mathematically equivalent to calling `ec_decode()` with `ft = (1<<logp)`, followed by `ec_dec_update()` with the 3-tuple `(fl[k] = 0, fh[k] = (1<<logp) - 1, ft = (1<<logp))` if the returned value of `fs` is less than `(1<<logp) - 1` (a "0" was decoded), and with `(fl[k] = (1<<logp) - 1, fh[k] = ft = (1<<logp))` otherwise (a "1" was decoded). The implementation requires no multiplications or divisions.

#### ec_dec_icdf()

The last is `ec_dec_icdf()` (entdec.c), which decodes a single symbol with a table-based context of up to 8 bits, also replacing both the `ec_decode()` and `ec_dec_update()` steps, as well as the search for the decoded symbol in between. The context is described by two parameters, an icdf ("inverse" cumulative distribution function).
table and ftb. As with ec_decode_bin(), \((1\ll ftb)\) is equivalent to ft. idcf[k], on the other hand, stores \((1\ll ftb)\) - fh[k], which is equal to \((1\ll ftb)\) - fl[k+1]. fl[0] is assumed to be 0, and the table is terminated by a value of 0 (where fh[k] == ft).

The function is mathematically equivalent to calling ec_decode() with ft = \((1\ll ftb)\), using the returned value fs to search the table for the first entry where fs < \((1\ll ftb)\) - idcf[k], and calling ec_dec_update() with fl[k] = \((1\ll ftb)\) - idcf[k-1] (or 0 if k == 0), fh[k] = \((1\ll ftb)\) - idcf[k], and ft = \((1\ll ftb)\). Combining the search with the update allows the division to be replaced by a series of multiplications (which are usually much cheaper), and using an inverse CDF allows the use of an ftb as large as 8 in an 8-bit table without any special cases. This is the primary interface with the range decoder in the SILK layer, though it is used in a few places in the CELT layer as well.

Although icdf[k] is more convenient for the code, the frequency counts, f[k], are a more natural representation of the probability distribution function (PDF) for a given symbol. Therefore this document lists the latter, not the former, when describing the context in which a symbol is coded as a list, e.g., \({4, 4, 4, 4}/16\) for a uniform context with four possible values and ft = 16. The value of ft after the slash is always the sum of the entries in the PDF, but is included for convenience. Contexts with identical probabilities, f[k]/ft, but different values of ft (or equivalently, ftb) are not the same, and cannot, in general, be used in place of one another. An icdf table is also not capable of representing a PDF where the first symbol has 0 probability. In such contexts, ec_dec_icdf() can decode the symbol by using a table that drops the entries for any initial zero-probability values and adding the constant offset of the first value with a non-zero probability to its return value.

4.1.4. Decoding Raw Bits

The raw bits used by the CELT layer are packed at the end of the packet, with the least significant bit of the first value packed in the least significant bit of the last byte, filling up to the most significant bit in the last byte, continuing on to the least significant bit of the penultimate byte, and so on. The reference implementation reads them using ec_dec_bits() (entdec.c). Because the range decoder must read several bytes ahead in the stream, as described in Section 4.1.2.1, the input consumed by the raw bits may overlap with the input consumed by the range coder, and a decoder MUST allow this. The format should render it impossible to attempt to read more raw bits than there are actual bits in the frame, though a decoder may wish to check for this and report an error.
4.1.5. Decoding Uniformly Distributed Integers

The function ec_dec_uint() (entdec.c) decodes one of ft equiprobable values in the range 0 to (ft - 1), inclusive, each with a frequency of 1, where ft may be as large as (2**32 - 1). Because ec_decode() is limited to a total frequency of (2**16 - 1), it splits up the value into a range coded symbol representing up to 8 of the high bits, and, if necessary, raw bits representing the remainder of the value. The limit of 8 bits in the range coded symbol is a trade-off between implementation complexity, modeling error (since the symbols no longer truly have equal coding cost), and rounding error introduced by the range coder itself (which gets larger as more bits are included). Using raw bits reduces the maximum number of divisions required in the worst case, but means that it may be possible to decode a value outside the range 0 to (ft - 1), inclusive.

ec_dec_uint() takes a single, positive parameter, ft, which is not necessarily a power of two, and returns an integer, t, whose value lies between 0 and (ft - 1), inclusive. Let ftb = ilog(ft - 1), i.e., the number of bits required to store (ft - 1) in two’s complement notation. If ftb is 8 or less, then t is decoded with

\[ t = ec_{-}\text{decode}(ft) \]

and the range coder state is updated using the three-tuple \((t, t + 1, ft)\).

If ftb is greater than 8, then the top 8 bits of t are decoded using

\[ t = ec_{-}\text{decode}(((ft - 1) >> (ftb - 8)) + 1) \]

the decoder state is updated using the three-tuple \((t, t + 1, ((ft - 1) >> (ftb - 8)) + 1)\), and the remaining bits are decoded as raw bits, setting

\[ t = (t << (ftb - 8)) | ec_{-}\text{dec_bits}(ftb - 8) \]

If, at this point, \( t \geq ft \), then the current frame is corrupt. In that case, the decoder should assume there has been an error in the coding, decoding, or transmission and SHOULD take measures to conceal the error (e.g. saturate to ft-1 or use the PLC) and/or report to the application that the error has occurred.

4.1.6. Current Bit Usage

The bit allocation routines in the CELT decoder need a conservative upper bound on the number of bits that have been used from the current frame thus far, including both range coder bits and raw bits. This drives allocation decisions that must match those made in the encoder. The upper bound is computed in the reference implementation.
to whole-bit precision by the function ec_tell() (entcode.h) and to fractional 1/8th bit precision by the function ec_tell_frac() (entcode.c). Like all operations in the range coder, it must be implemented in a bit-exact manner, and must produce exactly the same value returned by the same functions in the encoder after encoding the same symbols.

ec_tell() is guaranteed to return ceil(ec_tell_frac()/8.0). In various places the codec will check to ensure there is enough room to contain a symbol before attempting to decode it. In practice, although the number of bits used so far is an upper bound, decoding a symbol whose probability model suggests it has a worst-case cost of $p$ 1/8th bits may actually advance the return value of ec_tell_frac() by $p-1$, $p$, or $p+1$ 1/8th bits, due to approximation error in that upper bound, truncation error in the range coder, and for large values of $ft$, modeling error in ec_dec_uint().

However, this error is bounded, and periodic calls to ec_tell() or ec_tell_frac() at precisely defined points in the decoding process prevent it from accumulating. For a range coder symbol that requires a whole number of bits (i.e., for which $ft/(fh[k] - fl[k])$ is a power of two), where there are at least $p$ 1/8th bits available, decoding the symbol will never cause ec_tell() or ec_tell_frac() to exceed the size of the frame ("bust the budget"). In this case the return value of ec_tell_frac() will only advance by more than $p$ 1/8th bits if there was an additional, fractional number of bits remaining, and it will never advance beyond the next whole-bit boundary, which is safe, since frames always contain a whole number of bits. However, when $p$ is not a whole number of bits, an extra 1/8th bit is required to ensure that decoding the symbol will not bust the budget.

The reference implementation keeps track of the total number of whole bits that have been processed by the decoder so far in the variable nbhits_total, including the (possibly fractional) number of bits that are currently buffered, but not consumed, inside the range coder. nbhits_total is initialized to 9 just before the initial range renormalization process completes (or equivalently, it can be initialized to 33 after the first renormalization). The extra two bits over the actual amount buffered by the range coder guarantees that it is an upper bound and that there is enough room for the encoder to terminate the stream. Each iteration through the range coder’s renormalization loop increases nbhits_total by 8. Reading raw bits increases nbhits_total by the number of raw bits read.

4.1.6.1. ec_tell()

The whole number of bits buffered in rng may be estimated via $lg = ilog(rng)$. ec_tell() then becomes a simple matter of removing these
bits from the total. It returns (nbits_total - lg).

In a newly initialized decoder, before any symbols have been read, this reports that 1 bit has been used. This is the bit reserved for termination of the encoder.

4.1.6.2. ec_tell_frac()

ec_tell_frac() estimates the number of bits buffered in rng to fractional precision. Since rng must be greater than 2**23 after renormalization, lg must be at least 24. Let

\[ r_{Q15} = \text{rng} \gg (\text{lg}-16) , \]

so that 32768 \( \leq \) \( r_{Q15} \) \( < \) 65536, an unsigned Q15 value representing the fractional part of rng. Then the following procedure can be used to add one bit of precision to lg. First, update

\[ r_{Q15} = (r_{Q15} \cdot r_{Q15}) \gg 15 . \]

Then add the 16th bit of \( r_{Q15} \) to \( \text{lg} \) via

\[ \text{lg} = 2\cdot\text{lg} + (r_{Q15} \gg 16) . \]

Finally, if this bit was a 1, reduce \( r_{Q15} \) by a factor of two via

\[ r_{Q15} = r_{Q15} \gg 1 , \]

so that it once again lies in the range 32768 \( \leq \) \( r_{Q15} \) \( < \) 65536.

This procedure is repeated three times to extend \( \text{lg} \) to 1/8th bit precision. ec_tell_frac() then returns (nbits_total*8 - \( \text{lg} \)).

4.2. SILK Decoder

The decoder’s LP layer uses a modified version of the SILK codec (herein simply called "SILK"), which runs a decoded excitation signal through adaptive long-term and short-term prediction synthesis filters. It runs at NB, MB, and WB sample rates internally. When used in a SWB or FB Hybrid frame, the LP layer itself still only runs in WB.
4.2.1. SILK Decoder Modules

An overview of the decoder is given in Figure 14.

1: Range encoded bitstream
2: Coded parameters
3: Pulses, LSBs, and signs
4: Pitch lags, Long-Term Prediction (LTP) coefficients
5: Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) coefficients and gains
6: Decoded signal (mono or mid-side stereo)
7: Unmixed signal (mono or left-right stereo)
8: Resampled signal

Figure 14: SILK Decoder

The decoder feeds the bitstream (1) to the range decoder from Section 4.1, and then decodes the parameters in it (2) using the procedures detailed in Sections 4.2.3 through 4.2.7.8.5. These parameters (3, 4, 5) are used to generate an excitation signal (see Section 4.2.7.8.6), which is fed to an optional long-term prediction (LTP) filter (voiced frames only, see Section 4.2.7.9.1) and then a short-term prediction filter (see Section 4.2.7.9.2), producing the decoded signal (6). For stereo streams, the mid-side representation is converted to separate left and right channels (7). The result is finally resampled to the desired output sample rate (e.g., 48 kHz) so that the resampled signal (8) can be mixed with the CELT layer.
4.2.2. LP Layer Organization

Internally, the LP layer of a single Opus frame is composed of either a single 10 ms regular SILK frame or between one and three 20 ms regular SILK frames. A stereo Opus frame may double the number of regular SILK frames (up to a total of six), since it includes separate frames for a mid channel and, optionally, a side channel. Optional Low Bit-Rate Redundancy (LBRR) frames, which are reduced-bitrate encodings of previous SILK frames, may be included to aid in recovery from packet loss. If present, these appear before the regular SILK frames. They are in most respects identical to regular, active SILK frames, except that they are usually encoded with a lower bitrate. This draft uses "SILK frame" to refer to either one and "regular SILK frame" if it needs to draw a distinction between the two.

Logically, each SILK frame is in turn composed of either two or four 5 ms subframes. Various parameters, such as the quantization gain of the excitation and the pitch lag and filter coefficients can vary on a subframe-by-subframe basis. Physically, the parameters for each subframe are interleaved in the bitstream, as described in the relevant sections for each parameter.

All of these frames and subframes are decoded from the same range coder, with no padding between them. Thus packing multiple SILK frames in a single Opus frame saves, on average, half a byte per SILK frame. It also allows some parameters to be predicted from prior SILK frames in the same Opus frame, since this does not degrade packet loss robustness (beyond any penalty for merely using fewer, larger packets to store multiple frames).

Stereo support in SILK uses a variant of mid-side coding, allowing a mono decoder to simply decode the mid channel. However, the data for the two channels is interleaved, so a mono decoder must still unpack the data for the side channel. It would be required to do so anyway for Hybrid Opus frames, or to support decoding individual 20 ms frames.

Table 3 summarizes the overall grouping of the contents of the LP layer. Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the ordering of the various SILK frames for a 60 ms Opus frame, for both mono and stereo, respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol(s)</th>
<th>PDF(s)</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voice Activity Detection (VAD)</td>
<td>$(1, 1)/2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flags</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBRR flag</td>
<td>$(1, 1)/2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-frame LBRR flags</td>
<td>Table 4</td>
<td>Section 4.2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBRR Frame(s)</td>
<td>Section 4.2.7</td>
<td>Section 4.2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular SILK Frame(s)</td>
<td>Section 4.2.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Organization of the SILK layer of an Opus frame

```plaintext
+-----------------+
| VAD Flags       |
+-----------------+
| LBRR Flag       |
| Per-Frame LBRR Flags (Optional) |
| LBRR Frame 1 (Optional) |
| LBRR Frame 2 (Optional) |
| LBRR Frame 3 (Optional) |
| Regular SILK Frame 1 |
| Regular SILK Frame 2 |
| Regular SILK Frame 3 |
```

Figure 15: A 60 ms Mono Frame
4.2.3. Header Bits

The LP layer begins with two to eight header bits, decoded in silk_Decode() (dec_API.c). These consist of one Voice Activity Detection (VAD) bit per frame (up to 3), followed by a single flag indicating the presence of LBRR frames. For a stereo packet, these first flags correspond to the mid channel, and a second set of flags is included for the side channel.
Because these are the first symbols decoded by the range coder and because they are coded as binary values with uniform probability, they can be extracted directly from the most significant bits of the first byte of compressed data. Thus, a receiver can determine if an Opus frame contains any active SILK frames without the overhead of using the range decoder.

4.2.4. Per-Frame LBRR Flags

For Opus frames longer than 20 ms, a set of LBRR flags is decoded for each channel that has its LBRR flag set. Each set contains one flag per 20 ms SILK frame. 40 ms Opus frames use the 2-frame LBRR flag PDF from Table 4, and 60 ms Opus frames use the 3-frame LBRR flag PDF. For each channel, the resulting 2- or 3-bit integer contains the corresponding LBRR flag for each frame, packed in order from the LSB to the MSB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Size</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 ms</td>
<td>{0, 53, 53, 150}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 ms</td>
<td>{0, 41, 20, 29, 41, 15, 28, 82}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: LBRR Flag PDFs

A 10 or 20 ms Opus frame does not contain any per-frame LBRR flags, as there may be at most one LBRR frame per channel. The global LBRR flag in the header bits (see Section 4.2.3) is already sufficient to indicate the presence of that single LBRR frame.

4.2.5. LBRR Frames

The LBRR frames, if present, contain an encoded representation of the signal immediately prior to the current Opus frame as if it were encoded with the current mode, frame size, audio bandwidth, and channel count, even if those differ from the prior Opus frame. When one of these parameters changes from one Opus frame to the next, this implies that the LBRR frames of the current Opus frame may not be simple drop-in replacements for the contents of the previous Opus frame.

For example, when switching from 20 ms to 60 ms, the 60 ms Opus frame may contain LBRR frames covering up to three prior 20 ms Opus frames, even if those frames already contained LBRR frames covering some of the same time periods. When switching from 20 ms to 10 ms, the 10 ms Opus frame can contain an LBRR frame covering at most half the prior
20 ms Opus frame, potentially leaving a hole that needs to be concealed from even a single packet loss (see Section 4.4). When switching from mono to stereo, the LBRR frames in the first stereo Opus frame MAY contain a non-trivial side channel.

In order to properly produce LBRR frames under all conditions, an encoder might need to buffer up to 60 ms of audio and re-encode it during these transitions. However, the reference implementation opts to disable LBRR frames at the transition point for simplicity. Since transitions are relatively infrequent in normal usage, this does not have a significant impact on packet loss robustness.

The LBRR frames immediately follow the LBRR flags, prior to any regular SILK frames. Section 4.2.7 describes their exact contents. LBRR frames do not include their own separate VAD flags. LBRR frames are only meant to be transmitted for active speech, thus all LBRR frames are treated as active.

In a stereo Opus frame longer than 20 ms, although the per-frame LBRR flags for the mid channel are coded as a unit before the per-frame LBRR flags for the side channel, the LBRR frames themselves are interleaved. The decoder parses an LBRR frame for the mid channel of a given 20 ms interval (if present) and then immediately parses the corresponding LBRR frame for the side channel (if present), before proceeding to the next 20 ms interval.

4.2.6. Regular SILK Frames

The regular SILK frame(s) follow the LBRR frames (if any). Section 4.2.7 describes their contents, as well. Unlike the LBRR frames, a regular SILK frame is coded for each time interval in an Opus frame, even if the corresponding VAD flags are unset. For stereo Opus frames longer than 20 ms, the regular mid and side SILK frames for each 20 ms interval are interleaved, just as with the LBRR frames. The side frame may be skipped by coding an appropriate flag, as detailed in Section 4.2.7.2.

4.2.7. SILK Frame Contents

Each SILK frame includes a set of side information that encodes

- The frame type and quantization type (Section 4.2.7.3),
- Quantization gains (Section 4.2.7.4),
- Short-term prediction filter coefficients (Section 4.2.7.5),
o A Line Spectral Frequencies (LSF) interpolation weight (Section 4.2.7.5.5),

o Long-term prediction filter lags and gains (Section 4.2.7.6), and

o A linear congruential generator (LCG) seed (Section 4.2.7.7).

The quantized excitation signal (see Section 4.2.7.8) follows these at the end of the frame. Table 5 details the overall organization of a SILK frame.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol(s)</th>
<th>PDF(s)</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stereo Prediction Weights</td>
<td>Table 6</td>
<td>Section 4.2.7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-only Flag</td>
<td>Table 8</td>
<td>Section 4.2.7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame Type</td>
<td>Section 4.2.7.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subframe Gains</td>
<td>Section 4.2.7.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized LSF Stage-1 Index</td>
<td>Table 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized LSF Stage-2 Residual</td>
<td>Section 4.2.7.5.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized LSF Interpolation Weight</td>
<td>Table 26</td>
<td>20 ms frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Pitch Lag</td>
<td>Section 4.2.7.6.1</td>
<td>Voiced frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subframe Pitch Contour</td>
<td>Table 32</td>
<td>Voiced frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodicity Index</td>
<td>Table 37</td>
<td>Voiced frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTP Filter</td>
<td>Table 38</td>
<td>Voiced frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTP Scaling</td>
<td>Table 42</td>
<td>Section 4.2.7.6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCG Seed</td>
<td>Table 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excitation Rate Level</td>
<td>Table 45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excitation Pulse Counts</td>
<td>Table 46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excitation Pulse Locations</td>
<td>Section 4.2.7.8.3</td>
<td>Non-zero pulse count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excitation LSBs</td>
<td>Table 51</td>
<td>Section 4.2.7.8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excitation Signs</td>
<td>Table 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Order of the symbols in an individual SILK frame
4.2.7.1. Stereo Prediction Weights

A SILK frame corresponding to the mid channel of a stereo Opus frame begins with a pair of side channel prediction weights, designed such that zeros indicate normal mid-side coupling. Since these weights can change on every frame, the first portion of each frame linearly interpolates between the previous weights and the current ones, using zeros for the previous weights if none are available. These prediction weights are never included in a mono Opus frame, and the previous weights are reset to zeros on any transition from mono to stereo. They are also not included in an LBRR frame for the side channel, even if the LBRR flags indicate the corresponding mid channel was not coded. In that case, the previous weights are used, again substituting in zeros if no previous weights are available since the last decoder reset (see Section 4.5.2).

To summarize, these weights are coded if and only if

- This is a stereo Opus frame (Section 3.1), and
- The current SILK frame corresponds to the mid channel.

The prediction weights are coded in three separate pieces, which are decoded by silk_stereo_decode_pred() (stereo_decode_pred.c). The first piece jointly codes the high-order part of a table index for both weights. The second piece codes the low-order part of each table index. The third piece codes an offset used to linearly interpolate between table indices. The details are as follows.

Let \( n \) be an index decoded with the 25-element stage-1 PDF in Table 6. Then let \( i_0 \) and \( i_1 \) be indices decoded with the stage-2 and stage-3 PDFs in Table 6, respectively, and let \( i_2 \) and \( i_3 \) be two more indices decoded with the stage-2 and stage-3 PDFs, all in that order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>{7, 2, 1, 1, 1, 10, 24, 8, 1, 1, 3, 23, 92, 23, 3, 1, 1, 8, 24, 10, 1, 1, 1, 2, 7}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>{85, 86, 85}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>{51, 51, 52, 51, 51}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Stereo Weight PDFs
Then use \( n, i0, \) and \( i2 \) to form two table indices, \( wi0 \) and \( wi1 \), according to

\[
wi0 = i0 + 3 \cdot (n/5) \\
wi1 = i2 + 3 \cdot (n\%5)
\]

where the division is integer division. The range of these indices is 0 to 14, inclusive. Let \( w_{Q13}[i] \) be the \( i \)'th weight from Table 7. Then the two prediction weights, \( w0_{Q13} \) and \( w1_{Q13} \), are

\[
w1_{Q13} = w_{Q13}[wi1] \\
+ (((w_{Q13}[wi1+1] - w_{Q13}[wi1]) \cdot 6554) >> 16) \cdot (2\cdot i3 + 1)
\]

\[
w0_{Q13} = w_{Q13}[wi0] \\
+ (((w_{Q13}[wi0+1] - w_{Q13}[wi0]) \cdot 6554) >> 16) \cdot (2\cdot i1 + 1) \\
- w1_{Q13}
\]

N.b., \( w1_{Q13} \) is computed first here, because \( w0_{Q13} \) depends on it. The constant 6554 is approximately 0.1 in Q16. Although \( wi0 \) and \( wi1 \) only have 15 possible values, Table 7 contains 16 entries to allow interpolation between entry \( wi0 \) and \( (wi0 + 1) \) (and likewise for \( wi1 \)).
### Table 7: Stereo Weight Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Weight (Q13)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-13732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-10050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-8266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-7526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>7526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>8266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>13732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2.7.2. Mid-only Flag

A flag appears after the stereo prediction weights that indicates if only the mid channel is coded for this time interval. It appears only when

- This is a stereo Opus frame (see Section 3.1),
- The current SILK frame corresponds to the mid channel,
Either

* This is a regular SILK frame where the VAD flags (see Section 4.2.3) indicate that the corresponding side channel is not active.

* This is an LBRR frame where the LBRR flags (see Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.4) indicate that the corresponding side channel is not coded.

It is omitted when there are no stereo weights, for all of the same reasons. It is also omitted for a regular SILK frame when the VAD flag of the corresponding side channel frame is set (indicating it is active). The side channel must be coded in this case, making the mid-only flag redundant. It is also omitted for an LBRR frame when the corresponding LBRR flags indicate the side channel is coded.

When the flag is present, the decoder reads a single value using the PDF in Table 8, as implemented in silk_stereo_decode_mid_only() (stereo_decode_pred.c). If the flag is set, then there is no corresponding SILK frame for the side channel, the entire decoding process for the side channel is skipped, and zeros are fed to the stereo unmixing process (see Section 4.2.8) instead. As stated above, LBRR frames still include this flag when the LBRR flag indicates that the side channel is not coded. In that case, if this flag is zero (indicating that there should be a side channel), then Packet Loss Concealment (PLC, see Section 4.4) SHOULD be invoked to recover a side channel signal. Otherwise, the stereo image will collapse.

```
+---------------+
| PDF           |
+---------------+
| {192, 64}/256 |
+---------------+
```

Table 8: Mid-only Flag PDF

4.2.7.3. Frame Type

Each SILK frame contains a single "frame type" symbol that jointly codes the signal type and quantization offset type of the corresponding frame. If the current frame is a regular SILK frame whose VAD bit was not set (an "inactive" frame), then the frame type symbol takes on a value of either 0 or 1 and is decoded using the first PDF in Table 9. If the frame is an LBRR frame or a regular SILK frame whose VAD flag was set (an "active" frame), then the value of the symbol may range from 2 to 5, inclusive, and is decoded using
the second PDF in Table 9. Table 10 translates between the value of
the frame type symbol and the corresponding signal type and
quantization offset type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAD Flag</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>{26, 230, 0, 0, 0, 0}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>{0, 0, 24, 74, 148, 10}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Frame Type PDFs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Type</th>
<th>Signal Type</th>
<th>Quantization Offset Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unvoiced</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unvoiced</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Signal Type and Quantization Offset Type from Frame Type

4.2.7.4. Subframe Gains

A separate quantization gain is coded for each 5 ms subframe. These
gains control the step size between quantization levels of the
excitation signal and, therefore, the quality of the reconstruction.
They are independent of and unrelated to the pitch contours coded for
voiced frames. The quantization gains are themselves uniformly
quantized to 6 bits on a log scale, giving them a resolution of
approximately 1.369 dB and a range of approximately 1.94 dB to
88.21 dB.

The subframe gains are either coded independently, or relative to the
gain from the most recent coded subframe in the same channel.
Independent coding is used if and only if
o This is the first subframe in the current SILK frame, and

o Either

* This is the first SILK frame of its type (LBRR or regular) for this channel in the current Opus frame, or

* The previous SILK frame of the same type (LBRR or regular) for this channel in the same Opus frame was not coded.

In an independently coded subframe gain, the 3 most significant bits of the quantization gain are decoded using a PDF selected from Table 11 based on the decoded signal type (see Section 4.2.7.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Type</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>{32, 112, 68, 29, 12, 1, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unvoiced</td>
<td>{2, 17, 45, 60, 62, 47, 19, 4}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>{1, 3, 26, 71, 94, 50, 9, 2}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: PDFs for Independent Quantization Gain MSB Coding

The 3 least significant bits are decoded using a uniform PDF:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: PDF for Independent Quantization Gain LSB Coding

These 6 bits are combined to form a value, gain_index, between 0 and 63. When the gain for the previous subframe is available, then the current gain is limited as follows:

$$\log_{\text{gain}} = \max(\text{gain}_\text{index}, \text{previous}_\text{log}_{\text{gain}} - 16) .$$

This may help some implementations limit the change in precision of their internal LTP history. The indices which this clamp applies to cannot simply be removed from the codebook, because previous_log_gain will not be available after packet loss. The clamping is skipped after a decoder reset, and in the side channel if the previous frame in the side channel was not coded, since there is no value for
previous_log_gain available. It MAY also be skipped after packet loss.

For subframes which do not have an independent gain (including the first subframe of frames not listed as using independent coding above), the quantization gain is coded relative to the gain from the previous subframe (in the same channel). The PDF in Table 13 yields a delta_gain_index value between 0 and 40, inclusive.

+-------------------------------------------------------------------+
| PDF                                                               |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------+
| {6, 5, 11, 31, 132, 21, 8, 4, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, |
| 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,       |
| 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}/256                                  |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------+

Table 13: PDF for Delta Quantization Gain Coding

The following formula translates this index into a quantization gain for the current subframe using the gain from the previous subframe:

\[
\text{log_gain} = \text{clamp}(0, \max(2 \times \text{delta_gain_index} - 16, \\
\text{previous_log_gain} + \text{delta_gain_index} - 4), 63) .
\]

\[
\text{silk_gains_dequant}() \text{ (gain_quant.c) dequantizes log_gain for the k’th subframe and converts it into a linear Q16 scale factor via}
\]

\[
\text{gain_Q16[k]} = \text{silk_log2lin}((0x1D1C71 \times \text{log_gain} \gg 16) + 2090)
\]

The function \text{silk_log2lin()} \text{(log2lin.c)} computes an approximation of \(2^{*\left(\text{inLog\_Q7}/128.0\right)}\), where \(\text{inLog\_Q7}\) is its Q7 input. Let \(i = \text{inLog\_Q7} \gg 7\) be the integer part of \(\text{inLogQ7}\) and \(f = \text{inLog\_Q7} \& 127\) be the fractional part. Then

\[
(1\ll i) + ((-174*f*(128-f)>>16)+f)*(1\ll (i>>7))
\]

yields the approximate exponential. The final Q16 gain values lies between 81920 and 1686110208, inclusive (representing scale factors of 1.25 to 25728, respectively).

4.2.7.5. Normalized Line Spectral Frequency (LSF) and Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) Coefficients

A set of normalized Line Spectral Frequency (LSF) coefficients follow the quantization gains in the bitstream, and represent the Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) coefficients for the current SILK frame. Once decoded, the normalized LSFs form an increasing list of Q15
values between 0 and 1. These represent the interleaved zeros on the upper half of the unit circle (between 0 and pi, hence "normalized") in the standard decomposition [line-spectral-pairs] of the LPC filter into a symmetric part and an anti-symmetric part (P and Q in Section 4.2.7.5.6). Because of non-linear effects in the decoding process, an implementation SHOULD match the fixed-point arithmetic described in this section exactly. An encoder SHOULD also use the same process.

The normalized LSFs are coded using a two-stage vector quantizer (VQ) (Section 4.2.7.5.1 and Section 4.2.7.5.2). NB and MB frames use an order-10 predictor, while WB frames use an order-16 predictor, and thus have different sets of tables. After reconstructing the normalized LSFs (Section 4.2.7.5.3), the decoder runs them through a stabilization process (Section 4.2.7.5.4), interpolates them between frames (Section 4.2.7.5.5), converts them back into LPC coefficients (Section 4.2.7.5.6), and then runs them through further processes to limit the range of the coefficients (Section 4.2.7.5.7) and the gain of the filter (Section 4.2.7.5.8). All of this is necessary to ensure the reconstruction process is stable.

4.2.7.5.1. Normalized LSF Stage 1 Decoding

The first VQ stage uses a 32-element codebook, coded with one of the PDFs in Table 14, depending on the audio bandwidth and the signal type of the current SILK frame. This yields a single index, I1, for the entire frame, which

1. Indexes an element in a coarse codebook,
2. Selects the PDFs for the second stage of the VQ, and
3. Selects the prediction weights used to remove intra-frame redundancy from the second stage.

The actual codebook elements are listed in Table 23 and Table 24, but they are not needed until the last stages of reconstructing the LSF coefficients.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audio Bandwidth</th>
<th>Signal Type</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB or MB</td>
<td>Inactive or unvoiced</td>
<td>{44, 34, 30, 19, 21, 12, 11, 3, 3, 2, 16, 2, 2, 1, 5, 2, 1, 3, 3, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 1, 9, 9, 2, 7, 2, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB or MB</td>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>{1, 10, 1, 8, 3, 8, 8, 14, 13, 14, 1, 14, 12, 13, 11, 11, 12, 11, 10, 10, 11, 8, 9, 8, 7, 8, 1, 1, 6, 1, 6, 5}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>Inactive or unvoiced</td>
<td>{31, 21, 3, 17, 1, 8, 17, 4, 1, 18, 16, 4, 2, 3, 1, 10, 1, 3, 16, 11, 16, 2, 2, 3, 2, 11, 1, 4, 9, 8, 7, 3}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>{1, 4, 16, 5, 18, 11, 5, 14, 15, 1, 3, 12, 13, 14, 14, 6, 14, 12, 2, 6, 1, 12, 12, 11, 10, 3, 10, 5, 1, 1, 1, 3}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14: PDFs for Normalized LSF Stage-1 Index Decoding

4.2.7.5.2. Normalized LSF Stage 2 Decoding

A total of 16 PDFs are available for the LSF residual in the second stage: the 8 (a...h) for NB and MB frames given in Table 15, and the 8 (i...p) for WB frames given in Table 16. Which PDF is used for which coefficient is driven by the index, I₁, decoded in the first stage. Table 17 lists the letter of the corresponding PDF for each normalized LSF coefficient for NB and MB, and Table 18 lists the same information for WB.
### Table 15: PDFs for NB/MB Normalized LSF Stage-2 Index Decoding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codebook</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>({1, 1, 1, 15, 224, 11, 1, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>({1, 1, 2, 34, 183, 32, 1, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>({1, 1, 4, 42, 149, 55, 2, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>({1, 1, 8, 52, 123, 61, 8, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>({1, 3, 16, 53, 101, 74, 6, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>({1, 3, 17, 55, 90, 73, 15, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>({1, 7, 24, 53, 74, 67, 26, 3, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>({1, 1, 18, 63, 78, 58, 30, 6, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 16: PDFs for WB Normalized LSF Stage-2 Index Decoding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codebook</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>({1, 1, 1, 9, 232, 9, 1, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>({1, 1, 2, 28, 186, 35, 1, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>({1, 1, 3, 42, 152, 53, 2, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>({1, 1, 10, 49, 126, 65, 2, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>({1, 4, 19, 48, 100, 77, 5, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>({1, 1, 14, 54, 100, 72, 12, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>({1, 1, 15, 61, 87, 61, 25, 4, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>({1, 7, 21, 50, 77, 81, 17, 1, 1}/256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 17: Codebook Selection for NB/MB Normalized LSF Stage-2 Index Decoding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I1</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>k l l l l l k k k k j j j j i i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>k n n l p m m n k n m n m m l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>i k j k k j j j j j i i i j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>i o n m o m p n m m n m m m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>i l n n m m l l l l l l l k m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>i k o l p k n l m n m m l l k l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>i o k o o m n m o m m m m m n l l l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>k j i i i i i i i i i i i i i i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>i j i i i i i i i i i i i i j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>k k l m n l l l l l l k k j l</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Decoding the second stage residual proceeds as follows. For each coefficient, the decoder reads a symbol using the PDF corresponding to I1 from either Table 17 or Table 18, and subtracts 4 from the result to give an index in the range -4 to 4, inclusive. If the

Table 18: Codebook Selection for WB Normalized LSF Stage-2 Index Decoding

| 12 | k k l l m l l l l l l k j l |
| 13 | l m m m o m m n l n m m m n m l m |
| 14 | i o m n m p n k o n p m m l n l |
| 15 | i j i j j j j j j i i i i i j i |
| 16 | j o n p n m n l m m m m m l l m |
| 17 | j l l m m l l n k l l n n n l m |
| 18 | k l l k k k l k j k j k j j j m |
| 19 | i k l n l l k k k j j j i i i i |
| 20 | l m l n l l k k j j j j k k m |
| 21 | k o l p p m n n l n l l k l l |
| 22 | k l n o o l n l m l l l l l k m |
| 23 | j l l m m m m l n n n l j j j j |
| 24 | k n l o o m p m m n l m m l l l |
| 25 | i o j j i i i i i i i i i i |
| 26 | i o o l n k n n l m m p p m m m |
| 27 | l l p l n m l l l k k l l l k l |
| 28 | i i j i i k j k j j k k j j |
| 29 | i l k n l l k l k j i i j i i j |
| 30 | l n n m p n l l k l k k j j i |
| 31 | k l n l m l l l k j k o m i i i |
index is either -4 or 4, it reads a second symbol using the PDF in Table 19, and adds the value of this second symbol to the index, using the same sign. This gives the index, $I_2[k]$, a total range of -10 to 10, inclusive.

```
+-------------------------------+   
| PDF                          |   
+-------------------------------+   
| (156, 60, 24, 9, 4, 2, 1)/256|   
+-------------------------------+   
```

Table 19: PDF for Normalized LSF Index Extension Decoding

The decoded indices from both stages are translated back into normalized LSF coefficients in silk_NLSF_decode() (NLSF_decode.c). The stage-2 indices represent residuals after both the first stage of the VQ and a separate backwards-prediction step. The backwards prediction process in the encoder subtracts a prediction from each residual formed by a multiple of the coefficient that follows it. The decoder must undo this process. Table 20 contains lists of prediction weights for each coefficient. There are two lists for NB and MB, and another two lists for WB, giving two possible prediction weights for each coefficient.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>174</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>196</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>182</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>198</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>192</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>182</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 20: Prediction Weights for Normalized LSF Decoding

The prediction is undone using the procedure implemented in
silk_NLSF_residual_dequant() (NLSF_decode.c), which is as follows.
Each coefficient selects its prediction weight from one of the two
lists based on the stage-1 index, I1. Table 21 gives the selections
for each coefficient for NB and MB, and Table 22 gives the selections
for WB. Let d_LPC be the order of the codebook, i.e., 10 for NB and
MB, and 16 for WB, and let pred_Q8[k] be the weight for the k’th
coefficient selected by this process for 0 <= k < d_LPC-1. Then, the
stage-2 residual for each coefficient is computed via

\[
\text{res}_Q10[k] = (k+1 < d_{LPC} \ ? \ (\text{res}_Q10[k+1] \times \text{pred}_Q8[k]) \gg 8 \ : \ 0) \\
+ (((I2[k] \ll 10) - \text{sign}(I2[k]) \times 102) \times \text{qstep}) \gg 16
\]
where qstep is the Q16 quantization step size, which is 11796 for NB and MB and 9830 for WB (representing step sizes of approximately 0.18 and 0.15, respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I1</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>A B A A A A A A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B A A A A A A A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A A A A A A A A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B B B A A A A A A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A B A A A A A A A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A B A A A A A A A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>B A B B A A A B A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A B B A A B B A A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A A B B A B A B B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A A B B A A B B B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A A A A A A A A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>A B A B B B B A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>A B A B B B B A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>A B B B B B B A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>B A B B A B B B B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>A B B B B B A B A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>A A B B A B A B A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>A A B B B A B B B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>A B B A A B B B A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>A A A B B B A B A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 21: Prediction Weight Selection for NB/MB Normalized LSF Decoding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I1</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C C D C C D D D D D D D D D C C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C D D C D C D D D D D D D D C C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C C D C C C C C C C C C C C C C C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>D C C C C C C C C C C C D C D C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>C D D C C C D C D D D C D C D C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C  D  C  D  D  C  D  C  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>C  D  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>C  C  D  C  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>C  C  D  C  C  D  C  D  C  D  C  C  D  C  C  D  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>C  C  C  C  C  D  D  C  D  D  D  D  D  C  D  C  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>C  D  C  C  C  D  D  C  D  D  D  C  D  D  D  D  D  D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>C  C  D  D  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  D  D  C  D  D  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>C  D  D  C  D  C  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>C  C  D  C  C  C  C  D  C  C  D  C  D  D  D  D  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  D  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>C  D  C  D  C  D  D  C  D  D  C  D  C  D  D  C  D  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>C  C  D  D  D  D  C  D  D  C  D  C  D  D  C  D  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>C  D  D  C  D  C  D  C  D  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  D  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>C  C  C  D  D  C  D  C  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D  D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>C  D  D  C  C  C  D  C  D  C  C  C  D  D  D  D  D  D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>C  C  C  C  C  C  D  C  D  D  D  D  D  D  C  D  D  D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>D  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  D  C  C  C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>C  C  D  C  C  D  D  D  C  C  D  C  C  D  C  D  C  C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.7.5.3. Reconstructing the Normalized LSF Coefficients

Once the stage-1 index I1 and the stage-2 residual res_Q10[] have been decoded, the final normalized LSF coefficients can be reconstructed.

The spectral distortion introduced by the quantization of each LSF coefficient varies, so the stage-2 residual is weighted accordingly, using the low-complexity Inverse Harmonic Mean Weighting (IHMW) function proposed in [laroia-icassp]. The weights are derived directly from the stage-1 codebook vector. Let cb1_Q8[k] be the k’th entry of the stage-1 codebook vector from Table 23 or Table 24. Then for 0 <= k < d_LPC the following expression computes the square of the weight as a Q18 value:

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_{2,Q18}[k] &= \frac{1024}{(cb1_Q8[k] - cb1_Q8[k-1])} + \frac{1024}{(cb1_Q8[k+1] - cb1_Q8[k])} \ll 16,
\end{align*}
\]

where cb1_Q8[-1] = 0 and cb1_Q8[d_LPC] = 256, and the division is integer division. This is reduced to an unsquared, Q9 value using the following square-root approximation:

\[
\begin{align*}
    i &= \text{ilog}(w_{2,Q18}[k]) \\
    f &= (w_{2,Q18}[k] \gg (i-8)) \& 127 \\
    y &= ((i+1) \times 32768 : 46214) \gg ((32-i)>>1) \\
    w_{Q9}[k] &= y + ((213*f*y)\gg 16)
\end{align*}
\]

The constant 46214 here is approximately the square root of 2 in Q15. The cb1_Q8[] vector completely determines these weights, and they may be tabulated and stored as 13-bit unsigned values (with a range of 1819 to 5227, inclusive) to avoid computing them when decoding. The reference implementation already requires code to compute these weights on unquantized coefficients in the encoder, in silk_NLSF_VQ_weights_laroia() (NLSF_VQ_weights_laroia.c) and its callers, so it reuses that code in the decoder instead of using a pre-computed table to reduce the amount of ROM required.
<p>| | | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 23: NB/MB Normalized LSF Stage-1 Codebook Vectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I1</th>
<th>Codebook (Q8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7 23 38 54 69 85 100 116 131 147 162 178 193 208 223 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13 25 41 55 69 83 98 112 127 142 157 171 187 203 220 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15 21 34 51 61 78 92 106 126 136 152 167 185 205 225 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10 21 36 50 63 79 95 110 126 141 157 173 189 205 221 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17 20 37 51 59 78 89 107 123 134 150 164 184 205 224 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10 15 32 51 67 81 96 112 129 142 158 173 189 204 220 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8 21 37 51 65 79 98 113 126 138 155 168 179 192 209 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12 15 34 55 63 78 87 108 118 131 148 167 185 203 219 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16 19 32 36 56 79 91 108 118 136 154 171 186 204 220 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11 28 43 58 74 89 105 120 135 150 165 180 196 211 226 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 16 33 46 60 75 92 107 123 137 156 169 185 199 214 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11 19 30 44 57 74 89 105 121 135 152 169 186 202 218 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12 19 29 46 57 71 88 100 120 132 148 165 182 199 216 233</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 24: WB Normalized LSF Stage-1 Codebook Vectors

Given the stage-1 codebook entry cb1_Q8[], the stage-2 residual res_Q10[], and their corresponding weights, w_Q9[], the reconstructed normalized LSF coefficients are

\[
NLSF_Q15[k] = \text{clamp}(0, (cb1_Q8[k]<<7) + (res_Q10[k]<<14)/w_Q9[k], 32767)
\]
where the division is integer division. However, nothing in either
the reconstruction process or the quantization process in the encoder
thus far guarantees that the coefficients are monotonically
increasing and separated well enough to ensure a stable filter
[Kabal86]. When using the reference encoder, roughly 2% of frames
violate this constraint. The next section describes a stabilization
procedure used to make these guarantees.

4.2.7.5.4. Normalized LSF Stabilization

The normalized LSF stabilization procedure is implemented in
silk_NLSF_stabilize() (NLSF_stabilize.c). This process ensures that
consecutive values of the normalized LSF coefficients, NLSF_Q15[],
are spaced some minimum distance apart (predetermined to be the 0.01
percentile of a large training set). Table 25 gives the minimum
spacings for NB and MB and those for WB, where row k is the minimum
allowed value of NLSF_Q15[k]–NLSF_Q15[k-1]. For the purposes of
computing this spacing for the first and last coefficient,
NLSF_Q15[-1] is taken to be 0, and NLSF_Q15[d_LPC] is taken to be
32768.
Table 25: Minimum Spacing for Normalized LSF Coefficients

The procedure starts off by trying to make small adjustments which attempt to minimize the amount of distortion introduced. After 20 such adjustments, it falls back to a more direct method which guarantees the constraints are enforced but may require large adjustments.

Let NDeltaMin_Q15[k] be the minimum required spacing for the current audio bandwidth from Table 25. First, the procedure finds the index
i where \( NLSF_Q15[i] - NLSF_Q15[i-1] - NDeltaMin_Q15[i] \) is the smallest, breaking ties by using the lower value of \( i \). If this value is non-negative, then the stabilization stops; the coefficients satisfy all the constraints. Otherwise, if \( i == 0 \), it sets \( NLSF_Q15[0] \) to \( NDeltaMin_Q15[0] \), and if \( i == d_{LPC} \), it sets \( NLSF_Q15[d_{LPC}-1] \) to \( (32768 - NDeltaMin_Q15[d_{LPC}]) \). For all other values of \( i \), both \( NLSF_Q15[i-1] \) and \( NLSF_Q15[i] \) are updated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min}_{center}_Q15 &= (NDeltaMin_Q15[i]>>1) + \sum_{k=0}^{d_{LPC}} NDeltaMin_Q15[k] \\
\text{max}_{center}_Q15 &= 32768 - (NDeltaMin_Q15[i]>>1) - \sum_{k=i+1}^{d_{LPC}} NDeltaMin_Q15[k] \\
\text{center}_{freq}_Q15 &= \text{clamp}(\text{min}_{center}_Q15[i], (NLSF_Q15[i-1] + NLSF_Q15[i] + 1)>>1, \text{max}_{center}_Q15[i]) \\
NLSF_Q15[i-1] &= \text{center}_{freq}_Q15 - (NDeltaMin_Q15[i]>>1) \\
NLSF_Q15[i] &= NLSF_Q15[i-1] + NDeltaMin_Q15[i]
\end{align*}
\]

Then the procedure repeats again, until it has either executed 20 times or has stopped because the coefficients satisfy all the constraints.

After the 20th repetition of the above procedure, the following fallback procedure executes once. First, the values of \( NLSF_Q15[k] \) for \( 0 \leq k < d_{LPC} \) are sorted in ascending order. Then for each value of \( k \) from 0 to \( d_{LPC} \), \( NLSF_Q15[k] \) is set to

\[
\text{max}(NLSF_Q15[k], NLSF_Q15[k-1] + NDeltaMin_Q15[k])
\]

Next, for each value of \( k \) from \( d_{LPC}-1 \) down to 0, \( NLSF_Q15[k] \) is set to

\[
\text{min}(NLSF_Q15[k], NLSF_Q15[k+1] - NDeltaMin_Q15[k+1])
\]

There is no need to check if the coefficients satisfy all the constraints before applying this fallback procedure. If they do, then it will not change their values.
4.2.7.5.5. Normalized LSF Interpolation

For 20 ms SILK frames, the first half of the frame (i.e., the first two subframes) may use normalized LSF coefficients that are interpolated between the decoded LSFs for the most recent coded frame (in the same channel) and the current frame. A Q2 interpolation factor follows the LSF coefficient indices in the bitstream, which is decoded using the PDF in Table 26. This happens in silk_decode_indices() (decode_indices.c). After either

- An uncoded regular SILK frame in the side channel, or
- A decoder reset (see Section 4.5.2),

the decoder still decodes this factor, but ignores its value and always uses 4 instead. For 10 ms SILK frames, this factor is not stored at all.

```
+---------------------------+
| PDF                     |
+---------------------------+
| {13, 22, 29, 11, 181}/256 |
+---------------------------+
```

Table 26: PDF for Normalized LSF Interpolation Index

Let \( n_{2\_Q15}[k] \) be the normalized LSF coefficients decoded by the procedure in Section 4.2.7.5, \( n_{0\_Q15}[k] \) be the LSF coefficients decoded for the prior frame, and \( w_{Q2} \) be the interpolation factor. Then the normalized LSF coefficients used for the first half of a 20 ms frame, \( n_{1\_Q15}[k] \), are

\[
n_{1\_Q15}[k] = n_{0\_Q15}[k] + (w_{Q2}*(n_{2\_Q15}[k] - n_{0\_Q15}[k]) >> 2) .
\]

This interpolation is performed in silk_decode_parameters() (decode_parameters.c).

4.2.7.5.6. Converting Normalized LSFs to LPC Coefficients

Any LPC filter \( A(z) \) can be split into a symmetric part \( P(z) \) and an anti-symmetric part \( Q(z) \) such that

\[
A(z) = 1 - \sum_{-k}^{1} a[k] * z^{-k} = \frac{-1}{2} * (P(z) + Q(z))
\]

with

\[
P(z) = A(z) + z^{d_{LPC-1}} \ast A(z)\]

\[
Q(z) = A(z) - z^{d_{LPC-1}} \ast A(z) .
\]

The even normalized LSF coefficients correspond to a pair of conjugate roots of \(P(z)\), while the odd coefficients correspond to a pair of conjugate roots of \(Q(z)\), all of which lie on the unit circle. In addition, \(P(z)\) has a root at \(\pi\) and \(Q(z)\) has a root at 0. Thus, they may be reconstructed mathematically from a set of normalized LSF coefficients, \(n[k]\), as

\[
P(z) = (1 + z^{d_{LPC/2-1}}) \times \sum_{k=0}^{-1} (1 - 2 \cdot \cos(\pi \cdot n[2 \cdot k]) \cdot z^{k} + z^{k+1})
\]

\[
Q(z) = (1 - z^{d_{LPC/2-1}}) \times \sum_{k=0}^{-1} (1 - 2 \cdot \cos(\pi \cdot n[2 \cdot k+1]) \cdot z^{k} + z^{k+1})
\]

However, SILK performs this reconstruction using a fixed-point approximation so that all decoders can reproduce it in a bit-exact manner to avoid prediction drift. The function \text{silk_NLSF2A()} (NLSF2A.c) implements this procedure.

To start, it approximates \(\cos(\pi \cdot n[k])\) using a table lookup with linear interpolation. The encoder SHOULD use the inverse of this piecewise linear approximation, rather than the true inverse of the cosine function, when deriving the normalized LSF coefficients. These values are also re-ordered to improve numerical accuracy when constructing the LPC polynomials.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>NB and MB</th>
<th>WB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 27: LSF Ordering for Polynomial Evaluation

The top 7 bits of each normalized LSF coefficient index a value in the table, and the next 8 bits interpolate between it and the next value. Let \( i = (n[k] >> 8) \) be the integer index and \( f = (n[k] & 255) \) be the fractional part of a given coefficient. Then the re-ordered, approximated cosine, \( c_{Q17}[\text{ordering}[k]] \), is

\[
c_{Q17}[\text{ordering}[k]] = (\cos_{Q12}[i]*256 + (\cos_{Q12}[i+1]-\cos_{Q12}[i])*f + 4) >> 3 ,
\]

where \( \text{ordering}[k] \) is the \( k \)’th entry of the column of Table 27.

corresponding to the current audio bandwidth and cos_Q12[i] is the i'th entry of Table 28.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>+0</th>
<th>+1</th>
<th>+2</th>
<th>+3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>4095</td>
<td>4091</td>
<td>4085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4076</td>
<td>4065</td>
<td>4052</td>
<td>4036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4017</td>
<td>3997</td>
<td>3973</td>
<td>3948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3920</td>
<td>3889</td>
<td>3857</td>
<td>3822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3784</td>
<td>3745</td>
<td>3703</td>
<td>3659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3613</td>
<td>3564</td>
<td>3513</td>
<td>3461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3406</td>
<td>3349</td>
<td>3290</td>
<td>3229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>3166</td>
<td>3102</td>
<td>3035</td>
<td>2967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>2896</td>
<td>2824</td>
<td>2751</td>
<td>2676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>2599</td>
<td>2520</td>
<td>2440</td>
<td>2359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2276</td>
<td>2191</td>
<td>2106</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td>1751</td>
<td>1660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>1568</td>
<td>1474</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>1285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>1189</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-101</td>
<td>-201</td>
<td>-301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>-401</td>
<td>-501</td>
<td>-601</td>
<td>-700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>-799</td>
<td>-897</td>
<td>-995</td>
<td>-1093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>-1189</td>
<td>-1285</td>
<td>-1380</td>
<td>-1474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>-1568</td>
<td>-1660</td>
<td>-1751</td>
<td>-1842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 28: Q12 Cosine Table for LSF Conversion

Given the list of cosine values, silk_NLSF2A_find_poly() (NLSF2A.c) computes the coefficients of P and Q, described here via a simple recurrence. Let \( p_{Q16[k][j]} \) and \( q_{Q16[k][j]} \) be the coefficients of the products of the first \( (k+1) \) root pairs for P and Q, with \( j \) indexing the coefficient number. Only the first \( (k+2) \) coefficients are needed, as the products are symmetric. Let \( p_{Q16[0][0]} = q_{Q16[0][0]} = 1 << 16 \), \( p_{Q16[0][1]} = -c_{Q17[0]} \), \( q_{Q16[0][1]} = -c_{Q17[1]} \), and \( d2 = d_{LPC}/2 \). As boundary conditions, assume \( p_{Q16[k][j]} = q_{Q16[k][j]} = 0 \) for all \( j < 0 \). Also, assume \( p_{Q16[k][k+2]} = p_{Q16[k][k]} \) and \( q_{Q16[k][k+2]} = q_{Q16[k][k]} \) (because of the symmetry). Then, for \( 0 < k < d2 \) and \( 0 \leq j \leq k+1 \),

\[
\begin{align*}
    p_{Q16[k][j]} &= p_{Q16[k-1][j]} + p_{Q16[k-1][j-2]} \\
    &\quad - ((c_{Q17[2*k]}*p_{Q16[k-1][j-1]} + 32768)>>16), \\
    q_{Q16[k][j]} &= q_{Q16[k-1][j]} + q_{Q16[k-1][j-2]} \\
    &\quad - ((c_{Q17[2*k+1]}*q_{Q16[k-1][j-1]} + 32768)>>16).
\end{align*}
\]

The use of Q17 values for the cosine terms in an otherwise Q16 expression implicitly scales them by a factor of 2. The multiplications in this recurrence may require up to 48 bits of
precision in the result to avoid overflow. In practice, each row of
the recurrence only depends on the previous row, so an implementation
does not need to store all of them.

silk_NLSF2A() uses the values from the last row of this recurrence to
reconstruct a 32-bit version of the LPC filter (without the leading
1.0 coefficient), $a_{32_Q17}[k]$, $0 \leq k < d_2$:

$$
a_{32_Q17}[k] = -(q_{Q16[d2-1][k+1]} - q_{Q16[d2-1][k]}) - (p_{Q16[d2-1][k+1]} + p_{Q16[d2-1][k]}),
$$

$$
a_{32_Q17}[d_{LPC-k-1}] = (q_{Q16[d2-1][k+1]} - q_{Q16[d2-1][k]}) - (p_{Q16[d2-1][k+1]} + p_{Q16[d2-1][k]}).
$$

The sum and difference of two terms from each of the $p_{Q16}$ and $q_{Q16}$
coefficient lists reflect the $(1 + z^{-1})$ and $(1 - z^{-1})$ factors of
$P$ and $Q$, respectively. The promotion of the expression from $Q16$ to
$Q17$ implicitly scales the result by $1/2$.

### 4.2.7.5.7. Limiting the Range of the LPC Coefficients

The $a_{32_Q17}[]$ coefficients are too large to fit in a 16-bit value,
which significantly increases the cost of applying this filter in
fixed-point decoders. Reducing them to $Q12$ precision doesn’t incur
any significant quality loss, but still does not guarantee they will
fit. silk_NLSF2A() applies up to 10 rounds of bandwidth expansion to
limit the dynamic range of these coefficients. Even floating-point
decoders SHOULD perform these steps, to avoid mismatch.

For each round, the process first finds the index $k$ such that
$\text{abs}(a_{32_Q17}[k])$ is largest, breaking ties by choosing the lowest
value of $k$. Then, it computes the corresponding $Q12$ precision value,
$maxabs_{_Q12}$, subject to an upper bound to avoid overflow in subsequent
calculations:

$$
maxabs_{_Q12} = \min((maxabs_{_Q17} + 16) >> 5, 163838).
$$

If this is larger than 32767, the procedure derives the chirp factor,
$sc_{Q16}[0]$, to use in the bandwidth expansion as

$$
(sc_{Q16}[0] = 65470 - \frac{(maxabs_{_Q12} - 32767) << 14}{(maxabs_{_Q12} * (k+1)) >> 2},
$$

where the division here is integer division. This is an
approximation of the chirp factor needed to reduce the target
coefficient to 32767, though it is both less than 0.999 and, for
$k > 0$ when $maxabs_{_Q12}$ is much greater than 32767, still slightly too
large. The upper bound on maxabs_Q12, 163838, was chosen because it is equal to \((2^{31} - 1) >> 14\) + 32767, i.e., the largest value of maxabs_Q12 that would not overflow the numerator in the equation above when stored in a signed 32-bit integer.

silk_bwexpander_32() (bwexpander_32.c) performs the bandwidth expansion (again, only when maxabs_Q12 is greater than 32767) using the following recurrence:

\[
\begin{align*}
a_{32_Q17}[k] &= (a_{32_Q17}[k] \cdot s_{c_Q16}[k]) >> 16 \\
s_{c_Q16}[k+1] &= (s_{c_Q16}[0] \cdot s_{c_Q16}[k] + 32768) >> 16
\end{align*}
\]

The first multiply may require up to 48 bits of precision in the result to avoid overflow. The second multiply must be unsigned to avoid overflow with only 32 bits of precision. The reference implementation uses a slightly more complex formulation that avoids the 32-bit overflow using signed multiplication, but is otherwise equivalent.

After 10 rounds of bandwidth expansion are performed, they are simply saturated to 16 bits:

\[
a_{32_Q17}[k] = \text{clamp}(-32768, (a_{32_Q17}[k] + 16) >> 5, 32767) << 5 .
\]

Because this performs the actual saturation in the Q12 domain, but converts the coefficients back to the Q17 domain for the purposes of prediction gain limiting, this step must be performed after the 10th round of bandwidth expansion, regardless of whether or not the Q12 version of any coefficient still overflows a 16-bit integer. This saturation is not performed if maxabs_Q12 drops to 32767 or less prior to the 10th round.

4.2.7.5.8. Limiting the Prediction Gain of the LPC Filter

The prediction gain of an LPC synthesis filter is the square-root of the output energy when the filter is excited by a unit-energy impulse. Even if the Q12 coefficients would fit, the resulting filter may still have a significant gain (especially for voiced sounds), making the filter unstable. silk_NLSF2A() applies up to 18 additional rounds of bandwidth expansion to limit the prediction gain. Instead of controlling the amount of bandwidth expansion using the prediction gain itself (which may diverge to infinity for an unstable filter), silk_NLSF2A() uses silk_LPC_inverse_pred_gain_QA() (LPC_inv_pred_gain.c) to compute the reflection coefficients associated with the filter. The filter is stable if and only if the magnitude of these coefficients is sufficiently less than one. The reflection coefficients, \(r_c[k]\), can be computed using a simple
Levinson recurrence, initialized with the LPC coefficients \( a[d_{LPC-1}][n] = a[n] \), and then updated via

\[
rc[k] = -a[k][k],
\]

\[
a[k][n] - a[k][k-n-1]*rc[k] = \frac{2}{1 - rc[k]}.
\]

However, silk_LPC_inverse_pred_gain_QA() approximates this using fixed-point arithmetic to guarantee reproducible results across platforms and implementations. Since small changes in the coefficients can make a stable filter unstable, it takes the real Q12 coefficients that will be used during reconstruction as input. Thus, let

\[
a32_{Q12}[n] = (a32_{Q17}[n] + 16) >> 5
\]

be the Q12 version of the LPC coefficients that will eventually be used. As a simple initial check, the decoder computes the DC response as

\[
DC_{resp} = \sum_{n=0}^{d_{PLC-1}} a32_{Q12}[n]
\]

and if \( DC_{resp} > 4096 \), the filter is unstable.

Increasing the precision of these Q12 coefficients to Q24 for intermediate computations allows more accurate computation of the reflection coefficients, so the decoder initializes the recurrence via

\[
a32_{Q24}[d_{LPC-1}][n] = a32_{Q12}[n] << 12.
\]

Then for each \( k \) from \( d_{LPC-1} \) down to 0, if \( \text{abs}(a32_{Q24}[k][k]) > 16773022 \), the filter is unstable and the recurrence stops. The constant 16773022 here is approximately 0.99975 in Q24. Otherwise, row \( k-1 \) of \( a32_{Q24} \) is computed from row \( k \) as

r_c_{Q31}[k] = -a_{32}_{Q24}[k][k] << 7 ,

div_{Q30}[k] = (1<<30) - (r_c_{Q31}[k]*r_c_{Q31}[k] >> 32) ,

b_1[k] = ilog(div_{Q30}[k]) ,

b_2[k] = b_1[k] - 16 ,

(1<<29) - 1
inv_{Qb2}[k] = ----------------------- ,
div_{Q30}[k] >> (b_2[k]+1)

err_{Q29}[k] = (1<<29) - ((div_{Q30}[k]<<((15-b_2[k]))*inv_{Qb2}[k] >> 16) ,

gain_{Qb1}[k] = ((inv_{Qb2}[k] << 16) + (err_{Q29}[k]*inv_{Qb2}[k] >> 13)) ,

num_{Q24}[k-1][n] = a_{32}_{Q24}[k][n]
- ((a_{32}_{Q24}[k][k-n-1]*r_c_{Q31}[k] + (1<<30)) >> 31) ,
a_{32}_{Q24}[k-1][n] = (num_{Q24}[k-1][n]*gain_{Qb1}[k] + (1<<((b_1[k]-1)))) >> b_1[k] ,

where 0 <= n < k. Here, r_c_{Q30}[k] are the reflection coefficients. div_{Q30}[k] is the denominator for each iteration, and gain_{Qb1}[k] is its multiplicative inverse (with b_1[k] fractional bits, where b_1[k] ranges from 20 to 31). inv_{Qb2}[k], which ranges from 16384 to 32767, is a low-precision version of that inverse (with b_2[k] fractional bits). err_{Q29}[k] is the residual error, ranging from -32763 to 32392, which is used to improve the accuracy. The values t_{Q24}[k-1][n] for each n are the numerators for the next row of coefficients in the recursion, and a_{32}_{Q24}[k-1][n] is the final version of that row. Every multiply in this procedure except the one used to compute gain_{Qb1}[k] requires more than 32 bits of precision, but otherwise all intermediate results fit in 32 bits or less. In practice, because each row only depends on the next one, an implementation does not need to store them all.

If abs(a_{32}_{Q24}[k][k]) <= 16773022 for 0 <= k < d_{LPC}, then the filter is considered stable. However, the problem of determining stability is ill-conditioned when the filter contains several reflection coefficients whose magnitude is very close to one. This fixed-point algorithm is not mathematically guaranteed to correctly classify filters as stable or unstable in this case, though it does very well in practice.

On round i, 1 <= i <= 18, if the filter passes these stability
checks, then this procedure stops, and the final LPC coefficients to use for reconstruction in Section 4.2.7.9.2 are

\[ a_{Q12}[k] = (a_{32\_Q17}[k] + 16) >> 5 \]

Otherwise, a round of bandwidth expansion is applied using the same procedure as in Section 4.2.7.5.7, with

\[ sc_{Q16}[0] = 65536 - (2^{<i}) \]

During the 15th round, \( sc_{Q16}[0] \) becomes 0 in the above equation, so \( a_{Q12}[k] \) is set to 0 for all \( k \), guaranteeing a stable filter.

4.2.7.6. Long-Term Prediction (LTP) Parameters

After the normalized LSF indices and, for 20 ms frames, the LSF interpolation index, voiced frames (see Section 4.2.7.3) include additional LTP parameters. There is one primary lag index for each SILK frame, but this is refined to produce a separate lag index per subframe using a vector quantizer. Each subframe also gets its own prediction gain coefficient.

4.2.7.6.1. Pitch Lags

The primary lag index is coded either relative to the primary lag of the prior frame in the same channel, or as an absolute index. Absolute coding is used if and only if

- This is the first SILK frame of its type (LBRR or regular) for this channel in the current Opus frame,
- The previous SILK frame of the same type (LBRR or regular) for this channel in the same Opus frame was not coded, or
- That previous SILK frame was coded, but was not voiced (see Section 4.2.7.3).

With absolute coding, the primary pitch lag may range from 2 ms (inclusive) up to 18 ms (exclusive), corresponding to pitches from 500 Hz down to 55.6 Hz, respectively. It is comprised of a high part and a low part, where the decoder reads the high part using the 32-entry codebook in Table 29 and the low part using the codebook corresponding to the current audio bandwidth from Table 30. The final primary pitch lag is then

\[ \text{lag} = \text{lag\_high} \cdot \text{lag\_scale} + \text{lag\_low} + \text{lag\_min} \]

where \( \text{lag\_high} \) is the high part, \( \text{lag\_low} \) is the low part, and
lag_scale and lag_min are the values from the "Scale" and "Minimum Lag" columns of Table 30, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{3, 3, 6, 11, 21, 30, 32, 19, 11, 10, 12, 13, 13, 12, 11, 9, 8, 7, 6, 4, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 29: PDF for High Part of Primary Pitch Lag

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audio Bandwidth</th>
<th>PDF</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Minimum Lag</th>
<th>Maximum Lag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>{64, 64, 64, 64}/256</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>{43, 42, 43, 43, 42, 43}/256</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>{32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32}/256</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 30: PDF for Low Part of Primary Pitch Lag

All frames that do not use absolute coding for the primary lag index use relative coding instead. The decoder reads a single delta value using the 21-entry PDF in Table 31. If the resulting value is zero, it falls back to the absolute coding procedure from the prior paragraph. Otherwise, the final primary pitch lag is then

\[
\text{lag} = \text{previous_lag} + (\text{delta_lag_index} - 9)
\]

where previous_lag is the primary pitch lag from the most recent frame in the same channel and delta_lag_index is the value just decoded. This allows a per-frame change in the pitch lag of -8 to +11 samples. The decoder does no clamping at this point, so this value can fall outside the range of 2 ms to 18 ms, and the decoder must use this unclamped value when using relative coding in the next SILK frame (if any). However, because an Opus frame can use relative coding for at most two consecutive SILK frames, integer overflow should not be an issue.
Table 31: PDF for Primary Pitch Lag Change

After the primary pitch lag, a "pitch contour", stored as a single entry from one of four small VQ codebooks, gives lag offsets for each subframe in the current SILK frame. The codebook index is decoded using one of the PDFs in Table 32 depending on the current frame size and audio bandwidth. Tables 33 through 36 give the corresponding offsets to apply to the primary pitch lag for each subframe given the decoded codebook index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audio Bandwidth</th>
<th>SILK Frame Size</th>
<th>Codebook Size</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>{143, 50, 63}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>{68, 12, 21, 17, 19, 22, 30, 24, 17, 16, 10}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB or WB</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>{91, 46, 39, 19, 14, 12, 8, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB or WB</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>{33, 22, 18, 16, 15, 14, 14, 13, 13, 10, 9, 9, 8, 6, 6, 6, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 32: PDFs for Subframe Pitch Contour
## Table 33: Codebook Vectors for Subframe Pitch Contour: NB, 10 ms Frames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Subframe Offsets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Table 34: Codebook Vectors for Subframe Pitch Contour: NB, 20 ms Frames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Subframe Offsets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 1 0 -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0 0 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0 0 0 -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 0 0 -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Subframe Offsets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2 -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2 -2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3 -2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-3 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 35: Codebook Vectors for Subframe Pitch Contour: MB or WB, 10 ms Frames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Subframe Offsets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 0 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0 0 0 -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1 0 0 -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-2 -1 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2 1 0 -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-2 0 0 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-2 0 1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2 1 -1 -2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-3 -1 1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2 0 0 -2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3 1 0 -2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-3 -1 2 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>-4 -1 1 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3 1 -1 -3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>-4 -1 2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>4 2 -1 -3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>4 1 -1 -4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>-5 -1 2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>5 2 -1 -4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>-6 -2 2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>-5 -2 2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>6 2 -1 -5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>-7 -2 3 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>6 2 -2 -6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 36: Codebook Vectors for Subframe Pitch Contour: MB or WB, 20 ms Frames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>-2</th>
<th>-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final pitch lag for each subframe is assembled in `silk_decode_pitch()` (decode_pitch.c). Let lag be the primary pitch lag for the current SILK frame, `contour_index` be index of the VQ codebook, and `lag_cb[contour_index][k]` be the corresponding entry of the codebook from the appropriate table given above for the k'th subframe. Then the final pitch lag for that subframe is

\[
pitch_lags[k] = \text{clamp}(\text{lag_min}, \text{lag} + \text{lag_cb}[\text{contour_index}][k], \text{lag_max})
\]

where `lag_min` and `lag_max` are the values from the "Minimum Lag" and "Maximum Lag" columns of Table 30, respectively.

4.2.7.6.2. LTP Filter Coefficients

SILK uses a separate 5-tap pitch filter for each subframe, selected from one of three codebooks. The three codebooks each represent different rate-distortion trade-offs, with average rates of 1.61 bits/subframe, 3.68 bits/subframe, and 4.85 bits/subframe, respectively.

The importance of the filter coefficients generally depends on two factors: the periodicity of the signal and relative energy between the current subframe and the signal from one period earlier. Greater periodicity and decaying energy both lead to more important filter coefficients, and thus should be coded with lower distortion and higher rate. These properties are relatively stable over the duration of a single SILK frame, hence all of the subframes in a SILK frame choose their filter from the same codebook. This is signaled with an explicitly-coded "periodicity index". This immediately follows the subframe pitch lags, and is coded using the 3-entry PDF from Table 37.
The indices of the filters for each subframe follow. They are all coded using the PDF from Table 38 corresponding to the periodicity index. Tables 39 through 41 contain the corresponding filter taps as signed Q7 integers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periodicity Index</th>
<th>Codebook Size</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>{185, 15, 13, 13, 9, 9, 6, 6}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>{57, 34, 21, 20, 15, 13, 12, 13, 10, 10, 9, 10, 9, 8, 7, 8}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>{15, 16, 14, 12, 12, 12, 11, 11, 11, 10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 8, 8, 8, 7, 7, 6, 6, 5, 4, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3, 4, 3, 2}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 37: Periodicity Index PDF

Table 38: LTP Filter PDFs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Filter Taps (Q7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 6 24 7 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 0 2 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12 28 41 13 -4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-9 15 42 25 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 -2 62 41 -9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-10 37 65 -4 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-6 4 66 7 -8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>16 14 38 -3 33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 39: Codebook Vectors for LTP Filter, Periodicity Index 0
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Filter Taps (Q7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>13 22 39 23 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1 36 64 27 -6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-7 10 55 43 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 1 8 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6 -11 74 53 -9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-12 55 76 -12 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-3 3 93 27 -4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>26 39 59 3 -8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2 0 77 11 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-8 22 44 -6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>40 9 26 3 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-7 20 101 -7 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3 -8 42 26 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-15 33 68 2 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-2 55 46 -2 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3 -1 21 16 41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 40: Codebook Vectors for LTP Filter, Periodicity Index 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Filter Taps (Q7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6 27 61 39 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-11 42 88 4 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2 60 65 6 -4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1 -5 73 56 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.2.7.6.3. LTP Scaling Parameter

An LTP scaling parameter appears after the LTP filter coefficients if and only if

- This is a voiced frame (see Section 4.2.7.3), and
- Either
  - This SILK frame corresponds to the first time interval of the current Opus frame for its type (LBRR or regular), or
  - This is an LBRR frame where the LBRR flags (see Section 4.2.4) indicate the previous LBRR frame in the same channel is not coded.

This allows the encoder to trade off the prediction gain between packets against the recovery time after packet loss. Unlike absolute-coding for pitch lags, regular SILK frames that are not at the start of an Opus frame (i.e., that do not correspond to the first 20 ms time interval in Opus frames of 40 or 60 ms) do not include this field, even if the prior frame was not voiced, or (in the case of the side channel) not even coded. After an uncoded frame in the side channel, the LTP buffer (see Section 4.2.7.9.1) is cleared to zero, and is thus in a known state. In contrast, LBRR frames do include this field when the prior frame was not coded, since the LTP buffer contains the output of the PLC, which is non-normative.

If present, the decoder reads a value using the 3-entry PDF in Table 42. The three possible values represent Q14 scale factors of 15565, 12288, and 8192, respectively (corresponding to approximately 0.95, 0.75, and 0.5). Frames that do not code the scaling parameter use the default factor of 15565 (approximately 0.95).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>28</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>-6</th>
<th>120</th>
<th>55</th>
<th>-36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 41: Codebook Vectors for LTP Filter, Periodicity Index 2
4.2.7.7. Linear Congruential Generator (LCG) Seed

As described in Section 4.2.7.8.6, SILK uses a linear congruential generator (LCG) to inject pseudorandom noise into the quantized excitation. To ensure synchronization of this process between the encoder and decoder, each SILK frame stores a 2-bit seed after the LTP parameters (if any). The encoder may consider the choice of seed during quantization, and the flexibility of this choice lets it reduce distortion, helping to pay for the bit cost required to signal it. The decoder reads the seed using the uniform 4-entry PDF in Table 43, yielding a value between 0 and 3, inclusive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{128, 64, 64}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 42: PDF for LTP Scaling Parameter

4.2.7.8. Excitation

SILK codes the excitation using a modified version of the Pyramid Vector Quantization (PVQ) codebook [PVQ]. The PVQ codebook is designed for Laplace-distributed values and consists of all sums of \( K \) signed, unit pulses in a vector of dimension \( N \), where two pulses at the same position are required to have the same sign. Thus the codebook includes all integer codevectors \( y \) of dimension \( N \) that satisfy

\[
\sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \left| y[j] \right| = K.
\]

Unlike regular PVQ, SILK uses a variable-length, rather than fixed-length, encoding. This encoding is better suited to the more Gaussian-like distribution of the coefficient magnitudes and the non-uniform distribution of their signs (caused by the quantization...
offset described below). SILK also handles large codebooks by coding the least significant bits (LSBs) of each coefficient directly. This adds a small coding efficiency loss, but greatly reduces the computation time and ROM size required for decoding, as implemented in `silk_decode_pulses()` (decode_pulses.c).

SILK fixes the dimension of the codebook to \( N = 16 \). The excitation is made up of a number of "shell blocks", each 16 samples in size. Table 44 lists the number of shell blocks required for a SILK frame for each possible audio bandwidth and frame size. 10 ms MB frames nominally contain 120 samples (10 ms at 12 kHz), which is not a multiple of 16. This is handled by coding 8 shell blocks (128 samples) and discarding the final 8 samples of the last block. The decoder contains no special case that prevents an encoder from placing pulses in these samples, and they must be correctly parsed from the bitstream if present, but they are otherwise ignored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audio Bandwidth</th>
<th>Frame Size</th>
<th>Number of Shell Blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 44: Number of Shell Blocks Per SILK Frame

4.2.7.8.1. Rate Level

The first symbol in the excitation is a "rate level", which is an index from 0 to 8, inclusive, coded using the PDF in Table 45 corresponding to the signal type of the current frame (from Section 4.2.7.3). The rate level selects the PDF used to decode the number of pulses in the individual shell blocks. It does not directly convey any information about the bitrate or the number of pulses itself, but merely changes the probability of the symbols in Section 4.2.7.8.2. Level 0 provides a more efficient encoding at low rates generally, and level 8 provides a more efficient encoding at high rates generally, though the most efficient level for a particular SILK frame may depend on the exact distribution of the
coded symbols. An encoder should, but is not required to, use the most efficient rate level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Type</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inactive or Unvoiced</td>
<td>{15, 51, 12, 46, 45, 13, 33, 27, 14}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>{33, 30, 36, 17, 34, 49, 18, 21, 18}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 45: PDFs for the Rate Level

4.2.7.8.2. Pulses Per Shell Block

The total number of pulses in each of the shell blocks follows the rate level. The pulse counts for all of the shell blocks are coded consecutively, before the content of any of the blocks. Each block may have anywhere from 0 to 16 pulses, inclusive, coded using the 18-entry PDF in Table 46 corresponding to the rate level from Section 4.2.7.8.1. The special value 17 indicates that this block has one or more additional LSBs to decode for each coefficient. If the decoder encounters this value, it decodes another value for the actual pulse count of the block, but uses the PDF corresponding to the special rate level 9 instead of the normal rate level. This process repeats until the decoder reads a value less than 17, and it then sets the number of extra LSBs used to the number of 17’s decoded for that block. If it reads the value 17 ten times, then the next iteration uses the special rate level 10 instead of 9. The probability of decoding a 17 when using the PDF for rate level 10 is zero, ensuring that the number of LSBs for a block will not exceed 10. The cumulative distribution for rate level 10 is just a shifted version of that for 9 and thus does not require any additional storage.
### Table 46: PDFs for the Pulse Count

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate Level</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>{131, 74, 25, 8, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>{58, 93, 60, 23, 7, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>{43, 51, 46, 33, 24, 16, 11, 8, 6, 3, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>{17, 52, 71, 57, 31, 12, 5, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>{6, 21, 41, 53, 49, 35, 21, 11, 6, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>{7, 14, 22, 28, 29, 28, 25, 20, 17, 13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 4, 4, 3, 10}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>{2, 5, 14, 29, 42, 46, 41, 31, 19, 11, 6, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>{1, 2, 4, 10, 19, 29, 35, 37, 34, 28, 20, 14, 8, 5, 4, 2, 2, 2}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>{1, 2, 2, 5, 9, 14, 20, 24, 27, 28, 26, 23, 20, 15, 11, 8, 6, 15}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>{1, 1, 1, 6, 27, 58, 56, 39, 25, 14, 10, 6, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1, 2}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>{2, 1, 6, 27, 58, 56, 39, 25, 14, 10, 6, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 0}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.2.7.8.3. Pulse Location Decoding**

The locations of the pulses in each shell block follow the pulse counts, as decoded by silk_shell_decoder() (shell_coder.c). As with the pulse counts, these locations are coded for all the shell blocks before any of the remaining information for each block. Unlike many other codecs, SILK places no restriction on the distribution of pulses within a shell block. All of the pulses may be placed in a...
single location, or each one in a unique location, or anything in between.

The location of pulses is coded by recursively partitioning each block into halves, and coding how many pulses fall on the left side of the split. All remaining pulses must fall on the right side of the split. The process then recurses into the left half, and after that returns, the right half (preorder traversal). The PDF to use is chosen by the size of the current partition (16, 8, 4, or 2) and the number of pulses in the partition (1 to 16, inclusive). Tables 47 through 50 list the PDFs used for each partition size and pulse count. This process skips partitions without any pulses, i.e., where the initial pulse count from Section 4.2.7.8.2 was zero, or where the split in the prior level indicated that all of the pulses fell on the other side. These partitions have nothing to code, so they require no PDF.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse Count</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>{126, 130}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>{56, 142, 58}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>{25, 101, 104, 26}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>{12, 60, 108, 64, 12}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>{7, 35, 84, 87, 37, 6}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>{4, 20, 59, 86, 63, 21, 3}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>{3, 12, 38, 72, 75, 42, 12, 2}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>{2, 8, 25, 54, 73, 59, 27, 7, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>{2, 5, 17, 39, 63, 65, 42, 18, 4, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>{1, 4, 12, 28, 49, 63, 54, 30, 11, 3, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>{1, 4, 8, 20, 37, 55, 57, 41, 22, 8, 2, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>{1, 3, 7, 15, 28, 44, 53, 48, 33, 16, 6, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>{1, 2, 6, 12, 21, 35, 47, 48, 40, 25, 12, 5, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>{1, 1, 4, 10, 17, 27, 37, 47, 43, 33, 21, 9, 4, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>{1, 1, 1, 8, 14, 22, 33, 40, 43, 38, 28, 16, 8, 1, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>{1, 1, 1, 1, 13, 18, 27, 36, 41, 41, 34, 24, 14, 1, 1, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 47: PDFs for Pulse Count Split, 16 Sample Partitions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse Count</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>{127, 129}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>{53, 149, 54}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>{22, 105, 106, 23}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>{11, 61, 111, 63, 10}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>{6, 35, 86, 88, 36, 5}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>{4, 20, 59, 87, 62, 21, 3}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>{3, 13, 40, 71, 73, 41, 13, 2}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>{3, 9, 27, 53, 70, 56, 28, 9, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>{3, 8, 19, 37, 57, 61, 44, 20, 6, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>{3, 7, 15, 28, 44, 54, 49, 33, 17, 5, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>{1, 7, 13, 22, 34, 46, 48, 38, 28, 14, 4, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>{1, 1, 11, 22, 27, 35, 42, 47, 33, 25, 10, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>{1, 1, 6, 14, 26, 37, 43, 43, 37, 26, 14, 6, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>{1, 1, 4, 10, 20, 31, 40, 42, 40, 31, 20, 10, 4, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>{1, 1, 3, 8, 16, 26, 35, 38, 38, 35, 26, 16, 8, 3, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>{1, 1, 2, 6, 12, 21, 30, 36, 38, 36, 30, 21, 12, 6, 2, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 48: PDFs for Pulse Count Split, 8 Sample Partitions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse Count</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>{127, 129}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>{49, 157, 50}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>{20, 107, 109, 20}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>{11, 60, 113, 62, 10}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>{7, 36, 84, 87, 36, 6}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>{6, 24, 57, 82, 60, 23, 4}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>{5, 18, 39, 64, 68, 42, 16, 4}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>{6, 14, 29, 47, 61, 52, 30, 14, 3}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>{1, 15, 23, 35, 51, 50, 40, 30, 10, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>{1, 1, 21, 32, 42, 52, 46, 41, 18, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>{1, 6, 16, 27, 36, 42, 42, 36, 27, 16, 6, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>{1, 5, 12, 21, 31, 38, 40, 38, 31, 21, 12, 5, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>{1, 3, 9, 17, 26, 34, 38, 38, 34, 26, 17, 9, 3, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>{1, 3, 7, 14, 22, 29, 34, 36, 34, 29, 22, 14, 7, 3, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>{1, 2, 5, 11, 18, 25, 31, 35, 35, 31, 25, 18, 11, 5, 2, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>{1, 1, 4, 9, 15, 21, 28, 32, 34, 32, 28, 21, 15, 9, 4, 1, 1}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 49: PDFs for Pulse Count Split, 4 Sample Partitions
4.2.7.8.4. LSB Decoding

After the decoder reads the pulse locations for all blocks, it reads the LSBs (if any) for each block in turn. Inside each block, it reads all the LSBs for each coefficient in turn, even those where no
pulses were allocated, before proceeding to the next one. For 10 ms MB frames, it reads LSBs even for the extra 8 samples in the last block. The LSBs are coded from most significant to least significant, and they all use the PDF in Table 51.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{136, 120}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Table 51: PDF for Excitation LSBs

The number of LSBs read for each coefficient in a block is determined in Section 4.2.7.8.2. The magnitude of the coefficient is initially equal to the number of pulses placed at that location in Section 4.2.7.8.3. As each LSB is decoded, the magnitude is doubled, and then the value of the LSB added to it, to obtain an updated magnitude.

4.2.7.8.5. Sign Decoding

After decoding the pulse locations and the LSBs, the decoder knows the magnitude of each coefficient in the excitation. It then decodes a sign for all coefficients with a non-zero magnitude, using one of the PDFs from Table 52. If the value decoded is 0, then the coefficient magnitude is negated. Otherwise, it remains positive.

The decoder chooses the PDF for the sign based on the signal type and quantization offset type (from Section 4.2.7.3) and the number of pulses in the block (from Section 4.2.7.8.2). The number of pulses in the block does not take into account any LSBs. Most PDFs are skewed towards negative signs because of the quantization offset, but the PDFs for zero pulses are highly skewed towards positive signs. If a block contains many positive coefficients, it is sometimes beneficial to code it solely using LSBs (i.e., with zero pulses), since the encoder may be able to save enough bits on the signs to justify the less efficient coefficient magnitude encoding.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Type</th>
<th>Quantization Offset Type</th>
<th>Pulse Count</th>
<th>PDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(2, 254)/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(207, 49)/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(189, 67)/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

<p>| Inactive | Low     | 3       | (179, 77)/256 |
| Inactive | Low     | 4       | (174, 82)/256 |
| Inactive | Low     | 5       | (163, 93)/256 |
| Inactive | Low     | 6 or more | (157, 99)/256 |
| Inactive | High    | 0       | (58, 198)/256 |
| Inactive | High    | 1       | (245, 11)/256 |
| Inactive | High    | 2       | (238, 18)/256 |
| Inactive | High    | 3       | (232, 24)/256 |
| Inactive | High    | 4       | (225, 31)/256 |
| Inactive | High    | 5       | (220, 36)/256 |
| Inactive | High    | 6 or more | (211, 45)/256 |
| Unvoiced | Low     | 0       | (1, 255)/256 |
| Unvoiced | Low     | 1       | (210, 46)/256 |
| Unvoiced | Low     | 2       | (190, 66)/256 |
| Unvoiced | Low     | 3       | (178, 78)/256 |
| Unvoiced | Low     | 4       | (169, 87)/256 |
| Unvoiced | Low     | 5       | (162, 94)/256 |
| Unvoiced | Low     | 6 or more | (152, 104)/256 |
| Unvoiced | High    | 0       | (48, 208)/256 |
| Unvoiced | High    | 1       | (242, 14)/256 |
| Unvoiced | High    | 2       | (235, 21)/256 |
| Unvoiced | High    | 3       | (224, 32)/256 |
| Unvoiced | High    | 4       | (214, 42)/256 |
| Unvoiced | High    | 5       | (205, 51)/256 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unvoiced</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>6 or more</th>
<th>{190, 66}/256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>{1, 255}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{162, 94}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{152, 104}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>{147, 109}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>{144, 112}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>{141, 115}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>6 or more</td>
<td>{138, 118}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>{8, 248}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{203, 53}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{187, 69}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>{176, 80}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>{168, 88}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>{161, 95}/256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>6 or more</td>
<td>{154, 102}/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 52: PDFs for Excitation Signs

4.2.7.8.6. Reconstructing the Excitation

After the signs have been read, there is enough information to reconstruct the complete excitation signal. This requires adding a constant quantization offset to each non-zero sample, and then pseudorandomly inverting and offsetting every sample. The constant quantization offset varies depending on the signal type and quantization offset type (see Section 4.2.7.3).
Let $e_{\text{raw}}[i]$ be the raw excitation value at position $i$, with a magnitude composed of the pulses at that location (see Section 4.2.7.8.3) combined with any additional LSBs (see Section 4.2.7.8.4), and with the corresponding sign decoded in Section 4.2.7.8.5. Additionally, let seed be the current pseudorandom seed, which is initialized to the value decoded from Section 4.2.7.7 for the first sample in the current SILK frame, and updated for each subsequent sample according to the procedure below. Finally, let offset_Q23 be the quantization offset from Table 53. Then the following procedure produces the final reconstructed excitation value, $e_{Q23}[i]$:  

\[
e_{Q23}[i] = (e_{\text{raw}}[i] << 8) - \text{sign}(e_{\text{raw}}[i]) \times 20 + \text{offset}_{Q23};
\]

\[
\text{seed} = (196314165 \times \text{seed} + 907633515) \& \text{0xFFFFFFFF};
\]

\[
e_{Q23}[i] = (\text{seed} \& \text{0x80000000}) ? -e_{Q23}[i] : e_{Q23}[i];
\]

\[
\text{seed} = (\text{seed} + e_{\text{raw}}[i]) \& \text{0xFFFFFFFF};
\]

When $e_{\text{raw}}[i]$ is zero, sign() returns 0 by the definition in Section 1.1.4, so the factor of 20 does not get added. The final $e_{Q23}[i]$ value may require more than 16 bits per sample, but will not require more than 23, including the sign.

### 4.2.7.9. SILK Frame Reconstruction

The remainder of the reconstruction process for the frame does not need to be bit-exact, as small errors should only introduce proportionally small distortions. Although the reference implementation only includes a fixed-point version of the remaining steps, this section describes them in terms of a floating-point...
version for simplicity. This produces a signal with a nominal range of -1.0 to 1.0.

silk_decode_core() (decode_core.c) contains the code for the main reconstruction process. It proceeds subframe-by-subframe, since quantization gains, LTP parameters, and (in 20 ms SILK frames) LPC coefficients can vary from one to the next.

Let \( a_{Q12}[k] \) be the LPC coefficients for the current subframe. If this is the first or second subframe of a 20 ms SILK frame and the LSF interpolation factor, \( w_Q2 \) (see Section 4.2.7.5.5), is less than 4, then these correspond to the final LPC coefficients produced by Section 4.2.7.5.8 from the interpolated LSF coefficients, \( n1_{Q15}[k] \) (computed in Section 4.2.7.5.5). Otherwise, they correspond to the final LPC coefficients produced from the uninterpolated LSF coefficients for the current frame, \( n2_{Q15}[k] \).

Also, let \( n \) be the number of samples in a subframe (40 for NB, 60 for MB, and 80 for WB), \( s \) be the index of the current subframe in this SILK frame (0 or 1 for 10 ms frames, or 0 to 3 for 20 ms frames), and \( j \) be the index of the first sample in the residual corresponding to the current subframe.

4.2.7.9.1. LTP Synthesis

Voiced SILK frames (see Section 4.2.7.3) pass the excitation through an LTP filter using the parameters decoded in Section 4.2.7.6 to produce an LPC residual. The LTP filter requires LPC residual values from before the current subframe as input. However, since the LPC coefficients may have changed, it obtains this residual by "rewhitening" the corresponding output signal using the LPC coefficients from the current subframe. Let \( \text{out}[i] \) for \((j - \text{pitch_lags}[s] - \text{d_LPC} - 2) \leq i < j\) be the fully reconstructed output signal from the last \((\text{pitch_lags}[s] + \text{d_LPC} + 2)\) samples of previous subframes (see Section 4.2.7.9.2), where \( \text{pitch_lags}[s] \) is the pitch lag for the current subframe from Section 4.2.7.6.1. During reconstruction of the first subframe for this channel after either

- An uncoded regular SILK frame (if this is the side channel), or
- A decoder reset (see Section 4.5.2),

\( \text{out}[i] \) is rewhitened into an LPC residual, \( \text{res}[i] \), via
\[
\begin{align*}
4.0 \times \text{LTP\_scale\_Q14} \\
\text{res}[i] &= \frac{\text{d\_LPC-1}}{\text{gain\_Q16}[s]} \times \text{clamp}(-1.0, 1.0) \\
&= \frac{\text{a\_Q12}[k]}{4096.0} \times \frac{\text{out}[i]}{\text{out}[i-k-1]} - \frac{\text{out}[i-k-1]}{4096.0} \\
&\quad + \frac{\text{out}[i-k-1]}{4096.0} \\
&\quad \text{for } k = 0, 1, \ldots, \text{LTP\_scale\_Q14} - 1
\end{align*}
\]

This requires storage to buffer up to 306 values of \text{out}[i] from previous subframes. This corresponds to WB with a maximum pitch lag of 18 ms * 16 kHz samples, plus 16 samples for \text{d\_LPC}, plus 2 samples for the width of the LTP filter.

Let \text{e\_Q23}[i] for \( j \leq i < (j + n) \) be the excitation for the current subframe, and \text{b\_Q7}[k] for \( 0 \leq k < 5 \) be the coefficients of the LTP filter taken from the codebook entry in one of Tables 39 through 41 corresponding to the index decoded for the current subframe in Section 4.2.7.6.2. Then for \( i \) such that \( j \leq i < (j + n) \), the LPC residual is

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{res}[i] &= \frac{\text{e\_Q23}[i]}{2.0^{*23}} + \sum_{k=0}^{4} \frac{\text{b\_Q7}[k]}{128.0} \times \text{res}[i - \text{pitch\_lags}[s] + 2 - k]
\end{align*}
\]

For unvoiced frames, the LPC residual for \( j \leq i < (j + n) \) is simply a normalized copy of the excitation signal, i.e.,

\[
\text{res}[i] = \frac{\text{e\_Q23}[i]}{2.0^{*23}}
\]

### 4.2.7.9.2. LPC Synthesis

LPC synthesis uses the short-term LPC filter to predict the next output coefficient. For \( i \) such that \( (j - \text{d\_LPC}) \leq i < j \), let \text{lpc}[i] be the result of LPC synthesis from the last \text{d\_LPC} samples of the previous subframe, or zeros in the first subframe for this channel after either

- An uncoded regular SILK frame (if this is the side channel), or
- A decoder reset (see Section 4.5.2).

Then for \( i \) such that \( j \leq i < (j + n) \), the result of LPC synthesis
for the current subframe is

\[
\text{lpc}[i] = \frac{\text{gain_Q16}[i]}{65536.0} \times \text{res}[i] + \sum_{k=0}^{\text{d_LPC}-1} \frac{\text{lpc}[i-k]}{4096.0} \times \text{a_Q12}[k].
\]

The decoder saves the final d_LPC values, i.e., lpc[i] such that \((j + n - \text{d_LPC}) \leq i < (j + n)\), to feed into the LPC synthesis of the next subframe. This requires storage for up to 16 values of lpc[i] (for WB frames).

Then, the signal is clamped into the final nominal range:

\[
\text{out}[i] = \text{clamp}(-1.0, \text{lpc}[i], 1.0).
\]

This clamping occurs entirely after the LPC synthesis filter has run. The decoder saves the unclamped values, lpc[i], to feed into the LPC filter for the next subframe, but saves the clamped values, out[i], for rewhitening in voiced frames.

4.2.8. Stereo Unmixing

For stereo streams, after decoding a frame from each channel, the decoder must convert the mid-side (MS) representation into a left-right (LR) representation. The function silk_stereo_MS_to_LR (stereo_MS_to_LR.c) implements this process. In it, the decoder predicts the side channel using a) a simple low-passed version of the mid channel, and b) the unfiltered mid channel, using the prediction weights decoded in Section 4.2.7.1. This simple low-pass filter imposes a one-sample delay, and the unfiltered mid channel is also delayed by one sample. In order to allow seamless switching between stereo and mono, mono streams must also impose the same one-sample delay. The encoder requires an additional one-sample delay for both mono and stereo streams, though an encoder may omit the delay for mono if it knows it will never switch to stereo.

The unmixing process operates in two phases. The first phase lasts for 8 ms, during which it interpolates the prediction weights from the previous frame, prev_w0_Q13 and prev_w1_Q13, to the values for the current frame, w0_Q13 and w1_Q13. The second phase simply uses these weights for the remainder of the frame.

Let mid[i] and side[i] be the contents of out[i] (from Section 4.2.7.9.2) for the current mid and side channels, respectively, and let left[i] and right[i] be the corresponding stereo output channels. If the side channel is not coded (see
Section 4.2.7.2), then side[i] is set to zero. Also let \( j \) be defined as in Section 4.2.7.9, \( n1 \) be the number of samples in phase 1 (64 for NB, 96 for MB, and 128 for WB), and \( n2 \) be the total number of samples in the frame. Then for \( i \) such that \( j \leq i < (j + n2) \), the left and right channel output is

\[
\begin{align*}
p0 &= \frac{\text{mid}[i-2] + 2\times\text{mid}[i-1] + \text{mid}[i]}{4.0} \\
\text{left}[i] &= \text{clamp}(-1.0, (1 + w1)\times\text{mid}[i-1] + \text{side}[i-1] + w0\times p0, 1.0) \\
\text{right}[i] &= \text{clamp}(-1.0, (1 - w1)\times\text{mid}[i-1] - \text{side}[i-1] - w0\times p0, 1.0)
\end{align*}
\]

These formulas require two samples prior to index \( j \), the start of the frame, for the mid channel, and one prior sample for the side channel. For the first frame after a decoder reset, zeros are used instead.

4.2.9. Resampling

After stereo unmixing (if any), the decoder applies resampling to convert the decoded SILK output to the sample rate desired by the application. This is necessary when decoding a Hybrid frame at SWB or FB sample rates, or whenever the decoder wants the output at a different sample rate than the internal SILK sampling rate (e.g., to allow a constant sample rate when the audio bandwidth changes, or to allow mixing with audio from other applications). The resampler itself is non-normative, and a decoder can use any method it wants to perform the resampling.

However, a minimum amount of delay is imposed to allow the resampler to operate, and this delay is normative, so that the corresponding delay can be applied to the MDCT layer in the encoder. A decoder is always free to use a resampler which requires more delay than allowed for here (e.g., to improve quality), but it must then delay the output of the MDCT layer by this extra amount. Keeping as much delay as possible on the encoder side allows an encoder which knows it will never use any of the SILK or Hybrid modes to skip this delay. By contrast, if it were all applied by the decoder, then a decoder which
processes audio in fixed-size blocks would be forced to delay the output of CELT frames just in case of a later switch to a SILK or Hybrid mode.

Table 54 gives the maximum resampler delay in samples at 48 kHz for each SILK audio bandwidth. Because the actual output rate may not be 48 kHz, it may not be possible to achieve exactly these delays while using a whole number of input or output samples. The reference implementation is able to resample to any of the supported output sampling rates (8, 12, 16, 24, or 48 kHz) within or near this delay constraint. Some resampling filters (including those used by the reference implementation) may add a delay that is not an exact integer, or is not linear-phase, and so cannot be represented by a single delay at all frequencies. However, such deviations are unlikely to be perceptible, and the comparison tool described in Section 6 is designed to be relatively insensitive to them. The delays listed here are the ones that should be targeted by the encoder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audio Bandwidth</th>
<th>Delay in millisecond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>0.692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>0.706</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 54: SILK Resampler Delay Allocations

NB is given a smaller decoder delay allocation than MB and WB to allow a higher-order filter when resampling to 8 kHz in both the encoder and decoder. This implies that the audio content of two SILK frames operating at different bandwidths are not perfectly aligned in time. This is not an issue for any transitions described in Section 4.5, because they all involve a SILK decoder reset. When the decoder is reset, any samples remaining in the resampling buffer are discarded, and the resampler is re-initialized with silence.

4.3. CELT Decoder

The CELT layer of Opus is based on the Modified Discrete Cosine Transform [MDCT] with partially overlapping windows of 5 to 22.5 ms. The main principle behind CELT is that the MDCT spectrum is divided into bands that (roughly) follow the Bark scale, i.e., the scale of the ear’s critical bands [Zwicker61]. The normal CELT layer uses 21 of those bands, though Opus Custom (see Section 6.2) may use a
different number of bands. In Hybrid mode, the first 17 bands (up to 8 kHz) are not coded. A band can contain as little as one MDCT bin per channel, and as many as 176 bins per channel, as detailed in Table 55. In each band, the gain (energy) is coded separately from the shape of the spectrum. Coding the gain explicitly makes it easy to preserve the spectral envelope of the signal. The remaining unit-norm shape vector is encoded using a Pyramid Vector Quantizer (PVQ) Section 4.3.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Size:</th>
<th>2.5 ms</th>
<th>5 ms</th>
<th>10 ms</th>
<th>20 ms</th>
<th>Start Frequency</th>
<th>Stop Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0 Hz</td>
<td>200 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>200 Hz</td>
<td>400 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>400 Hz</td>
<td>600 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>600 Hz</td>
<td>800 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>800 Hz</td>
<td>1000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1000 Hz</td>
<td>1200 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1200 Hz</td>
<td>1400 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1400 Hz</td>
<td>1600 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1600 Hz</td>
<td>2000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2000 Hz</td>
<td>2400 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2400 Hz</td>
<td>2800 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2800 Hz</td>
<td>3200 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3200 Hz</td>
<td>4000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4000 Hz</td>
<td>4800 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4800 Hz</td>
<td>5600 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5600 Hz</td>
<td>6800 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6800 Hz</td>
<td>8000 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table 55: MDCT Bins Per Channel Per Band for Each Frame Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Size</th>
<th>MDCT 8</th>
<th>MDCT 16</th>
<th>MDCT 32</th>
<th>MDCT 64</th>
<th>Sampling Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>9600 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>12000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>15600 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transients are notoriously difficult for transform codecs to code. CELT uses two different strategies for them:

1. Using multiple smaller MDCTs instead of a single large MDCT, and
2. Dynamic time-frequency resolution changes (See Section 4.3.4.5).

To improve quality on highly tonal and periodic signals, CELT includes a prefilter/postfilter combination. The prefilter on the encoder side attenuates the signal’s harmonics. The postfilter on the decoder side restores the original gain of the harmonics, while shaping the coding noise to roughly follow the harmonics. Such noise shaping reduces the perception of the noise.

When coding a stereo signal, three coding methods are available:

- **Mid-side stereo**: encodes the mean and the difference of the left and right channels,
- **Intensity stereo**: only encodes the mean of the left and right channels (discards the difference),
- **Dual stereo**: encodes the left and right channels separately.

An overview of the decoder is given in Figure 17.
Figure 17: Structure of the CELT decoder

The decoder is based on the following symbols and sets of symbols:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol(s)</th>
<th>PDF</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>silence</td>
<td>(32767, 1)/32768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post-filter</td>
<td>(1, 1)/2</td>
<td>post-filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octave</td>
<td>uniform (6)</td>
<td>post-filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>period</td>
<td>raw bits (4+octave)</td>
<td>post-filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gain</td>
<td>raw bits (3)</td>
<td>post-filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tapset</td>
<td>(2, 1, 1)/4</td>
<td>post-filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transient</td>
<td>(7, 1)/8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intra</td>
<td>(7, 1)/8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coarse energy</td>
<td>Section 4.3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tf_change</td>
<td>Section 4.3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tf_select</td>
<td>(1, 1)/2</td>
<td>Section 4.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spread</td>
<td>(7, 2, 21, 2)/32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dyn. alloc.</td>
<td>Section 4.3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alloc. trim</td>
<td>{2, 2, 5, 10, 22, 46, 22, 10, 5, 2, 2}/128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skip</td>
<td>(1, 1)/2</td>
<td>Section 4.3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensity</td>
<td>uniform</td>
<td>Section 4.3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dual</td>
<td>(1, 1)/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fine energy</td>
<td>Section 4.3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residual</td>
<td>Section 4.3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-collapse</td>
<td>(1, 1)/2</td>
<td>Section 4.3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finalize</td>
<td>Section 4.3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 56: Order of the Symbols in the CELT Section of the Bitstream
The decoder extracts information from the range-coded bitstream in the order described in Table 56. In some circumstances, it is possible for a decoded value to be out of range due to a very small amount of redundancy in the encoding of large integers by the range coder. In that case, the decoder should assume there has been an error in the coding, decoding, or transmission and SHOULD take measures to conceal the error and/or report to the application that a problem has occurred. Such out of range errors cannot occur in the SILK layer.

4.3.1. Transient Decoding

The "transient" flag indicates whether the frame uses a single long MDCT or several short MDCTs. When it is set, then the MDCT coefficients represent multiple short MDCTs in the frame. When not set, the coefficients represent a single long MDCT for the frame. The flag is encoded in the bitstream with a probability of 1/8. In addition to the global transient flag is a per-band binary flag to change the time-frequency (tf) resolution independently in each band. The change in tf resolution is defined in tf_select_table[] in celt.c and depends on the frame size, whether the transient flag is set, and the value of tf_select. The tf_select flag uses a 1/2 probability, but is only decoded if it can have an impact on the result knowing the value of all per-band tf_change flags.

4.3.2. Energy Envelope Decoding

It is important to quantize the energy with sufficient resolution because any energy quantization error cannot be compensated for at a later stage. Regardless of the resolution used for encoding the spectral shape of a band, it is perceptually important to preserve the energy in each band. CELT uses a three-step coarse-fine-fine strategy for encoding the energy in the base-2 log domain, as implemented in quant_bands.c

4.3.2.1. Coarse energy decoding

Coarse quantization of the energy uses a fixed resolution of 6 dB (integer part of base-2 log). To minimize the bitrate, prediction is applied both in time (using the previous frame) and in frequency (using the previous bands). The part of the prediction that is based on the previous frame can be disabled, creating an "intra" frame where the energy is coded without reference to prior frames. The decoder first reads the intra flag to determine what prediction is used. The 2-D z-transform of the prediction filter is:
\[
A(z_l, z_b) = \frac{(1 - \alpha z_l^l) * (1 - z_b^b)}{1 - \beta z_b^b}
\]
where \( b \) is the band index and \( l \) is the frame index. The prediction coefficients applied depend on the frame size in use when not using intra energy and are \( \alpha = 0, \beta = 4915/32768 \) when using intra energy. The time-domain prediction is based on the final fine quantization of the previous frame, while the frequency domain (within the current frame) prediction is based on coarse quantization only (because the fine quantization has not been computed yet). The prediction is clamped internally so that fixed point implementations with limited dynamic range always remain in the same state as floating point implementations. We approximate the ideal probability distribution of the prediction error using a Laplace distribution with separate parameters for each frame size in intra- and inter-frame modes. These parameters are held in the e_prob_model table in quant_bands.c. The coarse energy quantization is performed by unquant_coarse_energy() and unquant_coarse_energy_impl() (quant_bands.c). The encoding of the Laplace-distributed values is implemented in ec_laplace_decode() (laplace.c).

4.3.2.2. Fine energy quantization

The number of bits assigned to fine energy quantization in each band is determined by the bit allocation computation described in Section 4.3.3. Let \( B_i \) be the number of fine energy bits for band \( i \); the refinement is an integer \( f \) in the range \([0, 2^{B_i}-1]\). The mapping between \( f \) and the correction applied to the coarse energy is equal to \((f+1/2)/2^{B_i} - 1/2\). Fine energy quantization is implemented in quant_fine_energy() (quant_bands.c).

When some bits are left "unused" after all other flags have been decoded, these bits are assigned to a "final" step of fine allocation. In effect, these bits are used to add one extra fine energy bit per band per channel. The allocation process determines two "priorities" for the final fine bits. Any remaining bits are first assigned only to bands of priority 0, starting from band 0 and going up. If all bands of priority 0 have received one bit per channel, then bands of priority 1 are assigned an extra bit per channel, starting from band 0. If any bits are left after this, they are left unused. This is implemented in unquant_energy_finalise() (quant_bands.c).
4.3.3. Bit Allocation

Because the bit allocation drives the decoding of the range-coder stream, it MUST be recovered exactly so that identical coding decisions are made in the encoder and decoder. Any deviation from the reference’s resulting bit allocation will result in corrupted output, though implementers are free to implement the procedure in any way which produces identical results.

The per-band gain-shape structure of the CELT layer ensures that using the same number of bits for the spectral shape of a band in every frame will result in a roughly constant signal-to-noise ratio in that band. This results in coding noise that has the same spectral envelope as the signal. The masking curve produced by a standard psychoacoustic model also closely follows the spectral envelope of the signal. This structure means that the ideal allocation is more consistent from frame to frame than it is for other codecs without an equivalent structure, and that a fixed allocation provides fairly consistent perceptual performance [Valin2010].

Many codecs transmit significant amounts of side information to control the bit allocation within a frame. Often this control is only indirect, and must be exercised carefully to achieve the desired rate constraints. The CELT layer, however, can adapt over a very wide range of rates, and thus has a large number of codebook sizes to choose from for each band. Explicitly signaling the size of each of these codebooks would impose considerable overhead, even though the allocation is relatively static from frame to frame. This is because all of the information required to compute these codebook sizes must be derived from a single frame by itself, in order to retain robustness to packet loss, so the signaling cannot take advantage of knowledge of the allocation in neighboring frames. This problem is exacerbated in low-latency (small frame size) applications, which would include this overhead in every frame.

For this reason, in the MDCT mode Opus uses a primarily implicit bit allocation. The available bitstream capacity is known in advance to both the encoder and decoder without additional signaling, ultimately from the packet sizes expressed by a higher-level protocol. Using this information, the codec interpolates an allocation from a hard-coded table.

While the band-energy structure effectively models intra-band masking, it ignores the weaker inter-band masking, band-temporal masking, and other less significant perceptual effects. While these effects can often be ignored, they can become significant for particular samples. One mechanism available to encoders would be to
simply increase the overall rate for these frames, but this is not possible in a constant rate mode and can be fairly inefficient. As a result three explicitly signaled mechanisms are provided to alter the implicit allocation:

- **Band boost**
- **Allocation trim**
- **Band skipping**

The first of these mechanisms, band boost, allows an encoder to boost the allocation in specific bands. The second, allocation trim, works by biasing the overall allocation towards higher or lower frequency bands. The third, band skipping, selects which low-precision high frequency bands will be allocated no shape bits at all.

In stereo mode there are two additional parameters potentially coded as part of the allocation procedure: a parameter to allow the selective elimination of allocation for the ‘side’ (i.e., intensity stereo) in jointly coded bands, and a flag to deactivate joint coding (i.e., dual stereo). These values are not signaled if they would be meaningless in the overall context of the allocation.

Because every signaled adjustment increases overhead and implementation complexity, none were included speculatively: the reference encoder makes use of all of these mechanisms. While the decision logic in the reference was found to be effective enough to justify the overhead and complexity, further analysis techniques may be discovered which increase the effectiveness of these parameters. As with other signaled parameters, an encoder is free to choose the values in any manner, but unless a technique is known to deliver superior perceptual results the methods used by the reference implementation should be used.

The allocation process consists of the following steps: determining the per-band maximum allocation vector, decoding the boosts, decoding the tilt, determining the remaining capacity of the frame, searching the mode table for the entry nearest but not exceeding the available space (subject to the tilt, boosts, band maximums, and band minimums), linear interpolation, reallocation of unused bits with concurrent skip decoding, determination of the fine-energy vs. shape split, and final reallocation. This process results in a per-band shape allocation (in 1/8th bit units), a per-band fine-energy allocation (in 1 bit per channel units), a set of band priorities for controlling the use of remaining bits at the end of the frame, and a remaining balance of unallocated space, which is usually zero except at very high rates.
The "static" bit allocation (in 1/8 bits) for a quality $q$, excluding the minimums, maximums, tilt and boosts, is equal to
channels*N*alloc[band][q]<<LM>>2, where alloc[] is given in Table 57 and LM=log2(frame_size/120). The allocation is obtained by linearly interpolating between two values of $q$ (in steps of 1/64) to find the highest allocation that does not exceed the number of bits remaining.

Rows indicate the MDCT bands, columns are the different quality ($q$) parameters. The units are 1/32 bit per MDCT bin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The maximum allocation vector is an approximation of the maximum space that can be used by each band for a given mode. The value is approximate because the shape encoding is variable rate (due to entropy coding of splitting parameters). Setting the maximum too low reduces the maximum achievable quality in a band while setting it too high may result in waste: bitstream capacity available at the end of the frame which can not be put to any use. The maximums specified by the codec reflect the average maximum. In the reference implementation, the maximums in bits/sample are precomputed in a static table (see cache_caps50[] in static_modes_float.h) for each band, for each value of LM, and for both mono and stereo. Implementations are expected to simply use the same table data, but the procedure for generating this table is included in rate.c as part of compute_pulse_cache().

To convert the values in cache.caps into the actual maximums: first set nbBands to the maximum number of bands for this mode, and stereo to zero if stereo is not in use and one otherwise. For each band set N to the number of MDCT bins covered by the band (for one channel), set LM to the shift value for the frame size, then set i to nbBands*(2*LM+stereo). Then set the maximum for the band to the i-th index of cache.caps + 64 and multiply by the number of channels in the current frame (one or two) and by N, then divide the result by 4 using integer division. The resulting vector will be called cap[]. The elements fit in signed 16-bit integers but do not fit in 8 bits. This procedure is implemented in the reference in the function init_caps() in celt.c.

The band boosts are represented by a series of binary symbols which are entropy coded with very low probability. Each band can potentially be boosted multiple times, subject to the frame actually having enough room to obey the boost and having enough room to code the boost symbol. The default coding cost for a boost starts out at six bits (probability p=1/64), but subsequent boosts in a band cost only a single bit and every time a band is boosted the initial cost is reduced (down to a minimum of two bits, or p=1/4). Since the initial cost of coding a boost is 6 bits, the coding cost of the

Table 57: CELT Static Allocation Table

| 0 0 0 0 12 23 33 43 53 63 153 |
| 0 0 0 0 1 16 26 36 46 56 148 |
| 0 0 0 0 0 10 15 20 30 45 129 |
| 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 20 104 |
boost symbols when completely unused is 0.48 bits/frame for a 21 band
mode \((21^{*}-\log_2(1-1/2^{*6}))\).

To decode the band boosts: First set 'dynalloc_logp' to 6, the
initial amount of storage required to signal a boost in bits,
'total_bits' to the size of the frame in 8th bits, 'total_boost' to
zero, and 'tell' to the total number of 8th bits decoded so far. For
each band from the coding start (0 normally, but 17 in Hybrid mode)
to the coding end (which changes depending on the signaled
bandwidth), the boost quanta in units of 1/8 bit is calculated as
quanta = min(8*N, max(48, N)). This represents a boost step size of
six bits, subject to a lower limit of 1/8th bit/sample and an upper
limit of 1 bit/sample. Set 'boost' to zero and 'dynalloc_loop_logp'
to dynalloc_logp. While dynalloc_loop_log (the current worst case
symbol cost) in 8th bits plus tell is less than total_bits plus
total_boost and boost is less than cap[] for this band: Decode a bit
from the bitstream with a with dynalloc_loop_logp as the cost of a
one, update tell to reflect the current used capacity, if the decoded
value is zero break the loop otherwise add quanta to boost and
total_boost, subtract quanta from total_bits, and set
dynalloc_loop_log to 1. When the while loop finishes boost contains
the boost for this band. If boost is non-zero and dynalloc_logp is
greater than 2, decrease dynalloc_logp. Once this process has been
executed on all bands, the band boosts have been decoded. This
procedure is implemented around line 2474 of celt.c.

At very low rates it is possible that there won’t be enough available
space to execute the inner loop even once. In these cases band boost
is not possible but its overhead is completely eliminated. Because
of the high cost of band boost when activated, a reasonable encoder
should not be using it at very low rates. The reference implements
its dynalloc decision logic around line 1304 of celt.c.

The allocation trim is a integer value from 0-10. The default value
of 5 indicates no trim. The trim parameter is entropy coded in order
to lower the coding cost of less extreme adjustments. Values lower
than 5 bias the allocation towards lower frequencies and values above
5 bias it towards higher frequencies. Like other signaled
parameters, signaling of the trim is gated so that it is not included
if there is insufficient space available in the bitstream. To decode
the trim, first set the trim value to 5, then if and only if the
count of decoded 8th bits so far (ec_tell_frac) plus 48 (6 bits) is
less than or equal to the total frame size in 8th bits minus
total_boost (a product of the above band boost procedure), decode the
trim value using the PDF in Table 58.
For 10 ms and 20 ms frames using short blocks and that have at least \(\text{LM}+2\) bits left prior to the allocation process, then one anti-collapse bit is reserved in the allocation process so it can be decoded later. Following the the anti-collapse reservation, one bit is reserved for skip if available.

For stereo frames, bits are reserved for intensity stereo and for dual stereo. Intensity stereo requires \(\text{ilog}_2(\text{end-start})\) bits. Those bits are reserved if there is enough bits left. Following this, one bit is reserved for dual stereo if available.

The allocation computation begins by setting up some initial conditions. ‘total’ is set to the remaining available 8th bits, computed by taking the size of the coded frame times 8 and subtracting \(\text{ec\_tell\_frac}()\). From this value, one (8th bit) is subtracted to ensure that the resulting allocation will be conservative. ‘anti-collapse_rsv’ is set to 8 (8th bits) if and only if the frame is a transient, \(\text{LM}\) is greater than 1, and total is greater than or equal to \((\text{LM}+2) \times 8\). Total is then decremented by ‘anti-collapse_rsv’ and clamped to be equal to or greater than zero. ‘skip_rsv’ is set to 8 (8th bits) if total is greater than 8, otherwise it is zero. Total is then decremented by ‘skip_rsv’. This reserves space for the final skipping flag.

If the current frame is stereo, ‘intensity_rsv’ is set to the conservative \(\text{log}_2\) in 8th bits of the number of coded bands for this frame (given by the table \text{LOG2\_FRAC\_TABLE} in rate.c). If ‘intensity_rsv’ is greater than total then ‘intensity_rsv’ is set to zero. Otherwise total is decremented by ‘intensity_rsv’, and if total is still greater than 8, ‘dual_stereo_rsv’ is set to 8 and total is decremented by ‘dual_stereo_rsv’.

The allocation process then computes a vector representing the hard minimum amounts allocation any band will receive for shape. This minimum is higher than the technical limit of the PVQ process, but very low rate allocations produce an excessively sparse spectrum and these bands are better served by having no allocation at all. For each coded band, set \(\text{thresh}[\text{band}]\) to twenty-four times the number of MDCT bins in the band and divide by 16. If 8 times the number of channels is greater, use that instead. This sets the minimum
allocation to one bit per channel or 48 128th bits per MDCT bin, whichever is greater. The band-size dependent part of this value is not scaled by the channel count, because at the very low rates where this limit is applicable there will usually be no bits allocated to the side.

The previously decoded allocation trim is used to derive a vector of per-band adjustments, ‘trim_offsets[]’. For each coded band take the alloc_trim and subtract 5 and LM. Then multiply the result by the number of channels, the number of MDCT bins in the shortest frame size for this mode, the number of remaining bands, 2**LM, and 8. Then divide this value by 64. Finally, if the number of MDCT bins in the band per channel is only one, 8 times the number of channels is subtracted in order to diminish the allocation by one bit, because width 1 bands receive greater benefit from the coarse energy coding.

4.3.4. Shape Decoding

In each band, the normalized "shape" is encoded using a vector quantization scheme called a "pyramid vector quantizer".

In the simplest case, the number of bits allocated in Section 4.3.3 is converted to a number of pulses as described by Section 4.3.4.1. Knowing the number of pulses and the number of samples in the band, the decoder calculates the size of the codebook as detailed in Section 4.3.4.2. The size is used to decode an unsigned integer (uniform probability model), which is the codeword index. This index is converted into the corresponding vector as explained in Section 4.3.4.2. This vector is then scaled to unit norm.

4.3.4.1. Bits to Pulses

Although the allocation is performed in 1/8th bit units, the quantization requires an integer number of pulses K. To do this, the encoder searches for the value of K that produces the number of bits nearest to the allocated value (rounding down if exactly halfway between two values), not to exceed the total number of bits available. For efficiency reasons, the search is performed against a precomputed allocation table which only permits some K values for each N. The number of codebook entries can be computed as explained in Section 4.3.4.2. The difference between the number of bits allocated and the number of bits used is accumulated to a "balance" (initialized to zero) that helps adjust the allocation for the next bands. One third of the balance is applied to the bit allocation of each band to help achieve the target allocation. The only exceptions are the band before the last and the last band, for which half the balance and the whole balance are applied, respectively.
4.3.4.2. PVQ Decoding

Decoding of PVQ vectors is implemented in decode_pulses() (cwrs.c). The unique codeword index is decoded as a uniformly-distributed integer value between 0 and \( V(N,K) - 1 \), where \( V(N,K) \) is the number of possible combinations of \( K \) pulses in \( N \) samples. The index is then converted to a vector in the same way specified in [PVQ]. The indexing is based on the calculation of \( V(N,K) \) (denoted \( N(L,K) \) in [PVQ]).

The number of combinations can be computed recursively as \( V(N,K) = V(N-1,K) + V(N,K-1) + V(N-1,K-1) \), with \( V(N,0) = 1 \) and \( V(0,K) = 0 \), \( K != 0 \). There are many different ways to compute \( V(N,K) \), including precomputed tables and direct use of the recursive formulation. The reference implementation applies the recursive formulation one line (or column) at a time to save on memory use, along with an alternate, univariate recurrence to initialize an arbitrary line, and direct polynomial solutions for small \( N \). All of these methods are equivalent, and have different trade-offs in speed, memory usage, and code size. Implementations MAY use any methods they like, as long as they are equivalent to the mathematical definition.

The decoded vector \( X \) is recovered as follows. Let \( i \) be the index decoded with the procedure in Section 4.1.5 with \( f_t = V(N,K) \), so that \( 0 <= i < V(N,K) \). Let \( k = K \). Then for \( j = 0 \) to \( (N - 1) \), inclusive, do:

1. Let \( p = (V(N-j-1,k) + V(N-j,k))/2 \).
2. If \( i < p \), then let \( sgn = 1 \), else let \( sgn = -1 \) and set \( i = i - p \).
3. Let \( k0 = k \) and set \( p = p - V(N-j-1,k) \).
4. While \( p > i \), set \( k = k - 1 \) and \( p = p - V(N-j-1,k) \).
5. Set \( X[j] = sgn*(k0 - k) \) and \( i = i - p \).

The decoded vector \( X \) is then normalized such that its L2-norm equals one.

4.3.4.3. Spreading

The normalized vector decoded in Section 4.3.4.2 is then rotated for the purpose of avoiding tonal artifacts. The rotation gain is equal to

\[
g_r = N / (N + f_r*K)
\]
where \( N \) is the number of dimensions, \( K \) is the number of pulses, and \( f_r \) depends on the value of the "spread" parameter in the bit-stream.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spread value</th>
<th>( f_r )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>infinite (no rotation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 59: Spreading Values

The rotation angle is then calculated as

\[
\theta = \frac{2 \pi \cdot g_r}{4}
\]

A 2-D rotation \( R(i,j) \) between points \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) is defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_i' &= \cos(\theta) \cdot x_i + \sin(\theta) \cdot x_j \\
    x_j' &= -\sin(\theta) \cdot x_i + \cos(\theta) \cdot x_j
\end{align*}
\]

An \( N \)-D rotation is then achieved by applying a series of 2-D rotations back and forth, in the following order: \( R(x_1, x_2) \), \( R(x_2, x_3) \), ..., \( R(x_{N-2}, x_{N-1}) \), \( R(x_{N-1}, x_N) \), \( R(x_{N-2}, x_{N-1}) \), ..., \( R(x_1, x_2) \).

If the decoded vector represents more than one time block, then this spreading process is applied separately on each time block. Also, if each block represents 8 samples or more, then another \( N \)-D rotation, by \( (\pi/2-\theta) \), is applied _before_ the rotation described above. This extra rotation is applied in an interleaved manner with a stride equal to \( \text{round}(\sqrt{N/nb\_blocks}) \), i.e., it is applied independently for each set of sample \( S_k = \{\text{stride} \cdot n + k\}, n=0..N/\text{stride}-1 \).

### 4.3.4.4. Split decoding

To avoid the need for multi-precision calculations when decoding PVQ codevectors, the maximum size allowed for codebooks is 32 bits. When larger codebooks are needed, the vector is instead split in two sub-vectors of size \( N/2 \). A quantized gain parameter with precision
derived from the current allocation is entropy coded to represent the relative gains of each side of the split, and the entire decoding process is recursively applied. Multiple levels of splitting may be applied up to a limit of LM+1 splits. The same recursive mechanism is applied for the joint coding of stereo audio.

4.3.4.5. Time-Frequency change

The time-frequency (TF) parameters are used to control the time-frequency resolution tradeoff in each coded band. For each band, there are two possible TF choices. For the first band coded, the PDF is \( \{3, 1\}/4 \) for frames marked as transient and \( \{15, 1\}/16 \) for the other frames. For subsequent bands, the TF choice is coded relative to the previous TF choice with probability \( \{15, 1\}/15 \) for transient frames and \( \{31, 1\}/32 \) otherwise. The mapping between the decoded TF choices and the adjustment in TF resolution is shown in the tables below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame size (ms)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 60: TF Adjustments for Non-transient Frames and tf_select=0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame size (ms)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 61: TF Adjustments for Non-transient Frames and tf_select=1
A negative TF adjustment means that the temporal resolution is increased, while a positive TF adjustment means that the frequency resolution is increased. Changes in TF resolution are implemented using the Hadamard transform \([\text{Hadamard}]\). To increase the time resolution by \(N\), \(N\) "levels" of the Hadamard transform are applied to the decoded vector for each interleaved MDCT vector. To increase the frequency resolution (assumes a transient frame), then \(N\) levels of the Hadamard transform are applied _across_ the interleaved MDCT vector. In the case of increased time resolution the decoder uses the "sequency order" because the input vector is sorted in time.

### 4.3.5. Anti-Collapse Processing

The anti-collapse feature is designed to avoid the situation where the use of multiple short MDCTs causes the energy in one or more of the MDCTs to be zero for some bands, causing unpleasant artifacts. When the frame has the transient bit set, an anti-collapse bit is decoded. When anti-collapse is set, the energy in each small MDCT is prevented from collapsing to zero. For each band of each MDCT where a collapse is detected, a pseudo-random signal is inserted with an
energy corresponding to the minimum energy over the two previous frames. A renormalization step is then required to ensure that the anti-collapse step did not alter the energy preservation property.

4.3.6. Denormalization

Just as each band was normalized in the encoder, the last step of the decoder before the inverse MDCT is to denormalize the bands. Each decoded normalized band is multiplied by the square root of the decoded energy. This is done by denormalise_bands() (bands.c).

4.3.7. Inverse MDCT

The inverse MDCT implementation has no special characteristics. The input is N frequency-domain samples and the output is 2*N time-domain samples, while scaling by 1/2. A "low-overlap" window reduces the algorithmic delay. It is derived from a basic (full overlap) 240-sample version of the window used by the Vorbis codec:

$$W(n) = \frac{2}{\pi} \sin\left(\frac{\pi}{2} n + \frac{1}{2}\right) \sin\left(\frac{\pi}{2} n + \frac{1}{2}\right) L$$

The low-overlap window is created by zero-padding the basic window and inserting ones in the middle, such that the resulting window still satisfies power complementarity [Princen86]. The IMDCT and windowing are performed by mdct_backward (mdct.c).

4.3.7.1. Post-filter

The output of the inverse MDCT (after weighted overlap-add) is sent to the post-filter. Although the post-filter is applied at the end, the post-filter parameters are encoded at the beginning, just after the silence flag. The post-filter can be switched on or off using one bit (logp=1). If the post-filter is enabled, then the octave is decoded as an integer value between 0 and 6 of uniform probability. Once the octave is known, the fine pitch within the octave is decoded using 4+octave raw bits. The final pitch period is equal to \((16<<\text{octave})+\text{fine\_pitch}-1\) so it is bounded between 15 and 1022, inclusively. Next, the gain is decoded as three raw bits and is equal to \(G=3*(\text{int\_gain}+1)/32\). The set of post-filter taps is decoded last, using a pdf equal to \((2, 1, 1)/4\). Tapset zero corresponds to the filter coefficients \(g_0 = 0.3066406250, g_1 = 0.2170410156, g_2 = 0.1296386719\). Tapset one corresponds to the filter coefficients \(g_0 = 0.4638671875, g_1 = 0.2680664062, g_2 = 0\), and tapset two uses filter coefficients \(g_0 = 0.7998046875, g_1 = 0.1000976562, g_2 = 0\).
The post-filter response is thus computed as:

\[ y(n) = x(n) + G \left( g0 \cdot y(n-T) + g1 \cdot (y(n-T+1) + y(n-T+1)) + g2 \cdot (y(n-T+2) + y(n-T+2)) \right) \]

During a transition between different gains, a smooth transition is calculated using the square of the MDCT window. It is important that values of \( y(n) \) be interpolated one at a time such that the past value of \( y(n) \) used is interpolated.

4.3.7.2. De-emphasis

After the post-filter, the signal is de-emphasized using the inverse of the pre-emphasis filter used in the encoder:

\[ \frac{1}{A(z)} = \frac{1}{1 - \alpha_p z^{-1}} \]

where \( \alpha_p = 0.8500061035 \).

4.4. Packet Loss Concealment (PLC)

Packet loss concealment (PLC) is an optional decoder-side feature that SHOULD be included when receiving from an unreliable channel. Because PLC is not part of the bitstream, there are many acceptable ways to implement PLC with different complexity/quality trade-offs.

The PLC in the reference implementation depends on the mode of last packet received. In CELT mode, the PLC finds a periodicity in the decoded signal and repeats the windowed waveform using the pitch offset. The windowed waveform is overlapped in such a way as to preserve the time-domain aliasing cancellation with the previous frame and the next frame. This is implemented in celts_decode_lost() (mdct.c). In SILK mode, the PLC uses LPC extrapolation from the previous frame, implemented in silk_PLC() (PLC.c).

4.4.1. Clock Drift Compensation

Clock drift refers to the gradual desynchronization of two endpoints whose sample clocks run at different frequencies while they are streaming live audio. Differences in clock frequencies are generally attributable to manufacturing variation in the endpoints’ clock hardware. For long-lived streams, the time difference between sender and receiver can grow without bound.
When the sender’s clock runs slower than the receiver’s, the effect is similar to packet loss: too few packets are received. The receiver can distinguish between drift and loss if the transport provides packet timestamps. A receiver for live streams SHOULD conceal the effects of drift, and MAY do so by invoking the PLC.

When the sender’s clock runs faster than the receiver’s, too many packets will be received. The receiver MAY respond by skipping any packet (i.e., not submitting the packet for decoding). This is likely to produce a less severe artifact than if the frame were dropped after decoding.

A decoder MAY employ a more sophisticated drift compensation method. For example, the NetEQ component [Google-NetEQ] of the Google WebRTC codebase [Google-WebRTC] compensates for drift by adding or removing one period when the signal is highly periodic. The reference implementation of Opus allows a caller to learn whether the current frame’s signal is highly periodic, and if so what the period is, using the OPUS_GET_PITCH() request.

4.5. Configuration Switching

Switching between the Opus coding modes, audio bandwidths, and channel counts requires careful consideration to avoid audible glitches. Switching between any two configurations of the CELT-only mode, any two configurations of the Hybrid mode, or from WB SILK to Hybrid mode does not require any special treatment in the decoder, as the MDCT overlap will smooth the transition. Switching from Hybrid mode to WB SILK requires adding in the final contents of the CELT overlap buffer to the first SILK-only packet. This can be done by decoding a 2.5 ms silence frame with the CELT decoder using the channel count of the SILK-only packet (and any choice of audio bandwidth), which will correctly handle the cases when the channel count changes as well.

When changing the channel count for SILK-only or Hybrid packets, the encoder can avoid glitches by smoothly varying the stereo width of the input signal before or after the transition, and SHOULD do so. However, other transitions between SILK-only packets or between NB or MB SILK and Hybrid packets may cause glitches, because neither the LSF coefficients nor the LTP, LPC, stereo unmixing, and resampler buffers are available at the new sample rate. These switches SHOULD be delayed by the encoder until quiet periods or transients, where the inevitable glitches will be less audible. Additionally, the bit-stream MAY include redundant side information ("redundancy"), in the form of additional CELT frames embedded in each of the Opus frames around the transition.
The other transitions that cannot be easily handled are those where the lower frequencies switch between the SILK LP-based model and the CELT MDCT model. However, an encoder may not have an opportunity to delay such a switch to a convenient point. For example, if the content switches from speech to music, and the encoder does not have enough latency in its analysis to detect this in advance, there may be no convenient silence period during which to make the transition for quite some time. To avoid or reduce glitches during these problematic mode transitions, and also between audio bandwidth changes in the SILK-only modes, transitions MAY include redundant side information ("redundancy"), in the form of an additional CELT frame embedded in the Opus frame.

A transition between coding the lower frequencies with the LP model and the MDCT model or a transition that involves changing the SILK bandwidth is only normatively specified when it includes redundancy. For those without redundancy, it is RECOMMENDED that the decoder use a concealment technique (e.g., make use of a PLC algorithm) to "fill in" the gap or discontinuity caused by the mode transition. Therefore, PLC MUST NOT be applied during any normative transition, i.e., when

- A packet includes redundancy for this transition (as described below),
- The transition is between any WB SILK packet and any Hybrid packet, or vice versa,
- The transition is between any two Hybrid mode packets, or
- The transition is between any two CELT mode packets,

unless there is actual packet loss.

4.5.1. Transition Side Information (Redundancy)

Transitions with side information include an extra 5 ms "redundant" CELT frame within the Opus frame. This frame is designed to fill in the gap or discontinuity in the different layers without requiring the decoder to conceal it. For transitions from CELT-only to SILK-only or Hybrid, the redundant frame is inserted in the first Opus frame after the transition (i.e., the first SILK-only or Hybrid frame). For transitions from SILK-only or Hybrid to CELT-only, the redundant frame is inserted in the last Opus frame before the transition (i.e., the last SILK-only or Hybrid frame).
4.5.1.1. Redundancy Flag

The presence of redundancy is signaled in all SILK-only and Hybrid frames, not just those involved in a mode transition. This allows the frames to be decoded correctly even if an adjacent frame is lost. For SILK-only frames, this signaling is implicit, based on the size of the of the Opus frame and the number of bits consumed decoding the SILK portion of it. After decoding the SILK portion of the Opus frame, the decoder uses ec_tell() (see Section 4.1.6.1) to check if there are at least 17 bits remaining. If so, then the frame contains redundancy.

For Hybrid frames, this signaling is explicit. After decoding the SILK portion of the Opus frame, the decoder uses ec_tell() (see Section 4.1.6.1) to ensure there are at least 37 bits remaining. If so, it reads a symbol with the PDF in Table 64, and if the value is 1, then the frame contains redundancy. Otherwise (if there were fewer than 37 bits left or the value was 0), the frame does not contain redundancy.

+----------------+
| PDF            |
| {4095, 1}/4096 |
+----------------+

Table 64: Redundancy Flag PDF

4.5.1.2. Redundancy Position Flag

Since the current frame is a SILK-only or a Hybrid frame, it must be at least 10 ms. Therefore, it needs an additional flag to indicate whether the redundant 5 ms CELT frame should be mixed into the beginning of the current frame, or the end. After determining that a frame contains redundancy, the decoder reads a 1 bit symbol with a uniform PDF (Table 65).

+----------+
| PDF      |
| {1, 1}/2 |
+----------+

Table 65: Redundancy Position PDF

If the value is zero, this is the first frame in the transition, and the redundancy belongs at the end. If the value is one, this is the second frame in the transition, and the redundancy belongs at the
beginning. There is no way to specify that an Opus frame contains separate redundant CELT frames at both the beginning and the end.

4.5.1.3. Redundancy Size

Unlike the CELT portion of a Hybrid frame, the redundant CELT frame does not use the same entropy coder state as the rest of the Opus frame, because this would break the CELT bit allocation mechanism in Hybrid frames. Thus, a redundant CELT frame always starts and ends on a byte boundary, even in SILK-only frames, where this is not strictly necessary.

For SILK-only frames, the number of bytes in the redundant CELT frame is simply the number of whole bytes remaining, which must be at least 2, due to the space check in Section 4.5.1.1. For Hybrid frames, the number of bytes is equal to 2, plus a decoded unsigned integer less than 256 (see Section 4.1.5). This may be more than the number of whole bytes remaining in the Opus frame, in which case the frame is invalid. However, a decoder is not required to ignore the entire frame, as this may be the result of a bit error that desynchronized the range coder. There may still be useful data before the error, and a decoder MAY keep any audio decoded so far instead of invoking the PLC, but it is RECOMMENDED that the decoder stop decoding and discard the rest of the current Opus frame.

It would have been possible to avoid these invalid states in the design of Opus by limiting the range of the explicit length decoded from Hybrid frames by the actual number of whole bytes remaining. However, this would require an encoder to determine the rate allocation for the MDCT layer up front, before it began encoding that layer. By allowing some invalid sizes, the encoder is able to defer that decision until much later. When encoding Hybrid frames which do not include redundancy, the encoder must still decide up-front if it wishes to use the minimum 37 bits required to trigger encoding of the redundancy flag, but this is a much looser restriction.

After determining the size of the redundant CELT frame, the decoder reduces the size of the buffer currently in use by the range coder by that amount. The MDCT layer reads any raw bits from the end of this reduced buffer, and all calculations of the number of bits remaining in the buffer must be done using this new, reduced size, rather than the original size of the Opus frame.

4.5.1.4. Decoding the Redundancy

The redundant frame is decoded like any other CELT-only frame, with the exception that it does not contain a TOC byte. The frame size is fixed at 5 ms, the channel count is set to that of the current frame,
and the audio bandwidth is also set to that of the current frame, with the exception that for MB SILK frames, it is set to WB.

If the redundancy belongs at the beginning (in a CELT-only to SILK-only or Hybrid transition), the final reconstructed output uses the first 2.5 ms of audio output by the decoder for the redundant frame as-is, discarding the corresponding output from the SILK-only or Hybrid portion of the frame. The remaining 2.5 ms is cross-lapped with the decoded SILK/Hybrid signal using the CELT’s power-complementary MDCT window to ensure a smooth transition.

If the redundancy belongs at the end (in a SILK-only or Hybrid to CELT-only transition), only the second half (2.5 ms) of the audio output by the decoder for the redundant frame is used. In that case, the second half of the redundant frame is cross-lapped with the end of the SILK/Hybrid signal, again using CELT’s power-complementary MDCT window to ensure a smooth transition.

4.5.2. State Reset

When a transition occurs, the state of the SILK or the CELT decoder (or both) may need to be reset before decoding a frame in the new mode. This avoids reusing "out of date" memory, which may not have been updated in some time or may not be in a well-defined state due to, e.g., PLC. The SILK state is reset before every SILK-only or Hybrid frame where the previous frame was CELT-only. The CELT state is reset every time the operating mode changes and the new mode is either Hybrid or CELT-only, except when the transition uses redundancy as described above. When switching from SILK-only or Hybrid to CELT-only with redundancy, the CELT state is reset before decoding the redundant CELT frame embedded in the SILK-only or Hybrid frame, but it is not reset before decoding the following CELT-only frame. When switching from CELT-only mode to SILK-only or Hybrid mode with redundancy, the CELT decoder is not reset for decoding the redundant CELT frame.

4.5.3. Summary of Transitions

Figure 18 illustrates all of the normative transitions involving a mode change, an audio bandwidth change, or both. Each one uses an S, H, or C to represent an Opus frame in the corresponding mode. In addition, an R indicates the presence of redundancy in the Opus frame it is cross-lapped with. Its location in the first or last 5 ms is assumed to correspond to whether it is the frame before or after the transition. Other uses of redundancy are non-normative. Finally, a c indicates the contents of the CELT overlap buffer after the previously decoded frame (i.e., as extracted by decoding a silence frame).
SILK to SILK with Redundancy: 
\[ S \rightarrow S \rightarrow S \]
\[ \& \]
\[ \!R \rightarrow R \]
\[ \& \]
\[ ;S \rightarrow S \rightarrow S \]

NB or MB SILK to Hybrid with Redundancy: 
\[ S \rightarrow S \rightarrow S \]
\[ \& \]
\[ \!R \rightarrow ;H \rightarrow H \rightarrow H \]

WB SILK to Hybrid: 
\[ S \rightarrow S \rightarrow S \rightarrow !H \rightarrow H \rightarrow H \]

SILK to CELT with Redundancy: 
\[ S \rightarrow S \rightarrow S \]
\[ \& \]
\[ \!R \rightarrow C \rightarrow C \rightarrow C \]

Hybrid to NB or MB SILK with Redundancy: 
\[ H \rightarrow H \rightarrow H \]
\[ \& \]
\[ \!R \rightarrow R \]
\[ \& \]
\[ ;S \rightarrow S \rightarrow S \]

Hybrid to WB SILK: 
\[ H \rightarrow H \rightarrow H \rightarrow c \]
\[ \backslash \]
\[ + \]
\[ > S \rightarrow S \rightarrow S \]

Hybrid to CELT with Redundancy: 
\[ H \rightarrow H \rightarrow H \]
\[ \& \]
\[ \!R \rightarrow C \rightarrow C \rightarrow C \]

CELT to SILK with Redundancy: 
\[ C \rightarrow C \rightarrow C \rightarrow R \]
\[ \& \]
\[ ;S \rightarrow S \rightarrow S \]

CELT to Hybrid with Redundancy: 
\[ C \rightarrow C \rightarrow C \rightarrow R \]
\[ \& \]
\[ |H \rightarrow H \rightarrow H \]

Key:
S SILK-only frame ; SILK decoder reset
H Hybrid frame | CELT and SILK decoder resets
C CELT-only frame ! CELT decoder reset
c CELT overlap + Direct mixing
R Redundant CELT frame & Windowed cross-lap

Figure 18: Normative Transitions

The first two and the last two Opus frames in each example are
illustrative, i.e., there is no requirement that a stream remain in
the same configuration for three consecutive frames before or after a
switch.

The behavior of transitions without redundancy where PLC is allowed
is non-normative. An encoder might still wish to use these
transitions if, for example, it doesn’t want to add the extra bitrate
required for redundancy or if it makes a decision to switch after it
has already transmitted the frame that would have had to contain the
redundancy. Figure 19 illustrates the recommended cross-lapping and
decoder resets for these transitions.

SILK to SILK (audio bandwidth change):  S -> S -> S ;S -> S -> S

NB or MB SILK to Hybrid:    S -> S -> S |H -> H -> H

SILK to CELT without Redundancy:    S -> S -> S -> P
& !C -> C -> C

Hybrid to NB or MB SILK:           H -> H -> H -> c
+ ;S -> S -> S

Hybrid to CELT without Redundancy:    H -> H -> H -> P
& !C -> C -> C

CELT to SILK without Redundancy:    C -> C -> C -> P
& ;S -> S -> S

CELT to Hybrid without Redundancy:    C -> C -> C -> P
& |H -> H -> H

Key:
S   SILK-only frame                 ;   SILK decoder reset
H   Hybrid frame                    |   CELT and SILK decoder resets
C   CELT-only frame                 !   CELT decoder reset
 c  CELT overlap                    +   Direct mixing
P   Packet Loss Concealment         &   Windowed cross-lap

Figure 19: Recommended Non-Normative Transitions

Encoders SHOULD NOT use other transitions, e.g., those that involve
redundancy in ways not illustrated in Figure 18.
5. Opus Encoder

Just like the decoder, the Opus encoder also normally consists of two main blocks: the SILK encoder and the CELT encoder. However, unlike the case of the decoder, a valid (though potentially suboptimal) Opus encoder is not required to support all modes and may thus only include a SILK encoder module or a CELT encoder module. The output bit-stream of the Opus encoding contains bits from the SILK and CELT encoders, though these are not separable due to the use of a range coder. A block diagram of the encoder is illustrated below.

For a normal encoder where both the SILK and the CELT modules are included, an optimal encoder should select which coding mode to use at run-time depending on the conditions. In the reference implementation, the frame size is selected by the application, but the other configuration parameters (number of channels, bandwidth, mode) are automatically selected (unless explicitly overridden by the application) depend on the following:

- Requested bitrate
- Input sampling rate
- Type of signal (speech vs music)
- Frame size in use

The type of signal currently needs to be provided by the application (though it can be changed in real-time). An Opus encoder implementation could also do automatic detection, but since Opus is an interactive codec, such an implementation would likely have to either delay the signal (for non-interactive applications) or delay...
the mode switching decisions (for interactive applications).

When the encoder is configured for voice over IP applications, the input signal is filtered by a high-pass filter to remove the lowest part of the spectrum that contains little speech energy and may contain background noise. This is a second order Auto Regressive Moving Average (i.e., with poles and zeros) filter with a cut-off frequency around 50 Hz. In the future, a music detector may also be used to lower the cut-off frequency when the input signal is detected to be music rather than speech.

5.1. Range Encoder

The range coder acts as the bit-packer for Opus. It is used in three different ways: to encode

- Entropy-coded symbols with a fixed probability model using `ec_encode()` (entenc.c),
- Integers from 0 to (2**M - 1) using `ec_enc_uint()` or `ec_enc_bits()` (entenc.c),
- Integers from 0 to (ft - 1) (where ft is not a power of two) using `ec_enc_uint()` (entenc.c).

The range encoder maintains an internal state vector composed of the four-tuple \((val, rng, rem, ext)\) representing the low end of the current range, the size of the current range, a single buffered output byte, and a count of additional carry-propagating output bytes. Both \(val\) and \(rng\) are 32-bit unsigned integer values, \(rem\) is a byte value or less than 255 or the special value \(-1\), and \(ext\) is an unsigned integer with at least 11 bits. This state vector is initialized at the start of each frame to the value \((0, 2**31, -1, 0)\). After encoding a sequence of symbols, the value of \(rng\) in the encoder should exactly match the value of \(rng\) in the decoder after decoding the same sequence of symbols. This is a powerful tool for detecting errors in either an encoder or decoder implementation. The value of \(val\), on the other hand, represents different things in the encoder and decoder, and is not expected to match.

The decoder has no analog for \(rem\) and \(ext\). These are used to perform carry propagation in the renormalization loop below. Each iteration of this loop produces 9 bits of output, consisting of 8 data bits and a carry flag. The encoder cannot determine the final value of the output bytes until it propagates these carry flags. Therefore the reference implementation buffers a single non-propagating output byte (i.e., one less than 255) in \(rem\) and keeps a count of additional
propagating (i.e., 255) output bytes in ext. An implementation may choose to use any mathematically equivalent scheme to perform carry propagation.

5.1.1. Encoding Symbols

The main encoding function is ec_encode() (entenc.c), which encodes symbol \( k \) in the current context using the same three-tuple \((fl[k], fh[k], ft)\) as the decoder to describe the range of the symbol (see Section 4.1).

ec_encode() updates the state of the encoder as follows. If \( fl[k] \) is greater than zero, then

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{val} &= \text{val} + \text{rng} - \frac{\text{rng}}{\text{ft}} \cdot (\text{ft} - \text{fl}) \ , \\
\text{rng} &= \frac{\text{rng}}{\text{ft}} \cdot (\text{fh} - \text{fl}) .
\end{align*}
\]

Otherwise, \( \text{val} \) is unchanged and

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rng} &= \text{rng} - \frac{\text{rng}}{\text{ft}} \cdot (\text{fh} - \text{fl}) .
\end{align*}
\]

The divisions here are integer division.

5.1.1.1. Renormalization

After this update, the range is normalized using a procedure very similar to that of Section 4.1.2.1, implemented by ec_enc_normalize() (entenc.c). The following process is repeated until \( \text{rng} > 2^{23} \).

First, the top 9 bits of \( \text{val} \), \((\text{val}>>23)\), are sent to the carry buffer, described in Section 5.1.1.2. Then, the encoder sets

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{val} &= (\text{val}<<8) \ & 0x7FFFFFFF \\
\text{rng} &= \text{rng}<<8 .
\end{align*}
\]

5.1.1.2. Carry Propagation and Output Buffering

The function ec_enc_carry_out() (entenc.c) implements carry propagation and output buffering. It takes as input a 9-bit unsigned value, \( c \), consisting of 8 data bits and an additional carry bit. If \( c \) is equal to the value 255, then \( \text{ext} \) is simply incremented, and no
other state updates are performed. Otherwise, let \( b = (c >> 8) \) be the carry bit. Then,

- If the buffered byte \( rem \) contains a value other than \(-1\), the encoder outputs the byte \( (rem + b) \). Otherwise, if \( rem \) is \(-1\), no byte is output.

- If \( ext \) is non-zero, then the encoder outputs \( ext \) bytes—all with a value of \( 0 \) if \( b \) is set, or \( 255 \) if \( b \) is unset—and sets \( ext \) to \( 0 \).

- \( rem \) is set to the 8 data bits:

\[
rem = c \& 255.
\]

5.1.2. Alternate Encoding Methods

The reference implementation uses three additional encoding methods that are exactly equivalent to the above, but make assumptions and simplifications that allow for a more efficient implementation.

5.1.2.1. \texttt{ec_encode_bin()}

The first is \texttt{ec_encode_bin()} (entenc.c), defined using the parameter \( ftb \) instead of \( ft \). It is mathematically equivalent to calling \texttt{ec_encode()} with \( ft = (1 << ftb) \), but avoids using division.

5.1.2.2. \texttt{ec_enc_bit_logp()}

The next is \texttt{ec_enc_bit_logp()} (entenc.c), which encodes a single binary symbol. The context is described by a single parameter, \( \logp \), which is the absolute value of the base-2 logarithm of the probability of a "1". It is mathematically equivalent to calling \texttt{ec_encode()} with the 3-tuple \( (fl[k] = 0, fh[k] = (1 << \logp) - 1, ft = (1 << \logp)) \) if \( k \) is 0 and with \( (fl[k] = (1 << \logp) - 1, fh[k] = ft = (1 << \logp)) \) if \( k \) is 1. The implementation requires no multiplications or divisions.

5.1.2.3. \texttt{ec_enc_icdf()}

The last is \texttt{ec_enc_icdf()} (entenc.c), which encodes a single binary symbol with a table-based context of up to 8 bits. This uses the same icdf table as \texttt{ec_dec_icdf()} from Section 4.1.3.3. The function is mathematically equivalent to calling \texttt{ec_encode()} with \( fl[k] = (1 << ftb) - \text{icdf}[k-1] \) (or 0 if \( k == 0 \)), \( fh[k] = (1 << ftb) - \text{icdf}[k] \), and \( ft = (1 << ftb) \). This only saves a few arithmetic operations over \texttt{ec_encode_bin()}, but allows the encoder to use the same icdf tables as the decoder.
5.1.3. Encoding Raw Bits

The raw bits used by the CELT layer are packed at the end of the buffer using ec_enc_bits() (entenc.c). Because the raw bits may continue into the last byte output by the range coder if there is room in the low-order bits, the encoder must be prepared to merge these values into a single byte. The procedure in Section 5.1.5 does this in a way that ensures both the range coded data and the raw bits can be decoded successfully.

5.1.4. Encoding Uniformly Distributed Integers

The function ec_enc_uint() (entenc.c) encodes one of ft equiprobable symbols in the range 0 to (ft - 1), inclusive, each with a frequency of 1, where ft may be as large as (2**32 - 1). Like the decoder (see Section 4.1.5), it splits up the value into a range coded symbol representing up to 8 of the high bits, and, if necessary, raw bits representing the remainder of the value.

ec_enc_uint() takes a two-tuple (t, ft), where t is the unsigned integer to be encoded, 0 <= t < ft, and ft is not necessarily a power of two. Let ftb = ilog(ft - 1), i.e., the number of bits required to store (ft - 1) in two's complement notation. If ftb is 8 or less, then t is encoded directly using ec_encode() with the three-tuple (t, t + 1, ft).

If ftb is greater than 8, then the top 8 bits of t are encoded using the three-tuple (t>>(ftb - 8), (t>>(ftb - 8)) + 1, ((ft - 1)>>((ftb - 8)) + 1), and the remaining bits, (t & ((1<<(ftb - 8)) - 1), are encoded as raw bits with ec_enc_bits().

5.1.5. Finalizing the Stream

After all symbols are encoded, the stream must be finalized by outputting a value inside the current range. Let end be the unsigned integer in the interval [val, val + rng) with the largest number of trailing zero bits, b, such that (end + (1<<b) - 1) is also in the interval [val, val + rng). This choice of end allows the maximum number of trailing bits to be set to arbitrary values while still ensuring the range coded part of the buffer can be decoded correctly. Then, while end is not zero, the top 9 bits of end, i.e., (end>>23), are passed to the carry buffer in accordance with the procedure in Section 5.1.1.2, and end is updated via

\[ end = (end<<8) \& 0x7FFFFFFF . \]

Finally, if the buffered output byte, rem, is neither zero nor the
special value -1, or the carry count, ext, is greater than zero, then 9 zero bits are sent to the carry buffer to flush it to the output buffer. When outputting the final byte from the range coder, if it would overlap any raw bits already packed into the end of the output buffer, they should be ORed into the same byte. The bit allocation routines in the CELT layer should ensure that this can be done without corrupting the range coder data so long as end is chosen as described above. If there is any space between the end of the range coder data and the end of the raw bits, it is padded with zero bits. This entire process is implemented by ec_enc_done() (entenc.c).

5.1.6. Current Bit Usage

The bit allocation routines in Opus need to be able to determine a conservative upper bound on the number of bits that have been used to encode the current frame thus far. This drives allocation decisions and ensures that the range coder and raw bits will not overflow the output buffer. This is computed in the reference implementation to whole-bit precision by the function ec_tell() (entcode.h) and to fractional 1/8th bit precision by the function ec_tell_frac() (entcode.c). Like all operations in the range coder, it must be implemented in a bit-exact manner, and must produce exactly the same value returned by the same functions in the decoder after decoding the same symbols.

5.2. SILK Encoder

In many respects the SILK encoder mirrors the SILK decoder described in Section 4.2. Details such as the quantization and range coder tables can be found there, while this section describes the high-level design choices that were made. The diagram below shows the basic modules of the SILK encoder.

```
+----------+    +--------+    +---------+
|  Sample  |    | Stereo |    |  SILK   |
------>|   Rate   |--->| Mixing |--->| Core     |
Input  |Conversion|    |        |    | Encoder  |
-------->                                 | Bitstream
```

Figure 21: SILK Encoder

5.2.1. Sample Rate Conversion

The input signal’s sampling rate is adjusted by a sample rate conversion module so that it matches the SILK internal sampling rate. The input to the sample rate converter is delayed by a number of
samples depending on the sample rate ratio, such that the overall delay is constant for all input and output sample rates.

5.2.2. Stereo Mixing

The stereo mixer is only used for stereo input signals. It converts a stereo left/right signal into an adaptive mid/side representation. The first step is to compute non-adaptive mid/side signals as half the sum and difference between left and right signals. The side signal is then minimized in energy by subtracting a prediction of it based on the mid signal. This prediction works well when the left and right signals exhibit linear dependency, for instance for an amplitude-panned input signal. Like in the decoder, the prediction coefficients are linearly interpolated during the first 8 ms of the frame. The mid signal is always encoded, whereas the residual side signal is only encoded if it has sufficient energy compared to the mid signal’s energy. If it has not, the "mid_only_flag" is set without encoding the side signal.

The predictor coefficients are coded regardless of whether the side signal is encoded. For each frame, two predictor coefficients are computed, one that predicts between low-passed mid and side channels, and one that predicts between high-passed mid and side channels. The low-pass filter is a simple three-tap filter and creates a delay of one sample. The high-pass filtered signal is the difference between the mid signal delayed by one sample and the low-passed signal. Instead of explicitly computing the high-passed signal, it is computationally more efficient to transform the prediction coefficients before applying them to the filtered mid signal, as follows

\[
\text{pred}(n) = \text{LP}(n) \times w_0 + \text{HP}(n) \times w_1 \\
= \text{LP}(n) \times w_0 + (\text{mid}(n-1) - \text{LP}(n)) \times w_1 \\
= \text{LP}(n) \times (w_0 - w_1) + \text{mid}(n-1) \times w_1
\]

where \(w_0\) and \(w_1\) are the low-pass and high-pass prediction coefficients, \(\text{mid}(n-1)\) is the mid signal delayed by one sample, \(\text{LP}(n)\) and \(\text{HP}(n)\) are the low-passed and high-passed signals and \(\text{pred}(n)\) is the prediction signal that is subtracted from the side signal.

5.2.3. SILK Core Encoder

What follows is a description of the core encoder and its components. For simplicity, the core encoder is referred to simply as the encoder in the remainder of this section. An overview of the encoder is given in Figure 22.
1: Input speech signal
2: Range encoded bitstream
3: Voice activity estimate
4: Pitch lags (per 5 ms) and voicing decision (per 20 ms)
5: Noise shaping quantization coefficients
   - Short term synthesis and analysis noise shaping coefficients (per 5 ms)
   - Long term synthesis and analysis noise shaping coefficients (per 5 ms and for voiced speech only)
   - Noise shaping tilt (per 5 ms)
   - Quantizer gain/step size (per 5 ms)
6: Input signal filtered with analysis noise shaping filters
7: Short and long term prediction coefficients
   LTP (per 5 ms) and LPC (per 20 ms)
8: LSF quantization indices
9: LSF coefficients
10: Quantized LSF coefficients
11: Processed gains, and synthesis noise shape coefficients
12: LTP state scaling coefficient. Controlling error propagation / prediction gain trade-off
13: Quantized signal

Figure 22: SILK Core Encoder

5.2.3.1. Voice Activity Detection

The input signal is processed by a Voice Activity Detector (VAD) to produce a measure of voice activity, spectral tilt, and signal-to-noise estimates for each frame. The VAD uses a sequence of half-band filterbanks to split the signal into four subbands: 0...Fs/16, Fs/16...Fs/8, Fs/8...Fs/4, and Fs/4...Fs/2, where Fs is the sampling frequency (8, 12, 16, or 24 kHz). The lowest subband, from 0 - Fs/16, is high-pass filtered with a first-order moving average (MA) filter (with transfer function $H(z) = 1-z^{-1}$) to reduce the energy at the lowest frequencies. For each frame, the signal energy per subband is computed. In each subband, a noise level estimator tracks the background noise level and a Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) value is computed as the logarithm of the ratio of energy to noise level. Using these intermediate variables, the following parameters are calculated for use in other SILK modules:

- Average SNR. The average of the subband SNR values.
- Smoothed subband SNRs. Temporally smoothed subband SNR values.
- Speech activity level. Based on the average SNR and a weighted average of the subband energies.
- Spectral tilt. A weighted average of the subband SNRs, with positive weights for the low subbands and negative weights for the high subbands.

5.2.3.2. Pitch Analysis

The input signal is processed by the open loop pitch estimator shown in Figure 23.
The pitch analysis finds a binary voiced/unvoiced classification, and, for frames classified as voiced, four pitch lags per frame - one for each 5 ms subframe - and a pitch correlation indicating the periodicity of the signal. The input is first whitened using a Linear Prediction (LP) whitening filter, where the coefficients are computed through standard Linear Prediction Coding (LPC) analysis. The order of the whitening filter is 16 for best results, but is reduced to 12 for medium complexity and 8 for low complexity modes. The whitened signal is analyzed to find pitch lags for which the time correlation is high. The analysis consists of three stages for reducing the complexity:

- In the first stage, the whitened signal is downsampled to 4 kHz (from 8 kHz) and the current frame is correlated to a signal delayed by a range of lags, starting from a shortest lag corresponding to 500 Hz, to a longest lag corresponding to 56 Hz.
The second stage operates on an 8 kHz signal (downsampled from 12, 16, or 24 kHz) and measures time correlations only near the lags corresponding to those that had sufficiently high correlations in the first stage. The resulting correlations are adjusted for a small bias towards short lags to avoid ending up with a multiple of the true pitch lag. The highest adjusted correlation is compared to a threshold depending on:

* Whether the previous frame was classified as voiced
* The speech activity level
* The spectral tilt.

If the threshold is exceeded, the current frame is classified as voiced and the lag with the highest adjusted correlation is stored for a final pitch analysis of the highest precision in the third stage.

The last stage operates directly on the whitened input signal to compute time correlations for each of the four subframes independently in a narrow range around the lag with highest correlation from the second stage.

5.2.3.3. Noise Shaping Analysis

The noise shaping analysis finds gains and filter coefficients used in the prefilter and noise shaping quantizer. These parameters are chosen such that they will fulfill several requirements:

* Balancing quantization noise and bitrate. The quantization gains determine the step size between reconstruction levels of the excitation signal. Therefore, increasing the quantization gain amplifies quantization noise, but also reduces the bitrate by lowering the entropy of the quantization indices.

* Spectral shaping of the quantization noise; the noise shaping quantizer is capable of reducing quantization noise in some parts of the spectrum at the cost of increased noise in other parts without substantially changing the bitrate. By shaping the noise such that it follows the signal spectrum, it becomes less audible. In practice, best results are obtained by making the shape of the noise spectrum slightly flatter than the signal spectrum.

* De-emphasizing spectral valleys; by using different coefficients in the analysis and synthesis part of the prefilter and noise shaping quantizer, the levels of the spectral valleys can be decreased relative to the levels of the spectral peaks such as
speech formants and harmonics. This reduces the entropy of the signal, which is the difference between the coded signal and the quantization noise, thus lowering the bitrate.

- Matching the levels of the decoded speech formants to the levels of the original speech formants; an adjustment gain and a first order tilt coefficient are computed to compensate for the effect of the noise shaping quantization on the level and spectral tilt.

Figure 24: Noise shaping and spectral de-emphasis illustration

Figure 24 shows an example of an input signal spectrum (1). After de-emphasis and level matching, the spectrum has deeper valleys (2). The quantization noise spectrum (3) more or less follows the input signal spectrum, while having slightly less pronounced peaks. The entropy, which provides a lower bound on the bitrate for encoding the excitation signal, is proportional to the area between the de-emphasized spectrum (2) and the quantization noise spectrum (3). Without de-emphasis, the entropy is proportional to the area between input spectrum (1) and quantization noise (3) - clearly higher.

The transformation from input signal to de-emphasized signal can be described as a filtering operation with a filter
having an adjustment gain $G$, a first order tilt adjustment filter with tilt coefficient $c_{\text{tilt}}$, and where

$$H(z) = G \times (1 - c_{\text{tilt}} \times z) \times \frac{W_{\text{ana}}(z)}{W_{\text{syn}}(z)},$$

is the analysis part of the de-emphasis filter, consisting of the short-term shaping filter with coefficients $a_{\text{ana}}(k)$, and the long-term shaping filter with coefficients $b_{\text{ana}}(k)$ and pitch lag $L$. The parameter $d$ determines the number of long-term shaping filter taps.

Similarly, but without the tilt adjustment, the synthesis part can be written as

$$W_{\text{syn}}(z) = (1 - \sum_{k=1}^{d} a_{\text{syn}}(k) \times z^{-k}) \times (1 - \sum_{k=-L}^{d} b_{\text{syn}}(k) \times z^{-k}).$$

All noise shaping parameters are computed and applied per subframe of 5 ms. First, an LPC analysis is performed on a windowed signal block of 15 ms. The signal block has a look-ahead of 5 ms relative to the current subframe, and the window is an asymmetric sine window. The LPC analysis is done with the autocorrelation method, with an order of between 8, in lowest-complexity mode, and 16, for best quality.

Optionally the LPC analysis and noise shaping filters are warped by replacing the delay elements by first-order allpass filters. This increases the frequency resolution at low frequencies and reduces it at high ones, which better matches the human auditory system and improves quality. The warped analysis and filtering comes at a cost in complexity and is therefore only done in higher complexity modes.

The quantization gain is found by taking the square root of the residual energy from the LPC analysis and multiplying it by a value
inversely proportional to the coding quality control parameter and the pitch correlation.

Next the two sets of short-term noise shaping coefficients $a_{ana}(k)$ and $a_{syn}(k)$ are obtained by applying different amounts of bandwidth expansion to the coefficients found in the LPC analysis. This bandwidth expansion moves the roots of the LPC polynomial towards the origin, using the formulas

$$a_{ana}(k) = a(k) * g_{ana}, \text{ and}$$

$$a_{syn}(k) = a(k) * g_{syn},$$

where $a(k)$ is the $k$'th LPC coefficient, and the bandwidth expansion factors $g_{ana}$ and $g_{syn}$ are calculated as

$$g_{ana} = 0.95 - 0.01*C, \text{ and}$$

$$g_{syn} = 0.95 + 0.01*C,$$

where $C$ is the coding quality control parameter between 0 and 1. Applying more bandwidth expansion to the analysis part than to the synthesis part gives the desired de-emphasis of spectral valleys in between formants.

The long-term shaping is applied only during voiced frames. It uses three filter taps, described by

$$b_{ana} = F_{ana} * [0.25, 0.5, 0.25], \text{ and}$$

$$b_{syn} = F_{syn} * [0.25, 0.5, 0.25].$$

For unvoiced frames these coefficients are set to 0. The multiplication factors $F_{ana}$ and $F_{syn}$ are chosen between 0 and 1, depending on the coding quality control parameter, as well as the calculated pitch correlation and smoothed subband SNR of the lowest subband. By having $F_{ana}$ less than $F_{syn}$, the pitch harmonics are emphasized relative to the valleys in between the harmonics.

The tilt coefficient $c_{tilt}$ is for unvoiced frames chosen as
\[ c_{\text{tilt}} = 0.25, \]

and as

\[ c_{\text{tilt}} = 0.25 + 0.2625 \times V \]

for voiced frames, where \( V \) is the voice activity level between 0 and 1.

The adjustment gain \( G \) serves to correct any level mismatch between the original and decoded signals that might arise from the noise shaping and de-emphasis. This gain is computed as the ratio of the prediction gain of the short-term analysis and synthesis filter coefficients. The prediction gain of an LPC synthesis filter is the square root of the output energy when the filter is excited by a unit-energy impulse on the input. An efficient way to compute the prediction gain is by first computing the reflection coefficients from the LPC coefficients through the step-down algorithm, and extracting the prediction gain from the reflection coefficients as

\[
\text{predGain} = \left( \prod_{k=1}^{K} 1 - (r_k)^2 \right)^{-0.5},
\]

where \( r_k \) is the \( k \)’th reflection coefficient.

Initial values for the quantization gains are computed as the square-root of the residual energy of the LPC analysis, adjusted by the coding quality control parameter. These quantization gains are later adjusted based on the results of the prediction analysis.

5.2.3.4. Prediction Analysis

The prediction analysis is performed in one of two ways depending on how the pitch estimator classified the frame. The processing for voiced and unvoiced speech is described in Section 5.2.3.4.1 and Section 5.2.3.4.2, respectively. Inputs to this function include the pre-whitened signal from the pitch estimator (see Section 5.2.3.2).
5.2.3.4.1. Voiced Speech

For a frame of voiced speech the pitch pulses will remain dominant in the pre-whitened input signal. Further whitening is desirable as it leads to higher quality at the same available bitrate. To achieve this, a Long-Term Prediction (LTP) analysis is carried out to estimate the coefficients of a fifth-order LTP filter for each of four subframes. The LTP coefficients are quantized using the method described in Section 5.2.3.6, and the quantized LTP coefficients are used to compute the LTP residual signal. This LTP residual signal is the input to an LPC analysis where the LPC coefficients are estimated using Burg’s method [Burg], such that the residual energy is minimized. The estimated LPC coefficients are converted to a Line Spectral Frequency (LSF) vector and quantized as described in Section 5.2.3.5. After quantization, the quantized LSF vector is converted back to LPC coefficients using the full procedure in Section 4.2.7.5. By using quantized LTP coefficients and LPC coefficients derived from the quantized LSF coefficients, the encoder remains fully synchronized with the decoder. The quantized LPC and LTP coefficients are also used to filter the input signal and measure residual energy for each of the four subframes.

5.2.3.4.2. Unvoiced Speech

For a speech signal that has been classified as unvoiced, there is no need for LTP filtering, as it has already been determined that the pre-whitened input signal is not periodic enough within the allowed pitch period range for LTP analysis to be worth the cost in terms of complexity and bitrate. The pre-whitened input signal is therefore discarded, and instead the input signal is used for LPC analysis using Burg’s method. The resulting LPC coefficients are converted to an LSF vector and quantized as described in the following section. They are then transformed back to obtain quantized LPC coefficients, which are then used to filter the input signal and measure residual energy for each of the four subframes.

5.2.3.4.2.1. Burg’s Method

The main purpose of linear prediction in SILK is to reduce the bitrate by minimizing the residual energy. At least at high bitrates, perceptual aspects are handled independently by the noise shaping filter. Burg’s method is used because it provides higher prediction gain than the autocorrelation method and, unlike the covariance method, produces stable filters (assuming numerical errors don’t spoil that). SILK’s implementation of Burg’s method is also computationally faster than the autocovariance method. The implementation of Burg’s method differs from traditional implementations in two aspects. The first difference is that it
operates on autocorrelations, similar to the Schur algorithm [Schur], but with a simple update to the autocorrelations after finding each reflection coefficient to make the result identical to Burg’s method. This brings down the complexity of Burg’s method to near that of the autocorrelation method. The second difference is that the signal in each subframe is scaled by the inverse of the residual quantization step size. Subframes with a small quantization step size will on average spend more bits for a given amount of residual energy than subframes with a large step size. Without scaling, Burg’s method minimizes the total residual energy in all subframes, which doesn’t necessarily minimize the total number of bits needed for coding the quantized residual. The residual energy of the scaled subframes is a better measure for that number of bits.

5.2.3.5. LSF Quantization

Unlike many other speech codecs, SILK uses variable bitrate coding for the LSFs. This improves the average rate-distortion (R-D) tradeoff and reduces outliers. The variable bitrate coding minimizes a linear combination of the weighted quantization errors and the bitrate. The weights for the quantization errors are the Inverse Harmonic Mean Weighting (IHMW) function proposed by Laroia et al. (see [laroia-icassp]). These weights are referred to here as Laroia weights.

The LSF quantizer consists of two stages. The first stage is an (unweighted) vector quantizer (VQ), with a codebook size of 32 vectors. The quantization errors for the codebook vector are sorted, and for the N best vectors a second stage quantizer is run. By varying the number N a tradeoff is made between R-D performance and computational efficiency. For each of the N codebook vectors the Laroia weights corresponding to that vector (and not to the input vector) are calculated. Then the residual between the input LSF vector and the codebook vector is scaled by the square roots of these Laroia weights. This scaling partially normalizes error sensitivity for the residual vector, so that a uniform quantizer with fixed step sizes can be used in the second stage without too much performance loss. And by scaling with Laroia weights determined from the first-stage codebook vector, the process can be reversed in the decoder.

The second stage uses predictive delayed decision scalar quantization. The quantization error is weighted by Laroia weights determined from the LSF input vector. The predictor multiplies the previous quantized residual value by a prediction coefficient that depends on the vector index from the first stage VQ and on the location in the LSF vector. The prediction is subtracted from the LSF residual value before quantizing the result, and added back afterwards. This subtraction can be interpreted as shifting the
quantization levels of the scalar quantizer, and as a result the quantization error of each value depends on the quantization decision of the previous value. This dependency is exploited by the delayed decision mechanism to search for a quantization sequency with best R-D performance with a Viterbi-like algorithm [Viterbi]. The quantizer processes the residual LSF vector in reverse order (i.e., it starts with the highest residual LSF value). This is done because the prediction works slightly better in the reverse direction.

The quantization index of the first stage is entropy coded. The quantization sequence from the second stage is also entropy coded, where for each element the probability table is chosen depending on the vector index from the first stage and the location of that element in the LSF vector.

5.2.3.5.1. LSF Stabilization

If the input is stable, finding the best candidate usually results in a quantized vector that is also stable. Because of the two-stage approach, however, it is possible that the best quantization candidate is unstable. The encoder applies the same stabilization procedure applied by the decoder (see Section 4.2.7.5.4 to ensure the LSF parameters are within their valid range, increasingly sorted, and have minimum distances between each other and the border values.

5.2.3.6. LTP Quantization

For voiced frames, the prediction analysis described in Section 5.2.3.4.1 resulted in four sets (one set per subframe) of five LTP coefficients, plus four weighting matrices. The LTP coefficients for each subframe are quantized using entropy constrained vector quantization. A total of three vector codebooks are available for quantization, with different rate-distortion trade-offs. The three codebooks have 10, 20, and 40 vectors and average rates of about 3, 4, and 5 bits per vector, respectively. Consequently, the first codebook has larger average quantization distortion at a lower rate, whereas the last codebook has smaller average quantization distortion at a higher rate. Given the weighting matrix \( W_{\text{ltp}} \) and LTP vector \( b \), the weighted rate-distortion measure for a codebook vector \( c_{b_i} \) with rate \( r_i \) is given by

\[
\text{RD} = u \ast (b - c_{b_i})' \ast W_{\text{ltp}} \ast (b - c_{b_i}) + r_i,
\]

where \( u \) is a fixed, heuristically-determined parameter balancing the distortion and rate. Which codebook gives the best performance for a given LTP vector depends on the weighting matrix for that LTP vector.
For example, for a low valued $W_{ltp}$, it is advantageous to use the codebook with 10 vectors as it has a lower average rate. For a large $W_{ltp}$, on the other hand, it is often better to use the codebook with 40 vectors, as it is more likely to contain the best codebook vector. The weighting matrix $W_{ltp}$ depends mostly on two aspects of the input signal. The first is the periodicity of the signal; the more periodic, the larger $W_{ltp}$. The second is the change in signal energy in the current subframe, relative to the signal one pitch lag earlier. A decaying energy leads to a larger $W_{ltp}$ than an increasing energy. Both aspects fluctuate relatively slowly, which causes the $W_{ltp}$ matrices for different subframes of one frame often to be similar. Because of this, one of the three codebooks typically gives good performance for all subframes, and therefore the codebook search for the subframe LTP vectors is constrained to only allow codebook vectors to be chosen from the same codebook, resulting in a rate reduction.

To find the best codebook, each of the three vector codebooks is used to quantize all subframe LTP vectors and produce a combined weighted rate-distortion measure for each vector codebook. The vector codebook with the lowest combined rate-distortion over all subframes is chosen. The quantized LTP vectors are used in the noise shaping quantizer, and the index of the codebook plus the four indices for the four subframe codebook vectors are passed on to the range encoder.

5.2.3.7. Prefilter

In the prefilter the input signal is filtered using the spectral valley de-emphasis filter coefficients from the noise shaping analysis (see Section 5.2.3.3). By applying only the noise shaping analysis filter to the input signal, it provides the input to the noise shaping quantizer.

5.2.3.8. Noise Shaping Quantizer

The noise shaping quantizer independently shapes the signal and coding noise spectra to obtain a perceptually higher quality at the same bitrate.

The prefilter output signal is multiplied with a compensation gain $G$ computed in the noise shaping analysis. Then the output of a synthesis shaping filter is added, and the output of a prediction filter is subtracted to create a residual signal. The residual signal is multiplied by the inverse quantized quantization gain from the noise shaping analysis, and input to a scalar quantizer. The quantization indices of the scalar quantizer represent a signal of pulses that is input to the pyramid range encoder. The scalar
quantizer also outputs a quantization signal, which is multiplied by
the quantized quantization gain from the noise shaping analysis to
create an excitation signal. The output of the prediction filter is
added to the excitation signal to form the quantized output signal
y(n). The quantized output signal y(n) is input to the synthesis
shaping and prediction filters.

Optionally the noise shaping quantizer operates in a delayed decision
mode. In this mode it uses a Viterbi algorithm to keep track of
multiple rounding choices in the quantizer and select the best one
after a delay of 32 samples. This improves the rate/distortion
performance of the quantizer.

5.2.3.9. Constant Bitrate Mode

SILK was designed to run in Variable Bitrate (VBR) mode. However the
reference implementation also has a Constant Bitrate (CBR) mode for
SILK. In CBR mode SILK will attempt to encode each packet with no
more than the allowed number of bits. The Opus wrapper code then
pads the bitstream if any unused bits are left in SILK mode, or
encodes the high band with the remaining number of bits in Hybrid
mode. The number of payload bits is adjusted by changing the
quantization gains and the rate/distortion tradeoff in the noise
shaping quantizer, in an iterative loop around the noise shaping
quantizer and entropy coding. Compared to the SILK VBR mode, the CBR
mode has lower audio quality at a given average bitrate, and also has
higher computational complexity.

5.3. CELT Encoder

Most of the aspects of the CELT encoder can be directly derived from
the description of the decoder. For example, the filters and
rotations in the encoder are simply the inverse of the operation
performed by the decoder. Similarly, the quantizers generally
optimize for the mean square error (because noise shaping is part of
the bit-stream itself), so no special search is required. For this
reason, only the less straightforward aspects of the encoder are
described here.

5.3.1. Pitch Prefilter

The pitch prefILTER is applied after the pre-emphasis. It is applied
in such a way as to be the inverse of the decoder’s post-filter. The
main non-obvious aspect of the prefILTER is the selection of the
pitch period. The pitch search should be optimized for the following
criteria:
o continuity: it is important that the pitch period does not change abruptly between frames; and

o avoidance of pitch multiples: when the period used is a multiple of the real period (lower frequency fundamental), the post-filter loses most of its ability to reduce noise

5.3.2. Bands and Normalization

The MDCT output is divided into bands that are designed to match the ear’s critical bands for the smallest (2.5 ms) frame size. The larger frame sizes use integer multiples of the 2.5 ms layout. For each band, the encoder computes the energy that will later be encoded. Each band is then normalized by the square root of the *unquantized* energy, such that each band now forms a unit vector \( X \). The energy and the normalization are computed by `compute_band_energies()` and `normalise_bands()` (bands.c), respectively.

5.3.3. Energy Envelope Quantization

Energy quantization (both coarse and fine) can be easily understood from the decoding process. For all useful bitrates, the coarse quantizer always chooses the quantized log energy value that minimizes the error for each band. Only at very low rate does the encoder allow larger errors to minimize the rate and avoid using more bits than are available. When the available CPU requirements allow it, it is best to try encoding the coarse energy both with and without inter-frame prediction such that the best prediction mode can be selected. The optimal mode depends on the coding rate, the available bitrate, and the current rate of packet loss.

The fine energy quantizer always chooses the quantized log energy value that minimizes the error for each band because the rate of the fine quantization depends only on the bit allocation and not on the values that are coded.

5.3.4. Bit Allocation

The encoder must use exactly the same bit allocation process as used by the decoder and described in Section 4.3.3. The three mechanisms that can be used by the encoder to adjust the bitrate on a frame-by-frame basis are band boost, allocation trim, and band skipping.

5.3.4.1. Band Boost

The reference encoder makes a decision to boost a band when the energy of that band is significantly higher than that of the
neighboring bands. Let $E_j$ be the log-energy of band $j$, we define

$$D_j = 2E_j - E_{j-1} - E_{j+1}$$

The allocation of band $j$ is boosted once if $D_j > t_1$ and twice if $D_j > t_2$. For $LM \geq 1$, $t_1 = 2$ and $t_2 = 4$, while for $LM < 1$, $t_1 = 3$ and $t_2 = 5$.

### 5.3.4.2. Allocation Trim

The allocation trim is a value between 0 and 10 (inclusively) that controls the allocation balance between the low and high frequencies. The encoder starts with a safe "default" of 5 and deviates from that default in two different ways. First the trim can deviate by $+/- 2$ depending on the spectral tilt of the input signal. For signals with more low frequencies, the trim is increased by up to 2, while for signals with more high frequencies, the trim is decreased by up to 2. For stereo inputs, the trim value can be decreased by up to 4 when the inter-channel correlation at low frequency (first 8 bands) is high.

### 5.3.4.3. Band Skipping

The encoder uses band skipping to ensure that the shape of the bands is only coded if there is at least 1/2 bit per sample available for the PVQ. If not, then no bit is allocated and folding is used instead. To ensure continuity in the allocation, some amount of hysteresis is added to the process, such that a band that received PVQ bits in the previous frame only needs 7/16 bit/sample to be coded for the current frame, while a band that did not receive PVQ bits in the previous frames needs at least 9/16 bit/sample to be coded.

### 5.3.5. Stereo Decisions

Because CELT applies mid-side stereo coupling in the normalized domain, it does not suffer from important stereo image problems even when the two channels are completely uncorrelated. For this reason it is always safe to use stereo coupling on any audio frame. That being said, there are some frames for which dual (independent) stereo is still more efficient. This decision is made by comparing the estimated entropy with and without coupling over the first 13 bands, taking into account the fact that all bands with more than two MDCT bins require one extra degree of freedom when coded in mid-side. Let $L1_{ms}$ and $L1_{lr}$ be the L1-norm of the mid-side vector and the L1-norm of the left-right vector, respectively. The decision to use mid-side is made if and only if

$$\frac{L1_{ms}}{L1_{lr}} < \text{Threshold}$$

where bins is the number of MDCT bins in the first 13 bands and E is the number of extra degrees of freedom for mid-side coding. For LM>1, E=13, otherwise E=5.

The reference encoder decides on the intensity stereo threshold based on the bitrate alone. After taking into account the frame size by subtracting 80 bits per frame for coarse energy, the first band using intensity coding is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bitrate (kb/s)</th>
<th>start band</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;35</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-50</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-68</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84-84</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84-102</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102-130</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;130</td>
<td>disabled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 66: Thresholds for Intensity Stereo

5.3.6. Time-Frequency Decision

The choice of time-frequency resolution used in Section 4.3.4.5 is based on R-D optimization. The distortion is the L1-norm (sum of absolute values) of each band after each TF resolution under consideration. The L1 norm is used because it represents the entropy for a Laplacian source. The number of bits required to code a change in TF resolution between two bands is higher than the cost of having those two bands use the same resolution, which is what requires the R-D optimization. The optimal decision is computed using the Viterbi algorithm. See tf_analysis() in celt/celt.c.

5.3.7. Spreading Values Decision

The choice of the spreading value in Table 59 has an impact on the nature of the coding noise introduced by CELT. The larger the f_r value, the lower the impact of the rotation, and the more tonal the
coding noise. The more tonal the signal, the more tonal the noise should be, so the CELT encoder determines the optimal value for \( f_r \) by estimating how tonal the signal is. The tonality estimate is based on discrete pdf (4-bin histogram) of each band. Bands that have a large number of small values are considered more tonal and a decision is made by combining all bands with more than 8 samples. See spreading_decision() in celt/bands.c.

5.3.8. Spherical Vector Quantization

CELT uses a Pyramid Vector Quantization (PVQ) [PVQ] codebook for quantizing the details of the spectrum in each band that have not been predicted by the pitch predictor. The PVQ codebook consists of all sums of \( K \) signed pulses in a vector of \( N \) samples, where two pulses at the same position are required to have the same sign. Thus the codebook includes all integer codevectors \( y \) of \( N \) dimensions that satisfy \( \sum(\text{abs}(y(j))) = K \).

In bands where there are sufficient bits allocated PVQ is used to encode the unit vector that results from the normalization in Section 5.3.2 directly. Given a PVQ codevector \( y \), the unit vector \( X \) is obtained as \( X = y/\|y\| \), where \( \|\cdot\| \) denotes the L2 norm.

5.3.8.1. PVQ Search

The search for the best codevector \( y \) is performed by alg_quant() (vq.c). There are several possible approaches to the search, with a trade-off between quality and complexity. The method used in the reference implementation computes an initial codeword \( y_0 \) by projecting the normalized spectrum \( X \) onto the codebook pyramid of \( K-1 \) pulses:

\[
y_0 = \text{truncate}_\text{towards}_\text{zero}( (K-1) * X / \sum(\text{abs}(X)))
\]

Depending on \( N, K \) and the input data, the initial codeword \( y_0 \) may contain from 0 to \( K-1 \) non-zero values. All the remaining pulses, with the exception of the last one, are found iteratively with a greedy search that minimizes the normalized correlation between \( y \) and \( X \):

\[
J = -X \cdot y / \| y \|
\]

The search described above is considered to be a good trade-off between quality and computational cost. However, there are other possible ways to search the PVQ codebook and the implementers MAY use any other search methods. See alg_quant() in celt/vq.c.
5.3.8.2. PVQ Encoding

The vector to encode, X, is converted into an index i such that 0 <= i < V(N,K) as follows. Let i = 0 and k = 0. Then for j = (N - 1) down to 0, inclusive, do:

1. If k > 0, set \( i = i + \frac{V(N-j-1,k-1) + V(N-j,k-1)}{2} \).
2. Set \( k = k + \text{abs}(X[j]) \).
3. If X[j] < 0, set \( i = i + \frac{V(N-j-1,k) + V(N-j,k)}{2} \).

The index i is then encoded using the procedure in Section 5.1.4 with ft = V(N,K).
6. Conformance

It is our intention to allow the greatest possible choice of freedom in implementing the specification. For this reason, outside of the exceptions noted in this section, conformance is defined through the reference implementation of the decoder provided in Appendix A. Although this document includes an English description of the codec, should the description contradict the source code of the reference implementation, the latter shall take precedence.

Compliance with this specification means that in addition to following the normative keywords in this document, a decoder’s output MUST also be within the thresholds specified by the opus_compare.c tool (included with the code) when compared to the reference implementation for each of the test vectors provided (see Appendix A.4) and for each output sampling rate and channel count supported. In addition, a compliant decoder implementation MUST have the same final range decoder state as that of the reference decoder. It is therefore RECOMMENDED that the decoder implement the same functional behavior as the reference. A decoder implementation is not required to support all output sampling rates or all output channel counts.

6.1. Testing

Using the reference code provided in Appendix A, a test vector can be decoded with

    opus_demo -d <rate> <channels> testvectorX.bit testX.out

where <rate> is the sampling rate and can be 8000, 12000, 16000, 24000, or 48000, and <channels> is 1 for mono or 2 for stereo.

If the range decoder state is incorrect for one of the frames, the decoder will exit with "Error: Range coder state mismatch between encoder and decoder". If the decoder succeeds, then the output can be compared with the "reference" output with

    opus_compare -s -r <rate> testvectorX.dec testX.out

for stereo or

    opus_compare -r <rate> testvectorX.dec testX.out

for mono.

In addition to indicating whether the test vector comparison passes, the opus_compare tool outputs an "Opus quality metric" that indicates
how well the tested decoder matches the reference implementation. A quality of 0 corresponds to the passing threshold, while a quality of 100 is the highest possible value and means that the output of the tested decoder is identical to the reference implementation. The passing threshold (quality 0) was calibrated in such a way that it corresponds to additive white noise with a 48 dB SNR (similar to what can be obtained on a cassette deck). It is still possible for an implementation to sound very good with such a low quality measure (e.g. if the deviation is due to inaudible phase distortion), but unless this is verified by listening tests, it is RECOMMENDED that implementations achieve a quality above 90 for 48 kHz decoding. For other sampling rates, it is normal for the quality metric to be lower (typically as low as 50 even for a good implementation) because of harmless mismatch with the delay and phase of the internal sampling rate conversion.

On POSIX environments, the run_vectors.sh script can be used to verify all test vectors. This can be done with

```
run_vectors.sh <exec path> <vector path> <rate>
```

where `<exec path>` is the directory where the opus_demo and opus_compare executables are built and `<vector path>` is the directory containing the test vectors.

6.2. Opus Custom

Opus Custom is an OPTIONAL part of the specification that is defined to handle special sample rates and frame rates that are not supported by the main Opus specification. Use of Opus Custom is discouraged for all but very special applications for which a frame size different from 2.5, 5, 10, or 20 ms is needed (for either complexity or latency reasons). Because Opus Custom is optional, streams encoded using Opus Custom cannot be expected to be decodable by all Opus implementations. Also, because no in-band mechanism exists for specifying the sampling rate and frame size of Opus Custom streams, out-of-band signaling is required. In Opus Custom operation, only the CELT layer is available, using the opus_custom_* function calls in opus_custom.h.
7. Security Considerations

Like any other audio codec, Opus should not be used with insecure ciphers or cipher-modes that are vulnerable to known-plaintext attacks. In addition to the zeros used in Opus padding, digital silence frames generate predictable compressed results and the TOC byte may have an easily predictable value.

Implementations of the Opus codec need to take appropriate security considerations into account, as outlined in [DOS]. It is extremely important for the decoder to be robust against malicious payloads. Malicious payloads must not cause the decoder to overrun its allocated memory or to take an excessive amount of resources to decode. Although problems in encoders are typically rarer, the same applies to the encoder. Malicious audio streams must not cause the encoder to misbehave because this would allow an attacker to attack transcoding gateways.

The reference implementation contains no known buffer overflow or cases where a specially crafted packet or audio segment could cause a significant increase in CPU load. However, on certain CPU architectures where denormalized floating-point operations are much slower than normal floating-point operations, it is possible for some audio content (e.g., silence or near-silence) to cause an increase in CPU load. Denormals can be introduced by reordering operations in the compiler and depend on the target architecture, so it is difficult to guarantee that an implementation avoids them. For architectures on which denormals are problematic, adding very small floating-point offsets to the affected signals to prevent significant numbers of denormalized operations is RECOMMENDED. Alternatively, it is often possible to configure the hardware to treat denormals as zero (DAZ). No such issue exists for the fixed-point reference implementation.

The reference implementation was validated in the following conditions:

1. Sending the decoder valid packets generated by the reference encoder and verifying that the decoder’s final range coder state matches that of the encoder.
2. Sending the decoder packets generated by the reference encoder and then subjected to random corruption.
3. Sending the decoder random packets.
4. Sending the decoder packets generated by a version of the reference encoder modified to make random coding decisions
(internal fuzzing), including mode switching, and verifying that the range coder final states match.

In all of the conditions above, both the encoder and the decoder were run inside the Valgrind [Valgrind] memory debugger, which tracks reads and writes to invalid memory regions as well as the use of uninitialized memory. There were no errors reported on any of the tested conditions.
8. IANA Considerations

This document has no actions for IANA.
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Appendix A.  Reference Implementation

This appendix contains the complete source code for the reference implementation of the Opus codec written in C. By default, this implementation relies on floating-point arithmetic, but it can be compiled to use only fixed-point arithmetic by defining the FIXED_POINT macro. The normative behaviour is defined as the output using the floating-point configuration. Information on building and using the reference implementation is available in the README file.

The implementation can be compiled with either a C89 or a C99 compiler. It is reasonably optimized for most platforms such that only architecture-specific optimizations are likely to be useful. The FFT [FFT] used is a slightly modified version of the KISS-FFT library, but it is easy to substitute any other FFT library.

While the reference implementation does not rely on any _undefined behavior_ as defined by C89 or C99, it relies on common _implementation-defined behavior_ for two’s complement architectures:

- Right shifts of negative values are consistent with two’s complement arithmetic, so that a>>b is equivalent to floor(a/(2**b)),

- For conversion to a signed integer of N bits, the value is reduced modulo 2**N to be within range of the type,

- The result of integer division of a negative value is truncated towards zero, and

- The compiler provides a 64-bit integer type (a C99 requirement which is supported by most C89 compilers).

In its current form, the reference implementation also requires the following architectural characteristics to obtain acceptable performance:

- Two’s complement arithmetic,

- At least a 16 bit by 16 bit integer multiplier (32-bit result), and

- At least a 32-bit adder/accumulator.
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Extracting the source

The complete source code can be extracted from this draft, by running
the following command line:
o

cat rfcXXXX.txt | grep ’^\ \ \ ###’ | sed -e ’s/...###//’ | base64
-d > opus-rfcXXXX.tar.gz

o

tar xzvf opus-rfcXXXX.tar.gz

o

cd opus-rfcXXXX

o

make

On systems where the provided Makefile does not work, the following
command line may be used to compile the source code:
o

cc -O2 -g -o opus_demo src/opus_demo.c ‘cat *.mk | grep -v fixed |
sed -e ’s/.*=//’ -e ’s/\\\\//’‘ -DOPUS_BUILD -Iinclude -Icelt
-Isilk -Isilk/float -DUSE_ALLOCA -Drestrict= -lm

On systems where the base64 utility is not present, the following
commands can be used instead:
o

cat rfcXXXX.txt | grep ’^\ \ \ ###’ | sed -e ’s/...###//’ >
opus.b64

o

openssl base64 -d -in opus.b64 > opus-rfcXXXX.tar.gz

The SHA1 hash of the opus-rfcXXXX.tar.gz file is
726ef2b721d68b2dd663b67bdf0629eaa2b5bb34.
A.2.

Up-to-date Implementation

As of the time of publication of this memo, an up-to-date
implementation conforming to this standard is available in a Git
repository [Opus-git]. Releases and other resources are available at
[Opus-website]. However, although that implementation is expected to
remain conformant with the standard, it is the code in this document
that shall remain normative.
A.3.

Base64-encoded Source Code

###H4sIAOoR7U8CA+xde3PiSJLvv/kUud0RM+DD2ODX9PTMRGOQsXZ4+BDY3XF7oZVF
###AdoWEqOH3Z7Z++6XWVUSkhAP27hvJs5EtEFSZVZmVlbWL+uhduehv++NzU/4OXjz
###Mp9D/JydnfBv/GS/+e9q9ezsqFY9PDupvTmsHh4d1d7AyZu/0Cer3F/k4ybbv9G7
###+qx2Wy9hmtPT41Xtf3R0VhPtXz07PTw5wvav4s838Oa1/V/803DnD541mQZQff/+
###eL+GtgdVGVzAwAv9oAyfrPm00vMmZdC+PMwZtK2ZFbBRGXpmYPiWWS5AzufvzHD2
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####01dWNc50ZK0kujk3joj+LanQ9ocasQ0Jmpuf3Er9C8/Inr2r5jlin1VQ5jJT
####rkWzld+WrKa1yQ010tH4M3E0BFt3pUkraZHoXo221nWW+ty4j5XF7v+/+MMVZn
####x+j+MnYEvWYqHmuTdl51qld2VQDqjC+j+R8eEMgUZ8k90GFWDOyjkYeUrKvZZB
####fYF4u3gouGe/Y140DFBjVGNuF9p9CExGQLfEPQKeHHbPSoEur71mCQNEvIAaron2ZAp
####Ke2kgC6acFdpB8uIsgJU16zvFZv1CXXQ5FVhujvKAYx278B9aiJH+baoa5ILVz
####0C1UXkH5U02FzEISTFt3w1SuJ2BwY6l1t3rhXceOmx1Lr1mJ6C0pUCBISSaIsLt
####eip/bm9OqTwv3Ojnn1q0Df8zSEQEp9W1uLh7ztBoMpsfdepeF4oBoQoCBO7cS5
####q314/Gsqw0YS/uw2wO+JSKJEI1OHCOecSQcWqChYKwakS9jFkAXEY+y9ND+/MFhS7z
####hjxJAhxMh8GCXc3vdv/UAivkGgW617q0qp2LpXyQcQead3o8F3YH/hZ
####vVdKTyueMzRpn6F82182BhfTvJlSMyY0WS2HTM2ifLYOMbcHStFe4tb0eptgI

### \( uBjmpSae+zAOQp7+HiP9ya1Y9Ber08IF5xs4EUR69Sr7+IGdNk8AzyeN5puXu7A4q2yDfdzMU0Vmr2UPRnVQCE5x/b4cnibhNhA755C1ue1Rno0VHHVA9ekw9W88ht\)

### \( MX20Yxcfm32Wjd1MPL12+zhl/vumu0NS6ozc7L7mvsm6AUNqj2FE8bg1A8ogCCwW\)

### \( mmswpPkeXncJchcEZB4nc5R8MzBc54uyx1acdf0dqa1uc73RMDetNNEEfpzpbb6v2ne\)

### \( hXJAP/+AnJ0e+oDo0HTU56YRA24WhuXvU7910nFMx7e1lodh6uA2RNs/fnjTgyhVshhWdcN5GkjcY7NH24Gc4hzmgFSTIHFQhK355gc2hd9op9LQPS9U\)

### \( W+6jd6zNRj1x9LxPgpaa1Q9DqrrNHdf+1LxSa3A6Tnv785odRFbeBrieEzV3Pl1FyH/Nn2W41e2uLBH877raP53Ha36XUdrDq6wvu2AcWrsxzkSyz0EmfvaqzmpT0U6NBX12O7rXh1L2QF5p4hvu06g+Vqdix0nMoooD0nTBR4xwY3awamht7R\)

### \( eurerS5Qgz919tHu0TeBaBuPCC0Pa6b1kYCy/Xyrh18xXJ4935Tkcq1Yt+amTRZ\)

### \( UUWyXnoWRW5M5YUpAYCgorg+3t/7s2EX/yjyjZ1uNHrTHpL1c7r7qpdDvKL1ueb\)

### \( jpaq8Bwql7+11umUZm/+EnTNN+yTERJNhucG4wzyWlY47rzC1nQe9huAT4e\)

### \( /2zqRahhaMJuQaxP8OYEwVImbyWRYHVpvd7sGmzDvYv19Hw6+0Aac6vVLPRx2W\)

### \( 1bwMNBk0qxkY1UQcb1G0Lg8v6d+4Htomgmbj+B+HyYQCPxzH1tBG+2UAl+Tc1qad\)

### \( uN+lwe7Rvb/f5ArVycnMNj4+m+o7ye7wWyU5j0V08EZKqbm60yEv02G0QzgjbDQY/s\)

### \( xK83sFhTaM+p8jo5jczhX8BXDj2f9u9gbe4V6nFCHM4YCFv6dBXr9/mbDL+edn42\)

### \( UL7vhdHGC+0W2t1V1xmdB+6ffbpakjeEsYhd473FerdEDvsCpCBK\)

### \( vVhrUBpda13QtjLLFYoWBSp3afGlvxK8x5mMvpDv/18wq4P2vPeor/\)w\( 1WLK\)

### \( QwGF6C920fMRpSwHu90UddQ7dH1o9gnvGve1uUzJbnFNSMR67pogKPKiaEo\)

### \( OdnD0r7tQXB93W1A3bOty/iPuyq1e/cdzt4ITRq9UpFUBbdefjUfYqao+aJ+fN\)

### \( yvebf+yMDu7zYpWco8W9eQx8/TA5x9YX9R0z5wjxWen30X3bj7aNRVq8Haja\)

### \( lqeSQbk9NCsUT1hc6ws1Xj9QXjumPlY03qHm0jxGnOGOk8Hmn2otW5LUNWAPg\)

### \( loc/t/cVc4Ne7/j/xf/8cF/2Mwm/wUSFP/tvjsEfsb06jKPygfdtje190b8vQUpQpo6wdM15w9\)

### \( QLSbR9GFD1vXxGp3aBcPCKpM/5Pm0001ibt/H1T034vmB\)

### \( htr/4DsdxKJnuXqOmKmF4lW413zO83YF/oJmzHxFukzkeQA0mly1TVEMHz+MD\)

### \( UI816YMrAx8L3W3C9V6DNTSa94h5x3uFjUQ3KWHUW0STvksK3hsPeOuapa4yW2\)

### \( 6w9xm9/FtyyVzadalwtpFenP4jJ3fusug7nWaJt0ZPFyQyUBA97RhvydCXBbrijRAV\)

### \( 4xwxWyTE20+zmpFIFUxX70q01Het8JPIxyj/ZNTOM29t0fN7uNH99GhtndwxF\)

### \( VIFqtyQoaQy1mRqysir0miM15ZB3g8nO2whgj+Fv2NgXxHRCUT/tksY8hVKytm\)

### \( /7m+O9RsFxeOLmXvBuVu7zn1rYimKBMrYm6SBcDya4KLA743A6wOx0J56zrVwc\)

### \( Ixh7Qy5/CSD5m05/109UdCwQ6GWrj2W2wySThUde21AbAur1LXCCHei0JJO\)

### \( gqELlgI8nKdalbBgeBOUm72610b/zqzPfkaJzbRiNITDMFBEOA1jV5stdv416B\)

### \( 04VcFzXp0EpkWGI4enKHHWbZeMLegVlIqHlsnN5N9DmA6F1a2TCXjRcadhg8\)

### \( /bdu/EBt9XC5M05yj5XR+rAhAa83WkoAl0b6ndphgK9HXbOMJ1gHHXZ5i\)

### \( #5ySK10PtBhJYipUwwGGrfVnJHJwvDBB8x6zD1PSUWNeRBQblyTyQe3cdn88\)

### \( 6PcvWdyWtsnof807/H/txkkagaasTnkyYVFaqJ71XEk+wtJ3JaqncgSK0j1crspkJH0K\)

### \( 6NqOQTT3JnnFN3VUhbo4t+ty08BxLbYnnqQn76uwnCNP2NYExx3hJNLbHyoxsafa\)

### \( HcBOX16e+gs/2px5N3FbAhShLzNnnmbQ6u2JZ5eh81pr/6N2U2jUX2wam8RyxE\)

### \( #aVeQl1gq71R1yYe7U+912xW+3aLTD2Zwv3+mFdoe/oPUP6Ogs+cco7C7URAvjL3+8\)

### \( #P2ynJxfnyQWn7E7xrcy71M0rwAaP3c4a0NhWeQfXHbUKFCjgm1\)

### \( */bE0D5Sh+NaNhJpPm12l+unP0Z2Wnm/QqgdNCQyK0WV3Un3l5H8d3eAzYJptE5U0\)

### \( BCC5K7HpmB6H0mN3Mb3EJbebYUX01m7olom/vbTVEkksit+gkD9VChyFKM\)

### \( OP1QwoZ2LyeDp0w8U1LFBvmZk3p5gIvMUVjzn3qppFNyYId8J5L7f/ieFQeoby_Type\)

### \( 04mJIV00hva1emMkFMDXP4k2+3ngjn/HV1SV7cJsXOUVRvJyH70EmmuQE5D1T\)

### \( Unckplrmudo/owfBFgUERoYKojwRJSnDT9BNcxtb9b40dsK2FoRJcWQD9V9y0\)
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+++UGJXD5o5gwOEg+DYxrRBNPSZoGAfXEsWUW5h9hbMqyP5LTYjDF7SIX9/v7ujUGd
+++kIhR9VEb+JIMuTj3fRvqvnR8FbrBveFg+fQwrrs1bvvvQstFg0u+QW0S527/W0Cu5
+++l8PnUt5w5w6T5P004PxaAKBuIUBG5sWbXZbYz3tyUpkFVg78565/3r3pt/91Wte3/+3
+++3de07qvz7356742/+7rWvd8r+9+Xeu+P/vN7tul1/f/fX0t/+425dw8sJer+ebx7
+++7ZyKMRyHRpVDaP7R7j12+TzGMCN692G0Le753+bMfOQ791W/rzr6xvdq3ZYMfd/7
+++ju3/dck+12QqTodyaBBQGNQ+1Mr1yEzmd+U1HRqhuQHmVDsoVnTnrHqp9Wykr3W
+++TaHqhtASZJnhrhr3L6NjKrvCS1HmXctwYrZTjHj2j93J8+8BpNyAhADk/-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#z/20f6pwFPCn0c1zQuR3Z9Q/V+J21yXv+y9/6r/q/Vq9f6P8L/X/y/o/+8a/8OFR
+++#CMFCr3KuQ+8ih+xzvXvFyDbD9Kg9/f/pyLeMCTyybkfCFHrFRF0r/tXhXL0RbwCM7
+++#q/wv2e20LBBdrB1m8xeS46XsnPnfcd1q4l1vNf9h1QH8DmaktpFrZr/AC/yYEU
+++#EerpBNxWlV4dgnqJ/5cd8u00/1LGKMSBPZk8Dr8cTfipSLDK/u0iIt2cEJzkn
+++#v+v2ru4QAgm01Cq4A3UIKH1F6Dr0M0L0WEwBQGD7WnNqHm/DCE7EbeXe2Des7op
+++#M0Oh9yOYmPcykvCyvgq17w3gpxed912s59TPb9PbHy2XCydBv/3AXP+7ZBKMH8E8t
+++#V7hsa/c0/kJLiIn+oP6KnsY5FAFfj0y4X4MM/eTFq9d820X1S1GOAXmxSoduUk
+++#yjCxe8aVF7v/o5qsz8Fn/18bO9IrPncdolw3/HnEnJt0RQK48/Px+b2JWYFF3P
+++#PMP+j12T7pmYi7tEnbYi9FQ721a2Aga1ja3zb4av8f175j5ztqzxb8AP3m3v7
+++#GrYqHFINJb8756HyvYnx9r70HzhFxfuZb2QjndfwDEvi1H6T1L5r/X51HfcviUs
+++#An4+2+10famVoLELcfnFlTfXoN72yfP/v16m9oMR0+MlciCgykLxutz0GB1n4Z1YU
#y/nSdf3AMzFt2DfWY818j3c74Bmwy5dDyvCpxL1HqMwJswycCV5sHj9oxwodTIIe
+++kvOX98P+E73tcDzookGl9vfUfFddpm5NkoEl+DAT00W36qPak4oUhe5hNkK2FXF
+++#4k/c3/1TV16hInQIu+Ox+BwCymvUmJu73/z7u0UXL7bediPbY97ZhUwNW5NCng
+++#nnrcOru0Qd1W+QNg0fK0lyPnqblcBLS6e2PUnmEEOIHINT3p0AhbIyze3rYnM/GdS9
+++#97Klc0Lbplj8+UmxKkse3qpeUFgLOlOAbildthvUJLagA6wSTeysfF5EoC9
+++#hOLe0dCa0CgQogUJF7p/o/s1/u6BCG+yTqOajAj9XvOEf+8ef9AF/gtphP/2nxS/7
+++#g/n+fily17G+ET0qmx+/TFr9slJjuCwmbMgdJY9r7n6Ebszs0fDEpzzG6aYzgcbb2a
+++#6B7jXc5r+bo/uLbe367yixzLpKCNZ/41QCGqK6j6Ufwarigcgg0wqMjle4T4
+++#xv5as05PSeQbHzMKD1xtX1Wx8ec6s0jVmqQct+w+y100hn4pfcCvs/FirkkNnp3Q
+++#T1i/tHryAkJxScQ5k/kFSU2z6jerv657xZVXGFgevNH96gzbXuMPHNJzj1OU/hj
+++#GqVb2RREhddZlWLyQjkBD+0/h2nqySA+1AxesMskk0f0LVQzC4UJ2aj4mMN6BDW0Z
+++#83r4gS1s5sF615F5Rw3dolo9QKuwDgpm0P85797/UKMOnJeNTLXBG/sid6
+++#3a9279/VenVx/7u4/13c/y7uxf3v47389X79/L+9W/L/gGIcCBa2x6kbbKziku
+++#CE2e+z1a7nHaeMAO657xdwNXC4Kc66FkboG/55SOKLQ/Cbo/Ucm8Ag/55I65usvVkm8
+++#tIBsnfN08ugyf2zrtqta7udmEvYvROJL36x8M2H7NvBjB8O957Iq97FdDr0U1IbDV
+++#Y50SRIZy7DqmdbrFy36jzQp5zpfzP/l2bHFT24Zn954VrKw3cw3ozBoEe
+++#BWiICxnnrGM1K/yOxYXH9B9qse88sFmGAowoBvFxEVvRvZd8wryqOnI1stRep1m
+++#q/MLT+i01rurUG0M/CRQ2j118tVq+MYRKYAkAyRm5D5XmL+EC/5x0GOy4jg87/8
+++#gSNP2IJSWmHMuSmd0j/QWS570qSu0j7+RKH61K3ghM8EIsUFL1VST1GpBRZV4
+++#F79TsYxxB2yKhmMjrgewPQgumgdx9V9rWFWpFJSrnj9aqwe48R2cLFDattET8zus
+++#B+k5Fy24G4n5TUuQIOxpyB1sachHSeUY243k8VamS3V3souh155yh+ipLZUS9
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### ws3ikUwVt9KjRzPF9sxX06csbiz/y ZiVA6V6a7Te7pe5ISL1bVoCkc7rdCoNk2n4R
### d+TmlyLsDqOk5WydNEBEVc8y20pCsw1fw2QDBN36hjP2x5DB121de97md1/NUMb
### Myrgh24eEAfGMYaWITF9/uvdk9P0D8arr5cy1HFP5Snarp7/b1ml1Jbssba1bFaVG
### h9/ywK9GfL3d2EZ+kWfPbpPENdLyPE9+pcvB5BwhcdGdbkgu9SDTYz1NcbnQnzd2
### BVD3p14BFvvyLYjpp6sW1hAK/Mp5y36CRC60g616PLuaLAK+vFn2lqPFP4JTQGQ3aks
### Jxq/gA0it+k8VqVJ3GFnPM3AaqQ0Km2UM6jmaGhvbDBls3LzMX7AbwyVyg3an3D+
### Omj4eVQgOsTyLyOd7Ndm0h/nyy8cCTVzn9n9E84k44+kbx7hWLMnN7+Z/k/c
### #L232BS3ClA0Ha0zwC7cFGZ70GJta0jFVY/1k2u1p34z3/H0yEdjyKtwAHWNLXG
### pjd/xj12L06wu1HTN+ORbQVMtspA9LFXpxAzZ307ym6XK3srf8M64+qfgcQKQF2D
### aYa7l12mUMxYqYkk0Pd82qzu5jwtf9x08hw5P5WwvT221HT51G0j+TyQoqmouhGxXPO
### b2xvt5Z0THGx7/XaovtbsKn05Pf1570LGY00eizbBr0vRar8TkRdlBrad115HdMt
### #FVChfIveHybC2gxf7IJ25T7urBtc7fKSczhii5+bJmLlr6F7jokSxWvWfgrWhaeq
### #85vru2WM1dbrX29MBzwU1uQdQg25j/ya/ydcqchXN2pqwPF6Fnn Cyr6vePUCYmcr
### #OmrCS4Zm/8emTul00X1rlevpjD9GW8yt/umav9MVpJoJxqF76UJaaQx6dR1U8cfDj
### #21ll7a9IiI0PC5+5m7oCyCaobuSMMex70PFVW3yRANMV1Sic13hdmgd9Cw49aw
### #bWJuLepf5r228WBs2B18oFNLljVxa8216+iwe2zHzHqEfa0ZQo0WPF6GLihlwk
### #XFCBeaabd31C04uA0jvWlwMeclXVYKkx6ay/01x9m6C6fGj/DFjewk1WDlykgaoB
### #EULrVTAyRsbdRoDqPLOWxGpDmEzcinnuN2DJQwy/AEyUyVrpyXWqGz6RZe4j3m06
### #fs3UQTwos1rFw+dym2SC011NJK79mfa0tgXIVDUQ99Elwdg1fsX1L2N1o9YETk
### #Mi1mV+4R*p4CZ7cvklaEPd/EBE9Xqkn2Ufzg02kN15Cufj/pb/eaBP4JoM7h470zrtFR
### #BX46g37AG2wmC9pRjIOFmlhLW1QHdu41LmFqRmLULUb/d/Syacsx3XJWw06lu1
### #qtKAC3ECLUDhdETh6HjyTFVQgSx1XQG042m9101nLmc1rmzp5LTWJnE11HRMQN0
### #9CmmbXBO3BA3a3xWrjJoCPSrUReFcaWCyv+L/CQdpjnXchXWnneM0GZod8+2B1D9
### #CdYUrxig1LhRADpEX6asffFTrk+01yFtmZ2UNPS1nk1w9j35YsoXXVh/ypCtUt2
### #bqQyi1XnxJc0871avTPlK62SOWsa2IAIT-Ga06GlyBr2bCXS2UxULGKEjY3gvt1
### #CtJvDjHDknvMBMIPhr740/9xosXtDexcB59uT8599kRxi0sDgbzRKFak7TSM
### #8+9HxBTfN8v2hr412rbKvbYdp7m/1JrNgpGkzytoz0H4HIn+YjdmkTB+COEoEnd
### #p35u1ClxMnXta09LrG5mlQdQbeaA0y2d21R628r25+159C0DCf6QF6NfJX4SF6QKth
### #r3tz0wZFBVScia4MvahubXb0682NRlcPjPKatTqUL6rFrid9sl1tcg+x+ROOxLdDBK
### #KwAIv6T6X0/KXIwUPk357TfEi1XNsn/FumoQsQhcBz/F/j8q11EbfzPtxjxvWYOGow
### #G7DX8Hr9Qixmxy5L7jdc3AccFCxgV9k9w9pM/zJrWNHoYjnpnUlpw5GZG2kO2VQZ
### #H15JAKYkMneWae+ors6QgQXWIMR21Z3Q3jE3/6ve6aNPycQXsz815kSn6Q/odhm
### #ODwLm6vH8M1QDQ0+eowu1LWuh+2/PlhMzyHN5h6H7MdvVnrcL1T0D5NS2QjtM0s
### #nnC65/Eys7vujB8XEkwt5/9G9kJtf41CALAkpTn21FLycx1s8T5AxG6+e+rs9BG5wEL
### #A0yCfHyIhAwn6Sn5O0d62Sct0vKL82zg6dj6A4K1FBtetF84n417JQFQJ
### #ccj8DmYfxf8bzoUbUmpMcoVJnjyp+bw+veCqeeXX/a88YnEBUYy/oxukagLmcWVCsx4
### #MY7PVM99ya9f3v2A48gGw9hKnoA1jnm4A4XgyGm19M701011Emz/y/dynT2k14fF
### #EEAE/8/rN/RK5VWmmcmC2eda2ZhHNH0XetEljjs/g/q7yFz/TWesGjz2ZG2GebZV26N+g
### #1K1TcaMUelWczGnaCurPG8wJ0KXZs2h5fh3+SHjv9qndZ2318eHdC0IBcmrxFb7F
### #Tc18cakF6m1g3MxSdQFXXxtjQpQ7y7ApC7rKDEyMc1r7ZDbimg1lyZTXXaww1SCF6AV
### #4q0tegsVullvypAtvyvPm09UN7X3OSVEF3MNjRfzmZGYQnyaEZRRI+kK010gqM
### #S21LBF18mjVXjPkTercrXv+9v1Fcl11JY6sjs9c3W7n7eb5Y5c2OuKlu1z9Z/0
### #36UtkDprPSNsvQhnLo1TldQxSvxFVhrV1ATZQ4JNeamovaFmEg4u7DwU5T3
### #EAR62XWNX28bky85SDnpahM7nV+mgCrmAsQomnrmrR8c3RJkvd5NNvnm582B4G4Wj
### #337yln2m1bp+UVPt2LZ660yk1LTEMUMWrtiapA2S2mEPEITIPnln/317YFUv+NLM
### #NV1OXdrL1aVvawQvDv3YO01+fZJCKK1Z1P7W0R3P8yo+3tuNORDNHRmOAD6xW0e
### #FADQnaUW7GaktdCrlOtaP4npb+oEQCDWMwVIsGy04FI+D1lCe0a0DNT7/4QEMSP1
### #phUFjatleAe4I90Td9HZfx7h8r82TuReYETwZaHPlI+3TGW3sErjeyzLinZyclic

### A.4. Test Vectors

Because of size constraints, the Opus test vectors are not distributed in this draft. They are available in the proceedings of the 83th IETF meeting (Paris) [Vectors-proc] and from the Opus codec website at [Vectors-website]. These test vectors were created specifically to exercise all aspects of the decoder and therefore the audio quality of the decoded output is significantly lower than what...
Opus can achieve in normal operation.

The SHA1 hash of the files in the test vector package are

e49b2862ceec7324790ed8019eb9744596d5be0 testvector01.bit
b809795ae1bcdc606049d76e4ad2423267135e0 testvector02.bit
e0c4ecaeb44d35a2f5b6575cd996848e5ee2acc testvector03.bit
a0f870cbe14eb71fa9066ef3ee96e59c9a75187 testvector04.bit
9b3d92b48b965dfe9edf7b8a85eddd4309f8cf7c8 testvector05.bit
28e66769ab17e17f72875283c14b19690bc4e57 testvector06.bit
bacf467be3215fc7ec288f29e2477de1192947a6 testvector07.bit
ddbe08b688bfbf934071f3893cd0030ce48db12f testvector08.bit
3932d961944dab1201645b8eaada595d5705ecb testvector09.bit
521eb2e1e0cc9c31b88740673307c2d3b10c1900 testvector10.bit
6bc8f3146fcb96450c901b16c3d464ccdf4d5d96 testvector11.bit
338c3f1b4897226bc60bc41038bebc6de06b28f testvector12.bit
a20a2122d42de644f94445e20185358559623a1f testvector01.dec
48ac1ff1995250a756e1e17bd32acefa8cd2b820 testvector02.dec
d15567e919dbd20e818727092c0af8d9df23c95 testvector03.dec
1249dd285fbde39a66df6d99449dca7a8316342 testvector04.dec
93ee37e5d264a456d2c24483060132ff7eae2143 testvector05.dec
a294fc17e3157768c46c5ec0f2116de0d2c37ee2 testvector06.dec
2bf550e2f072e0941438db3f338fe9944385848 testvector07.dec
2695c1f2df1f9748a0bf07249c70f7db87f61680 testvector08.dec
12862add5d3a9d2a7079340a542a2f039b992bb testvector09.dec
a081252bb2b1a902fdec500530891f47ea3a73d84 testvector10.dec
dfd0f844f2a42df506934fac2100a3c03b00e71 testvector11.dec
8c16b2a1fb60e3550ba165068f9d7341357fdb63 testvector12.dec
Appendix B. Self-Delimiting Framing

To use the internal framing described in Section 3, the decoder must know the total length of the Opus packet, in bytes. This section describes a simple variation of that framing which can be used when the total length of the packet is not known. Nothing in the encoding of the packet itself allows a decoder to distinguish between the regular, undelimited framing and the self-delimiting framing described in this appendix. Which one is used and where must be established by context at the transport layer. It is RECOMMENDED that a transport layer choose exactly one framing scheme, rather than allowing an encoder to signal which one it wants to use.

For example, although a regular Opus stream does not support more than two channels, a multi-channel Opus stream may be formed from several one- and two-channel streams. To pack an Opus packet from each of these streams together in a single packet at the transport layer, one could use the self-delimiting framing for all but the last stream, and then the regular, undelimited framing for the last one. Reverting to the undelimited framing for the last stream saves overhead (because the total size of the transport-layer packet will still be known), and ensures that a "multi-channel" stream which only has a single Opus stream uses the same framing as a regular Opus stream does. This avoids the need for signaling to distinguish these two cases.

The self-delimiting framing is identical to the regular, undelimited framing from Section 3, except that each Opus packet contains one extra length field, encoded using the same one- or two-byte scheme from Section 3.2.1. This extra length immediately precedes the compressed data of the first Opus frame in the packet, and is interpreted in the various modes as follows:

- Code 0 packets: It is the length of the single Opus frame (see Figure 25).
- Code 1 packets: It is the length used for both of the Opus frames (see Figure 26).
- Code 2 packets: It is the length of the second Opus frame (see Figure 27).
- CBR Code 3 packets: It is the length used for all of the Opus frames (see Figure 28).
- VBR Code 3 packets: It is the length of the last Opus frame (see Figure 29).
**Figure 25: A Self-Delimited Code 0 Packet**

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| config |s|0|0| N1 (1-2 bytes):                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|               Compressed frame 1 (N1 bytes)...             |
|                                                            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

**Figure 26: A Self-Delimited Code 1 Packet**

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| config |s|0|1| N1 (1-2 bytes):                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|               Compressed frame 1 (N1 bytes)...             |
|                                                            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|               Compressed frame 2 (N1 bytes)...             |
|                                                            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

**Figure 27: A Self-Delimited Code 2 Packet**

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| config |s|1|0| N1 (1-2 bytes): N2 (1-2 bytes):
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|               Compressed frame 1 (N1 bytes)...             |
|                                                            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|               Compressed frame 2 (N2 bytes)...             |
|                                                            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```
Figure 28: A Self-Delimited CBR Code 3 Packet
Figure 29: A Self-Delimited VBR Code 3 Packet
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Abstract

This document provides specific requirements for an Internet audio codec. These requirements address quality, sampling rate, bit-rate, and packet loss robustness, as well as other desirable properties.
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1. Introduction

This document provides requirements for an audio codec designed specifically for use over the Internet. The requirements attempt to address the needs of the most common Internet interactive audio transmission applications and to ensure good quality when operating in conditions that are typical for the Internet. These requirements address the quality, sampling rate, delay, bit-rate, and packet loss robustness. Other desirable codec properties are considered as well.

Throughout this document, we will use the following conventions when referring to the sampling rate of a signal:

- Narrowband: 8 kHz sampling rate
- Wideband: 16 kHz sampling rate
- Super-wideband: 32 kHz sampling rate
- Full-band: 44.1/48 kHz and above

Codec bit-rates in bits per second (b/s) will be considered without counting any overhead (IP/UDP/RTP headers, padding, ...). The codec delay is the total algorithmic delay when one adds the codec frame size to the "look-ahead". It is thus the minimum theoretically achievable end-to-end delay of a transmission system that uses the codec.
2. Applications

The following applications should be considered for Internet audio codecs, along with their requirements:

- Point to point calls
- Conferencing
- Telepresence
- Teleoperation
- In-game voice chat
- Live distributed music performances / Internet music lessons
- Other applications

2.1. Point to point calls

Point to point calls are voice over IP (VoIP) calls from two "standard" (fixed or mobile) phones, and implemented in hardware or software. For these applications, a wideband codec is required, along with narrowband support for compatibility with legacy telephony equipment (PSTN). It is expected for the range of useful bit-rates to be 12 - 32 kb/s for wideband speech and 8 - 16 kb/s for narrowband speech. The codec delay must be less than 40 ms, but no more than 25 ms is desirable. Support for encoding music is not required, but it is desirable for the codec not to make background (on-hold) music excessively unpleasant to hear. Also, the codec should be robust to noise (produce intelligible speech and no annoying artifacts) even at lower bit-rates.

2.2. Conferencing

Conferencing applications (which support multi-party calls) have additional requirements on top of the requirements for point-to-point calls. Conferencing systems often have higher-fidelity audio equipment and have greater network bandwidth available -- especially when video transmission is involved. For that reason, support for super-wideband audio becomes important, with useful bit-rates in the 32 - 64 kb/s range. The ability to vary the bit-rate according to the "difficulty" of the audio signal (VBR) is a desirable feature for the codec. This not only saves bandwidth "on average", but it can also help conference servers make more efficient use of the available bandwidth by using more bandwidth for important audio streams and less bandwidth for less important ones (e.g. background noise).
Conferencing end-points often operate in hands-free conditions, which creates acoustic echo problems. For this reason lower delay is important, as it reduces the quality degradation due to any residual echo after acoustic echo cancellation (AEC). For this reason, the codec delay must be less than 30 ms for this application. An optional low-delay mode with less than 10 ms delay is desirable, but not required.

Most conferencing systems operate with a bridge that mixes some (or all) of the audio streams and sends them back to all the participants. In that case, it is important that the codec not produce annoying artefacts when two voices are present at the same time. Also, this mixing operation should be as easy as possible to perform. To make it easier to determine which streams have to be mixed (and which are noise/silence), it must be possible to measure (or estimate) the voice activity in a packet without having to fully decode the packet (saving most of the complexity when the packet need not be decoded). Also, the ability to save on the computational complexity when mixing is also desirable, but not required. For example, a transform codec may make it possible to mix the streams in the transform domain, without having to go back to time-domain. Low-complexity up-sampling and down-sampling within the codec is also a desirable feature when mixing streams with different sampling rates.

2.3. Telepresence

Most telepresence applications can be considered to be essentially very high-quality video-conferencing environments, so all of the conferencing requirements also apply to telepresence. In addition, telepresence applications require super-wideband and full-band audio capability with useful bit-rates in the 32 - 80 kb/s range. While voice is still the most important signal to be encoded, it must be possible to obtain good quality (even if not transparent) music.

Most telepresence applications require more than one audio channel, so support for stereo and multi-channel is important. While this can always be accomplished by encoding multiple single-channel streams, it is preferable to take advantage of the redundancy that exists between channels.

2.4. Teleoperation and Remote Software Services

Teleoperation applications are similar to telepresence, with the exception that they involve remote physical interactions. For example, the user may be controlling a robot while receiving real-time audio feedback from that robot. For these applications, the delay has to be less than 10 ms. The other requirements of telepresence (quality, bit-rate, multi-channel) apply to
teleoperation as well. The only exception is that mixing is not an important issue for teleoperation.

The requirements for remote software services are similar to those of teleoperation. These applications include remote desktop applications, remote virtualization, and interactive media application being rendered remotely (e.g. video games rendered on central servers). For all these applications, full-band audio with an algorithmic delay below 10 ms are important.

2.5. In-game voice chat

An increasing number of computer/console games make use of VoIP to allow players to communicate in real-time. The requirements for gaming are similar to those of conferencing, with the main difference being that narrowband compatibility is not necessary. While for most applications a codec delay up to 30 ms is acceptable, a low-delay (<10 ms) option is highly desirable, especially for games with rapid interactions. The ability to use VBR (with a maximum allowed bitrate) is also highly desirable because it can significantly reduce the bandwidth requirement for a game server.

2.6. Live distributed music performances / Internet music lessons

Live music over the Internet requires extremely low end-to-end delay and is one of the most demanding applications for interactive audio transmission. It has been observed that for most scenarios, total end-to-end delays up to 25 ms could be tolerated by musicians, with the absolute limit (where none of the scenarios are possible) being around 50 ms [carot09]. In order to achieve this low delay on the Internet -- either in the same city or a nearby city -- the network propagation time must be taken into account. When also subtracting the delay of the audio buffer, jitter buffer, and acoustic path, that leaves around 2 ms to 10 ms for the total delay of the codec. Considering the speed of light in fiber, every 1 ms reduction in the codec delay increases the range over which synchronization is possible by approximately 200 km.

Acoustic echo is expected to be an even more important issue for network music than it is in conferencing, especially considering that the music quality requirements essentially forbid the use of a "nonlinear processor" (NLP) with the AEC. This is another reason why very low delay is essential.

Considering that the application is music, the full audio bandwidth (44.1 or 48 kHz sampling rate) must be transmitted with a bit-rate that is sufficient to provide near-transparent to transparent quality. With the current audio coding technology, this corresponds
to approximately 64 kb/s to 128 kb/s per channel. As for
telepresence, support for two or more channels is often desired, so
it would be useful for a codec to be able to take advantage of the
redundancy that is often present between audio channels.

2.7. Other applications

The above list is by no means a complete list of all applications
involving interactive audio transmission on the Internet. However,
it is believed that meeting the needs of all these different
applications should be sufficient to ensure that most applications
not listed will also be met.
3. Constraints Imposed by the Internet on the Codec

Packet losses are inevitable on the Internet and dealing with those is one of the most fundamental requirements for an Internet audio codec. While any audio codec can be combined with a good packet loss concealment (PLC) algorithm, the important aspect is what happens on the first packets received _after_ the loss. More specifically, this means that:

- it should be possible to interpret the contents of any received packet, irrespective of previous losses as specified in BCP 36 [PAYLOADS]; and
- the decoder should re-synchronize as quickly as possible (i.e. the output should quickly converge to the output that would have been obtained if no-loss had occurred).

The constraint of being able to decode any packet implies the following considerations for an audio codec:

- The size of a compressed frame must be kept smaller than the MTU to avoid fragmentation;
- The interpretation of any parameter encoded in the bit-stream must not depend on information contained in other packets. For example, it is not acceptable for a codec to allow signaling a mode change in one packet and assume that subsequent frames will be decoded according to that mode.

Although the interpretation of parameters cannot depend on other packets, it is still reasonable to use some amount of prediction across frames, provided that the predictors can resynchronize quickly in case of a lost packet. In this case, it is important to use the best compromise between the gain in coding efficiency and the loss in packet loss robustness due to the use of inter-frame prediction. It is a desirable property for the codec to allow some real-time control of that trade-off so that it can take advantage of more prediction when the loss rate is small, while being more robust to losses when the loss rate is high.

To improve the robustness to packet loss, it would be desirable for the codec to allow an adaptive (data- and network-dependent) amount of side information to help improve audio quality when losses occur. For example, this side information may include the retransmission of certain parameters encoded in the previous frame(s).

Another important property of the Internet is that it is mostly a best-effort network, with no guaranteed bandwidth. This means that
the codec has to be able to vary its output bit-rate dynamically (in real-time), without requiring an out-of-band signaling mechanism, and without causing audible artifacts at the bit-rate change boundaries. Additional desirable features are:

- Having the possibility to use smooth bit-rate changes with one byte/frame resolution;
- Making it possible for a codec to adapt its bit-rate based on the source signal being encoded (source-controlled VBR) to maximize the quality for a certain _average_ bit-rate.

Because the Internet transmits data in bytes, a codec should produce compressed data in integer numbers of bytes. In general, the codec design should take into consideration explicit congestion notification (ECN) and may include features that would improve the quality of an ECN implementation.

The IETF has defined a set of application-layer protocols to be used for transmitting real-time transport of multimedia data, including voice. It is thus important for the resulting codec to be easy to use with these protocols. For example, it must be possible to create an [RTP] payload format that conforms to BCP 36 [PAYLOADS]. If any codec parameters need to be negotiated between end-points, the negotiation should be as easy as possible to carry over SIP/SDP or alternatively over XMPP/Jingle.

3.1. Security

Just like for any protocol to be used over the Internet, security is a very important aspect to consider. This goes beyond the obvious considerations of preventing buffer overflows and similar attacks that can lead to denial-of-service or remote code execution. One very important security aspect is to make sure that the decoders have a bounded and reasonable worst-case complexity. This prevents an attacker from causing a DoS by sending packets that are specially crafted to take a very long (or infinite) time to decode.

A more subtle aspect is the information leak that can occur when the codec is used over an encrypted channel (e.g. [SRTP]). For example, it was suggested [wright08] that use of source-controlled VBR may reveal some information about a conversation through the size of the compressed packets. For that reason, it should be possible to use the codec at truely constant bit-rate if needed.
4. Detailed Basic Requirements

This section summarizes all the constraints imposed by the target applications and by the Internet into a set of actual requirements for codec development.

4.1. Operating space

The operating space for the target applications can be divided in terms of delay: most applications require a "medium delay" (20-30 ms), while a few require a "very low delay" (< 10 ms). It makes sense to divide the space based on delay because lowering the delay has a cost in terms of quality vs bit-rate.

For medium delay, the resulting codec must be able to efficiently operate within the following range of bit-rates (per channel):

- Narrowband: 8 kb/s to 16 kb/s
- Wideband: 12 to 32 kb/s
- Super-wideband: 24 to 64 kb/s
- Full-band: 32 to 80 kb/s

Obviously, a lower-delay codec that can operate in the above range is also acceptable.

For very low delay, the resulting codec will need to operate within the following range of bit-rates (per channel):

- Super-wideband: 32 to 80 kb/s
- Full-band: 48 to 128 kb/s
- (Narrowband and wideband not required)

4.2. Quality and bit-rate

The quality of a codec is directly linked to the bit-rate, so these two must be considered jointly. When comparing the bit-rate of codecs, the overhead of IP/UDP/RTP headers should not be considered, but any additional bits required in the RTP payload format after the header (e.g. required signalling) should be considered. In terms of quality vs bit-rate, the codec to be developed must be better than the currently available codecs that satisfy the IPR requirements in the guidelines document, which are:
o For narrowband: Speex (NB), GSM-FR, and iLBC(*)

o For wideband: Speex (WB), G.722, G.722.1(*)

o For super-wideband: Speex (UWB), G.722.1C(*)

The codecs marked with (*) do not meet all the licensing guidelines, but the codecs to be developed should still not perform significantly worse. Quality should be measured for multiple languages, including tonal languages. The case of multiple simultaneous voices (as sometimes happens in conferencing) should be evaluated as well.

The comparison with the above codecs assumes that the codecs being compared have similar delay characteristics. The bit-rate required for a certain level of quality may be higher than the referenced codecs in cases where a much lower delay is required. In that case, the increase in bit-rate must be less than the ratio between the delays.

It is desirable for the codecs to support source-controlled variable bit-rate (VBR) to take advantage from the fact that different inputs require a different bitrate to achieve the same quality. However, it should still be possible to use the codec at truly constant bit-rate to ensure that no information leak is possible when using an encrypted channel.

4.3. Packet loss robustness

Robustness to packet loss is a very important aspect of any codec to be used on the Internet. Codecs must maintain acceptable quality at loss rates up to 5% and maintain good intelligibility up to 15% loss rate. At any sampling rate, bit-rate, and packet loss rate, the quality must be no less than the quality obtained with the Speex codec or the GSM-FR codec in the same conditions. The actual packet loss "patterns" to be used in testing must be obtained from real packet loss traces collected on the Internet, rather than from loss models. These traces should be representative of the typical environments in which the applications of Section 2 operate. For example, traces related to VoIP calls should consider the loss patterns observed for typical home broadband and corporate connections.

4.4. Computational resources

The resulting codec should be implementable on a wide range of devices, so there should be a fixed-point implementation or at least assurance that a reasonable fixed-point is possible. The computational resources figures listed below are meant to be upper
bounds. Even below these bounds, resources should still be minimized. Any proposed increase in computational resources consumption (e.g. to increase quality) should be carefully evaluated even if the resulting resource consumption is below the upper bound. Having variable complexity would be useful (but not required) in achieving that goal as it would allow trading quality/bit-rate for lower complexity.

The computational requirements for real-time encoding and decoding are:

- Narrowband should require little CPU resources and be implementable on most DSPs with a 16x16 multiplier (e.g. < 40 MIPS).

- Wideband can have a bit more complexity than narrowband, but should still be implementable on a cheap DSP (e.g. < 80 MIPS).

- Super-wideband/full-band may require higher complexity, but should be implementable on higher-end DSP (e.g. < 200 MIPS), and if possible also on cheaper DSPs as well.

The MIPS values are approximate clock frequencies required for real-time encoding+decoding on a DSP capable of single-cycle MAC operations (16x16 multiplication accumulated into 32 bits). Similar computational requirements apply to floating-point processors. For example Narrowband encoding and decoding should be possible using 40 MHz on a modern CPU (e.g. 2% of a 2 GHz x86 CPU). For applications that require mixing (e.g. conferencing), it should be possible to estimate the energy and/or the voice activity status of the decoded signal with less than 10% of the complexity figures listed above.

It is the intent to maximize the range of devices on which a codec can be implemented. For this reasons, the reference implementation must not depend on special hardware features or instructions to be present in order to meet the complexity requirement. However, it may be desirable to take advantage of such hardware when available, (e.g., hardware accelerators for operations like FFTs and convolutions). A codec should also minimize the use of saturating arithmetic so as to be implementable on architectures that do not provide hardware saturation (e.g. ARMv4).

The combined codec size and data ROM should be small enough not to cause significant implementation problems on typical embedded devices. The codec context/state size required should be no more than 2*R*C bytes in floating-point, where R is the sampling rate and C is the number of channels. For fixed-point, that size should be less than R*C. The scratch space required should also be less than
\(2*R*C\) bytes for floating point or less than \(R*C\) bytes for fixed-point.
5. Additional considerations

There are additional features or characteristics that may be desirable under some circumstances, but should not be part of the strict requirements. The benefit of meeting these considerations should be weighted against the associated cost.

5.1. Low-complexity audio mixing

In many applications that require a mixing server (e.g. conferencing, games), it is important to minimize the computational cost of the mixing. As much as possible, it should be possible to perform the mixing with fewer computations than it would take to decode all the streams, mix them, and re-encode the result. Properties that reduce the complexity of the mixing process include:

- the ability to derive sufficient parameters, such as loudness and/or spectral envelope, for estimating voice activity of a compressed frame without fully decoding that frame;

- the ability to mix the streams in an intermediate representation (e.g. transform domain), rather than having to fully decode the signals before the mixing;

- the use of bit-stream layers (Section 5.3) by aggregating a small number of active streams at lower quality.

For conferencing applications, the total complexity of the decoding, VAD and mixing should be considered when evaluating proposals.

5.2. Encoder side potential for improvement

In many codecs, it is possible to improve the quality by improving the encoder without breaking compatibility (i.e. without changing the decoder). Potential for improvement varies from one codec to another. It is generally low for PCM or ADPCM codecs and higher for perceptual transform codecs. All things being equal, being able to improve a codec after the bit-stream is a desirable property. However, this should not be done at the expense of quality in the reference encoder.

5.3. Layered bit-stream

A layered codec makes it possible to transmit only a certain subset of the bits and still obtain a valid bit-stream with a quality that is equivalent to the quality that would be obtained from encoding at the corresponding rate. While this is not a necessary feature for most applications, it can be desirable for cases where a "mixing
server" needs to handle a large number of streams with limited computational resources.

5.4. Partial redundancy

One possible way of increasing robustness to packet loss is to include partial redundancy within packets. This can be achieved either by including the base layer of the previous frame (for a layered codec) or by transmitting other parameters from the previous frame(s) to assist the PLC algorithm in case of loss. The ability to include partial redundancy for high-loss scenarios is desirable, provided that the feature can be dynamically turned on or off (so that no bandwidth is wasted in case of loss-free transmission).

5.5. Stereo support

It is highly desirable for the codec to have stereo support. At a minimum, the codec should be able to encode two channels independently without causing significant stereo image artefacts. It is also desirable for the codec to take advantage of the inter-channel redundancy in stereo audio to reduce the bitrate (for an equivalent quality) of stereo audio compared to coding channels independently.

5.6. Bit error robustness

The vast majority of Internet-based applications do not need to be robust to bit errors because packets either arrive unaltered, or do not arrive at all. Considering that, the emphasis should be on packet loss robustness and packet loss concealment. That being said, it is often the case that extra robustness to bit errors can be achieved at no cost at all (i.e. no increase in size, complexity or bit-rate, no decrease in quality or packet loss robustness, ...). In those cases then it is useful to make a change that increases the robustness to bit errors. This can be useful for applications that use UDP Lite transmission (e.g. over a wireless LAN). Robustness to packet loss should *never* be sacrificed to achieve higher bit error robustness.

5.7. Time stretching and shortening

When adaptive jitter buffers are used it is often necessary to stretch or shorten the audio signal to allow changes in buffering. While this operation can be performed directly on the decoder’s output, it is often more computationally efficient to stretch or shorten the signal directly within the decoder. It is desirable for the reference implementation to provide a time stretching/shortening implementation, although it should not be normative.
5.8. Input robustness

The systems providing input to the encoder and receiving output from the decoder may be far from ideal in actual use. Input and output audio streams may be corrupted by compounding non-linear artifacts from analog hardware and digital processing. The codecs to be developed should be tested to ensure that they degrade gracefully under adverse audio input conditions. Types of digital corruption that may be tested include tandeming, transcoding, low-quality resampling, and digital clipping. Types of analog corruption that may be tested include microphones with substantial background noise, analog clipping, and loudspeaker distortion. No specific end-to-end quality requirements are mandated for use with the proposed codec. It is advisable, however, that several typical in-situ environments/processing chains be specified for the purpose of benchmarking end-to-end quality with the proposed codec.

5.9. Legacy compatibility

In order to create the best possible codec for the Internet, there is no requirement for compatibility with legacy Internet codecs.
6. Security Considerations

The codec requirements themselves do not have security considerations. However, codec security issues are discussed in Section 3.1.
7. IANA Considerations

   This document has no actions for IANA.
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1. Introduction

This document provides requirements for an audio codec designed specifically for use over the Internet. The requirements attempt to address the needs of the most common Internet interactive audio transmission applications and to ensure good quality when operating in conditions that are typical for the Internet. These requirements address the quality, sampling rate, delay, bit-rate, and packet loss robustness. Other desirable codec properties are considered as well.
2. Definitions

Throughout this document, we will use the following conventions when referring to the sampling rate of a signal:

Narrowband: 8 kHz
Wideband: 16 kHz
Super-wideband: 24/32 kHz
Full-band: 44.1/48 kHz

Codec bit-rates in bits per second (b/s) will be considered without counting any overhead (IP/UDP/RTP headers, padding, ...). The codec delay is the total algorithmic delay when one adds the codec frame size to the "look-ahead". It is thus the minimum theoretically achievable end-to-end delay of a transmission system that uses the codec.
3. Applications

The following applications should be considered for Internet audio codecs, along with their requirements:

- Point to point calls
- Conferencing
- Telepresence
- Teleoperation
- In-game voice chat
- Live distributed music performances / Internet music lessons
- Delay Tolerant Networking or Push-to-Talk Services
- Other applications

3.1. Point to point calls

Point to point calls are voice over IP (VoIP) calls from two "standard" (fixed or mobile) phones, and implemented in hardware or software. For these applications, a wideband codec is required, along with narrowband support for compatibility with legacy telephony equipment (PSTN). It is expected for the range of useful bit-rates to be 12 - 32 kb/s for wideband speech and 8 - 16 kb/s for narrowband speech. The codec delay must be less than 40 ms, but no more than 25 ms is desirable. Support for encoding music is not required, but it is desirable for the codec not to make background (on-hold) music excessively unpleasant to hear. Also, the codec should be robust to noise (produce intelligible speech and no annoying artifacts) even at lower bit-rates.

3.2. Conferencing

Conferencing applications (which support multi-party calls) have additional requirements on top of the requirements for point-to-point calls. Conferencing systems often have higher-fidelity audio equipment and have greater network bandwidth available -- especially when video transmission is involved. For that reason, support for super-wideband audio becomes important, with useful bit-rates in the 32 - 64 kb/s range. The ability to vary the bit-rate (VBR) according to the "difficulty" of the audio signal is a desirable feature for the codec. This not only saves bandwidth "on average", but it can also help conference servers make more efficient use of the available...
bandwidth by using more bandwidth for important audio streams and less bandwidth for less important ones (e.g. background noise).

Conferencing end-points often operate in hands-free conditions, which creates acoustic echo problems. For this reason lower delay is important, as it reduces the quality degradation due to any residual echo after acoustic echo cancellation (AEC). For this reason, the codec delay must be less than 30 ms for this application. An optional low-delay mode with less than 10 ms delay is desirable, but not required.

Most conferencing systems operate with a bridge that mixes some (or all) of the audio streams and sends them back to all the participants. In that case, it is important that the codec not produce annoying artefacts when two voices are present at the same time. Also, this mixing operation should be as easy as possible to perform. To make it easier to determine which streams have to be mixed (and which are noise/silence), it must be possible to measure (or estimate) the voice activity in a packet without having to fully decode the packet (saving most of the complexity when the packet need not be decoded). Also, the ability to save on the computational complexity when mixing is also desirable, but not required. For example, a transform codec may make it possible to mix the streams in the transform domain, without having to go back to time-domain. Low-complexity up-sampling and down-sampling within the codec is also a desirable feature when mixing streams with different sampling rates.

3.3. Telepresence

Most telepresence applications can be considered to be essentially very high-quality video-conferencing environments, so all of the conferencing requirements also apply to telepresence. In addition, telepresence applications require super-wideband and full-band audio capability with useful bit-rates in the 32 - 80 kb/s range. While voice is still the most important signal to be encoded, it must be possible to obtain good quality (even if not transparent) music.

Most telepresence applications require more than one audio channel, so support for stereo and multi-channel is important. While this can always be accomplished by encoding multiple single-channel streams, it is preferable to take advantage of the redundancy that exists between channels.

3.4. Teleoperation and Remote Software Services

Teleoperation applications are similar to telepresence, with the exception that they involve remote physical interactions. For example, the user may be controlling a robot while receiving real-
time audio feedback from that robot. For these applications, the
delay has to be less than 10 ms. The other requirements of
telepresence (quality, bit-rate, multi-channel) apply to
teleoperation as well. The only exception is that mixing is not an
important issue for teleoperation.

The requirements for remote software services are similar to those of
teleoperation. These applications include remote desktop
applications, remote virtualization, and interactive media
application being rendered remotely (e.g. video games rendered on
central servers). For all these applications, full-band audio with
an algorithmic delay below 10 ms are important.

3.5. In-game voice chat

An increasing number of computer/console games make use of VoIP to
allow players to communicate in real-time. The requirements for
gaming are similar to those of conferencing, with the main difference
being that narrowband compatibility is not necessary. While for most
applications a codec delay up to 30 ms is acceptable, a low-delay (<
10 ms) option is highly desirable, especially for games with rapid
interactions. The ability to use VBR (with a maximum allowed
bitrate) is also highly desirable because it can significantly reduce
the bandwidth requirement for a game server.

3.6. Live distributed music performances / Internet music lessons

Live music over the Internet requires extremely low end-to-end delay
and is one of the most demanding application for interactive audio
transmission. It has been observed that for most scenarios, total
end-to-end delays up to 25 ms could be tolerated by musicians, with
the absolute limit (where none of the scenarios are possible) being
around 50 ms [carot09]. In order to achieve this low delay on the
Internet -- either in the same city or a nearby city -- the network
propagation time must be taken into account. When also subtracting
the delay of the audio buffer, jitter buffer, and acoustic path, that
leaves around 2 ms to 10 ms for the total delay of the codec.
Considering the speed of light in fiber, every 1 ms reduction in the
codec delay increases the range over which synchronization is
possible by approximately 200 km.

Acoustic echo is expected to be an even more important issue for
network music than it is in conferencing, especially considering that
the music quality requirements essentially forbid the use of a
"nonlinear processor" (NLP) with the AEC. This is another reason why
very low delay is essential.

Considering that the application is music, the full audio bandwidth

(44.1 or 48 kHz sampling rate) must be transmitted with a bit-rate that is sufficient to provide near-transparent to transparent quality. With the current audio coding technology, this corresponds to approximately 64 kb/s to 128 kb/s per channel. As for telepresence, support for two or more channels is often desired, so it would be useful for a codec to be able to take advantage of the redundancy that is often present between audio channels.

3.7. Delay Tolerant Networking or Push-to-Talk Services

Internet transmissions are subjected to interruptions of connectivity that severely disturb a phone call. This may happen in cases of route changes, handovers, slow fading, or device failures. To overcome this distortion, the phone call can be halted and resumed after the connectivity has been reestablished again.

Also, if transmission capacity is lower than the minimal coding rate, switching to a push-to-talk mode still allows for effective communication. In that situation, voice is transmitted at slower-than-real-time bitrate and conversations are interrupted until the speech has been transmitted.

These modes require interrupting the audio playout and continuing after a pause of arbitrary duration.

3.8. Other applications

The above list is by no means a complete list of all applications involving interactive audio transmission on the Internet. However, it is believed that meeting the needs of all these different applications should be sufficient to ensure that most applications not listed will also be met.
4. Constraints Imposed by the Internet on the Codec

Packet losses are inevitable on the Internet and dealing with those is one of the most fundamental requirements for an Internet audio codec. While any audio codec can be combined with a good packet loss concealment (PLC) algorithm, the important aspect is what happens on the first packets received _after_ the loss. More specifically, this means that:

- it should be possible to interpret the contents of any received packet, irrespective of previous losses as specified in BCP 36 [PAYLOADS]; and
- the decoder should re-synchronize as quickly as possible (i.e. the output should quickly converge to the output that would have been obtained if no-loss had occurred).

The constraint of being able to decode any packet implies the following considerations for an audio codec:

- The size of a compressed frame must be kept smaller than the MTU to avoid fragmentation;
- The interpretation of any parameter encoded in the bit-stream must not depend on information contained in other packets. For example, it is not acceptable for a codec to allow signaling a mode change in one packet and assume that subsequent frames will be decoded according to that mode.

Although the interpretation of parameters cannot depend on other packets, it is still reasonable to use some amount of prediction across frames, provided that the predictors can resynchronize quickly in case of a lost packet. In this case, it is important to use the best compromise between the gain in coding efficiency and the loss in packet loss robustness due to the use of inter-frame prediction. It is a desirable property for the codec to allow some real-time control of that trade-off so that it can take advantage of more prediction when the loss rate is small, while being more robust to losses when the loss rate is high.

To improve the robustness to packet loss, it would be desirable for the codec to allow an adaptive (data- and network-dependent) amount of side information to help improve audio quality when losses occur. For example, this side information may include the retransmission of certain parameters encoded in the previous frame(s).

To ensure freedom of implementation, decoder-side only error concealment does not need to be specified, although a functional PLC
algorithm is desirable as part of the codec reference implementation. Obviously, any information signaled in the bitstream intended to aid PLC needs to be specified.

Another important property of the Internet is that it is mostly a best-effort network, with no guaranteed bandwidth. This means that the codec has to be able to vary its output bit-rate dynamically (in real-time), without requiring an out-of-band signaling mechanism, and without causing audible artifacts at the bit-rate change boundaries. Additional desirable features are:

- Having the possibility to use smooth bit-rate changes with one byte/frame resolution;

- Making it possible for a codec to adapt its bit-rate based on the source signal being encoded (source-controlled VBR) to maximize the quality for a certain _average_ bit-rate.

Because the Internet transmits data in bytes, a codec should produce compressed data in integer numbers of bytes. In general, the codec design should take into consideration explicit congestion notification (ECN) and may include features that would improve the quality of an ECN implementation.

The IETF has defined a set of application-layer protocols to be used for transmitting real-time transport of multimedia data, including voice. It is thus important for the resulting codec to be easy to use with these protocols. For example, it must be possible to create an [RTP] payload format that conforms to BCP 36 [PAYLOADS]. If any codec parameters need to be negotiated between end-points, the negotiation should be as easy as possible to carry over SIP [RFC3261]/SDP [RFC4566] or alternatively over XMPP [RFC6120]/Jingle [XEP-0167].
5. Detailed Basic Requirements

This section summarizes all the constraints imposed by the target applications and by the Internet into a set of actual requirements for codec development.

5.1. Operating space

The operating space for the target applications can be divided in terms of delay: most applications require a "medium delay" (20-30 ms), while a few require a "very low delay" (< 10 ms). It makes sense to divide the space based on delay because lowering the delay has a cost in terms of quality vs bit-rate.

For medium delay, the resulting codec must be able to efficiently operate within the following range of bit-rates (per channel):

- Narrowband: 8 kb/s to 16 kb/s
- Wideband: 12 to 32 kb/s
- Super-wideband: 24 to 64 kb/s
- Full-band: 32 to 80 kb/s

Obviously, a lower-delay codec that can operate in the above range is also acceptable.

For very low delay, the resulting codec will need to operate within the following range of bit-rates (per channel):

- Super-wideband: 32 to 80 kb/s
- Full-band: 48 to 128 kb/s
- (Narrowband and wideband not required)

5.2. Quality and bit-rate

The quality of a codec is directly linked to the bit-rate, so these two must be considered jointly. When comparing the bit-rate of codecs, the overhead of IP/UDP/RTP headers should not be considered, but any additional bits required in the RTP payload format after the header (e.g. required signalling) should be considered. In terms of quality vs bit-rate, the codec to be developed must be better than the following codecs, that are generally considered as royalty-free:
o For narrowband: Speex (NB) [Speex], and iLBC(*) [RFC3951]

o For wideband: Speex (WB) [Speex], G.722.1(*) [ITU.G722.1]

o For super-wideband/fullband: G.722.1C(*) [ITU.G722.1]

The codecs marked with (*) have additional licensing restrictions, but the codec to be developed should still not perform significantly worse. In addition to the quality targets listed above, a desirable objective is for the codec quality to be no worse than AMB-NB and AMR-WB, for narrowband and wideband, respectively. Quality should be measured for multiple languages, including tonal languages. The case of multiple simultaneous voices (as sometimes happens in conferencing) should be evaluated as well.

The comparison with the above codecs assumes that the codecs being compared have similar delay characteristics. The bit-rate required for a certain level of quality may be higher than the referenced codecs in cases where a much lower delay is required. In that case, the increase in bit-rate must be less than the ratio between the delays.

It is desirable for the codecs to support source-controlled variable bit-rate (VBR) to take advantage from the fact that different inputs require a different bitrate to achieve the same quality. However, it should still be possible to use the codec at truly constant bit-rate to ensure that no information leak is possible when using an encrypted channel.

5.3. Packet loss robustness

Robustness to packet loss is a very important aspect of any codec to be used on the Internet. Codecs must maintain acceptable quality at loss rates up to 5% and maintain good intelligibility up to 15% loss rate. At any sampling rate, bit-rate, and packet loss rate, the quality must be no less than the quality obtained with the Speex codec or the GSM-FR codec in the same conditions. The actual packet loss "patterns" to be used in testing must be obtained from real packet loss traces collected on the Internet, rather than from loss models. These traces should be representative of the typical environments in which the applications of Section 3 operate. For example, traces related to VoIP calls should consider the loss patterns observed for typical home broadband and corporate connections.
5.4. Computational resources

The resulting codec should be implementable on a wide range of devices, so there should be a fixed-point implementation or at least assurance that a reasonable fixed-point is possible. The computational resources figures listed below are meant to be upper bounds. Even below these bounds, resources should still be minimized. Any proposed increase in computational resources consumption (e.g. to increase quality) should be carefully evaluated even if the resulting resource consumption is below the upper bound. Having variable complexity would be useful (but not required) in achieving that goal as it would allow trading quality/bit-rate for lower complexity.

The computational requirements for real-time encoding and decoding of a mono signal on one core of a recent x86 CPU (as measured with the unix "time" utility or equivalent) are as follows:

- **Narrowband**: 40 MHz (2% of a 2 GHz CPU core)
- **Wideband**: 80 MHz (4% of a 2 GHz CPU core)
- **Superwideband/fullband**: 200 MHz (10% of a 2 GHz CPU core)

It is a desirable objective that the MHz values listed above also be achievable on fixed-point digital signal processors that are capable of single-cycle multiply-accumulate operations (16x16 multiplication accumulated into 32 bits).

For applications that require mixing (e.g. conferencing), it should be possible to estimate the energy and/or the voice activity status of the decoded signal with less than 10% of the complexity figures listed above.

It is the intent to maximize the range of devices on which a codec can be implemented. For this reasons, the reference implementation must not depend on special hardware features or instructions to be present in order to meet the complexity requirement. However, it may be desirable to take advantage of such hardware when available, (e.g., hardware accelerators for operations like fast Fourier transforms and convolutions). A codec should also minimize the use of saturating arithmetic so as to be implementable on architectures that do not provide hardware saturation (e.g. ARMv4).

The combined codec size and data ROM should be small enough not to cause significant implementation problems on typical embedded devices. The codec context/state size required should be no more than 2*R*C bytes in floating-point, where R is the sampling rate and
C is the number of channels. For fixed-point, that size should be less than R*C. The scratch space required should also be less than 2*R*C bytes for floating point or less than R*C bytes for fixed-point.
6. Additional considerations

There are additional features or characteristics that may be desirable under some circumstances, but should not be part of the strict requirements. The benefit of meeting these considerations should be weighted against the associated cost.

6.1. Low-complexity audio mixing

In many applications that require a mixing server (e.g. conferencing, games), it is important to minimize the computational cost of the mixing. As much as possible, it should be possible to perform the mixing with fewer computations than it would take to decode all the streams, mix them, and re-encode the result. Properties that reduce the complexity of the mixing process include:

- the ability to derive sufficient parameters, such as loudness and/or spectral envelope, for estimating voice activity of a compressed frame without fully decoding that frame;
- the ability to mix the streams in an intermediate representation (e.g. transform domain), rather than having to fully decode the signals before the mixing;
- the use of bit-stream layers (Section 6.3) by aggregating a small number of active streams at lower quality.

For conferencing applications, the total complexity of the decoding, VAD and mixing should be considered when evaluating proposals.

6.2. Encoder side potential for improvement

In many codecs, it is possible to improve the quality by improving the encoder without breaking compatibility (i.e. without changing the decoder). Potential for improvement varies from one codec to another. It is generally low for PCM or ADPCM codecs and higher for perceptual transform codecs. All things being equal, being able to improve a codec after the bit-stream is a desirable property. However, this should not be done at the expense of quality in the reference encoder. Other potential improvements include signal-adaptive frame size selection and improved discontinuous transmission (DTX) algorithms that take advantage of predicting the decoder sides packet loss concealment (PLC) algorithms.

6.3. Layered bit-stream

A layered codec makes it possible to transmit only a certain subset of the bits and still obtain a valid bit-stream with a quality that
is equivalent to the quality that would be obtained from encoding at the corresponding rate. While this is not a necessary feature for most applications, it can be desirable for cases where a "mixing server" needs to handle a large number of streams with limited computational resources.

6.4. Partial redundancy

One possible way of increasing robustness to packet loss is to include partial redundancy within packets. This can be achieved either by including the base layer of the previous frame (for a layered codec) or by transmitting other parameters from the previous frame(s) to assist the PLC algorithm in case of loss. The ability to include partial redundancy for high-loss scenarios is desirable, provided that the feature can be dynamically turned on or off (so that no bandwidth is wasted in case of loss-free transmission).

6.5. Stereo support

It is highly desirable for the codec to have stereo support. At a minimum, the codec should be able to encode two channels independently without causing significant stereo image artefacts. It is also desirable for the codec to take advantage of the inter-channel redundancy in stereo audio to reduce the bitrate (for an equivalent quality) of stereo audio compared to coding channels independently.

6.6. Bit error robustness

The vast majority of Internet-based applications do not need to be robust to bit errors because packets either arrive unaltered, or do not arrive at all. Considering that, the emphasis should be on packet loss robustness and packet loss concealment. That being said, it is often the case that extra robustness to bit errors can be achieved at no cost at all (i.e. no increase in size, complexity or bit-rate, no decrease in quality or packet loss robustness, ...). In those cases then it is useful to make a change that increases the robustness to bit errors. This can be useful for applications that use UDP Lite transmission (e.g. over a wireless LAN). Robustness to packet loss should *never* be sacrificed to achieve higher bit error robustness.

6.7. Time stretching and shortening

When adaptive jitter buffers are used it is often necessary to stretch or shorten the audio signal to allow changes in buffering. While this operation can be performed directly on the decoder’s output, it is often more computationally efficient to stretch or
shorten the signal directly within the decoder. It is desirable for the reference implementation to provide a time stretching/shortening implementation, although it should not be normative.

6.8. Input robustness

The systems providing input to the encoder and receiving output from the decoder may be far from ideal in actual use. Input and output audio streams may be corrupted by compounding non-linear artifacts from analog hardware and digital processing. The codecs to be developed should be tested to ensure that they degrade gracefully under adverse audio input conditions. Types of digital corruption that may be tested include tandeming, transcoding, low-quality resampling, and digital clipping. Types of analog corruption that may be tested include microphones with substantial background noise, analog clipping, and loudspeaker distortion. No specific end-to-end quality requirements are mandated for use with the proposed codec. It is advisable, however, that several typical in-situ environments/processing chains be specified for the purpose of benchmarking end-to-end quality with the proposed codec.

6.9. Support of Audio forensics

Emergency calls can be analyzed using audio forensics if the context and situation of the caller has to be identified. Thus, it is important to transmit not only the voice of the callees well but also to transmit background noise at high quality. In these situations, sounds or noises of low volume should also not be compressed or dropped. For this reason, the encoder must allow DTX to be disabled when required (e.g. for emergency calls).

6.10. Legacy compatibility

In order to create the best possible codec for the Internet, there is no requirement for compatibility with legacy Internet codecs.
7. Security Considerations

Although this document itself does not have security considerations, this section describes the security requirements for the codec.

Just like for any protocol to be used over the Internet, security is a very important aspect to consider. This goes beyond the obvious considerations of preventing buffer overflows and similar attacks that can lead to denial-of-service or remote code execution. One very important security aspect is to make sure that the decoders have a bounded and reasonable worst-case complexity. This prevents an attacker from causing a DoS by sending packets that are specially crafted to take a very long (or infinite) time to decode.

A more subtle aspect is the information leak that can occur when the codec is used over an encrypted channel (e.g. [SRTP]). For example, it was suggested [wright08] [white11] that use of source-controlled VBR may reveal some information about a conversation through the size of the compressed packets. For that reason, it should be possible to use the codec at truely constant bit-rate if needed.
8. IANA Considerations

This document has no actions for IANA.
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Abstract
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1. Introduction

This document describes a suggested process for work at the IETF on standardization of a codec that is optimized for use in interactive Internet applications and that can be widely implemented and easily distributed among application developers, service operators, and end users.
2. Development Process

The process outlined here is intended to make the work on an audio codec within the IETF transparent, predictable, and well organized. Such work might involve development of a completely new codec, adaptation of an existing codec to meet the requirements, or integration between two or more existing codecs that results in an improved codec combining the best aspects of each codec. To enable such procedural transparency, the contributor of an existing codec must be willing to cede change control to the IETF and should have sufficient knowledge of the codec to assist in the work of adapting it or applying some of its technology to the development or improvement of other codecs. Furthermore, contributors need to be aware that any codec that results from work within the IETF is likely to be different from any existing codec that was contributed to the Internet Standards Process.

Work on codec development is expected to proceed as follows:

1. IETF participants will identify the requirements to be met by an Internet codec, in the form of an Internet-Draft.

2. Interested parties are encouraged to make contributions proposing existing or new codecs, or elements thereof, to the codec WG as long as these contributions are within the scope of the WG. Ideally, these contributions should be in the form of Internet Drafts, although other forms of contributions are also possible as discussed in [PROCESS] and in the IETF’s Note Well. As always, contributions to the IETF are subject, among other process oriented RFCs, to [PROCESS], [TRUST], and [IPR]. Considering the field of technology, IPR transparency may be particularly high on the priority list of many codec WG participants. Accordingly, contributors are specifically reminded of their IPR disclosure requirement, and all participants are reminded of the solicitation of the disclosure of third party IPR, both as codified in [IPR].

3. As contributions are received and discussed within the working group, the group should gain a clearer understanding of what is achievable within the design space. As a result, the authors of the requirements document should iteratively clarify and improve their document to reflect the emerging working group consensus. This is likely to involve collaboration with IETF working groups in other areas, such as collaboration with working groups in the Transport area to identify important aspects of packet transmission over the Internet and to understand the degree of rate adaptation desirable, and with working groups in the RAI area to ensure that information about and negotiation of the
codec can be easily represented at the signalling layer. In parallel with this work, interested parties should evaluate the contributions at a higher level to see which requirements might be met by each codec.

4. Once a sufficient number of proposals has been received, the interested parties will identify the strengths, weaknesses, and innovative aspects of the contributed codecs. This step will consider not only the codecs as a whole, but also key features of the individual algorithms (predictors, quantizers, transforms, etc.).

5. It is expected that none of the contributed codecs will meet all of the defined requirements. Therefore, it is expected that IETF participants will accept a _baseline codec_ as a WG item to facilitate the development process. This baseline codec will meet as many of the requirements as possible, but probably will need to be adjusted through an iterative development process in order to meet all of the requirements (or as many requirements as possible). The baseline codec might be one of the contributed codecs (especially if it is the only codec that meets most of the requirements), a combination of two or more of the contributed codecs, or an entirely new codec. None of the decisions taken at this step will be definitive. In particular, IETF participants will not provide a "rubber stamp" for any contributed codec.

6. IETF participants should then attempt to iteratively improve each component of the baseline codec reference implementation, where by "component" we mean individual algorithms such as predictors, transforms, quantizers, and entropy coders. The participants should proceed by trying new designs, applying ideas from the contributed codecs, evaluating "proof of concept" ideas, and using their expertise in codec development to improve the baseline codec. Any aspect of the baseline codec might be changed (even the fundamental principles of the codec) or the participants might start over entirely by scrapping the baseline codec and designing a completely new one. The overriding goal shall be to design a codec that will meet the requirements defined in the requirements document. Given the IETF's open standards process, any interested party will be able to contribute to this work, whether or not they submitted an Internet-Draft for one of the contributed codecs. The codec itself should be normatively specified with code in an Internet-Draft.

7. In parallel with work on the codec reference implementation, developers and other interested parties should perform evaluation of the codec as described under Section 3, IETF participants
should define (within the AVT Working Group) the codec’s payload format for use with the Real-time Transport Protocol [RTP], and application developers should start testing the codec by implementing it in code and deploying it in actual Internet applications to identify any potential problems.

8. Once IETF participants agree that the codec being developed meets the requirements, IETF participants can begin the task of characterizing the codec. The characterization process is described under Section 3.
3. Evaluation, Testing, and Characterization

Lab evaluation of the codec being developed should happen throughout the development process because it will help ensure that progress is being made toward fulfillment of the requirements. There are many ways in which continuous evaluation can be performed. For minor, uncontroversial changes to the codec it should usually be sufficient to use objective measurements (e.g., PESQ, PEAQ, and SegSNR) validated by informal subjective evaluation. For more complex changes (e.g., when psychoacoustic aspects are involved) or for controversial issues, internal testing should be performed. An example of internal testing would be to have individual participants rate the decoded samples using one of the established testing methodologies, such as ITU-R BS.1534 (MUSHRA).

Throughout the process, it will be important to make use of the Internet community at large for real-world distributed testing. This will enable many different people with different equipment and use cases to test the codec and report any problems they experience. In the same way, third-party software developers will be encouraged to integrate the codec (with a warning about the bit-stream not being final) and provide feedback on its performance in real-world use cases.

Characterization of the final codec must be based on the reference implementation only (and not on any "private implementation"). This can be performed by independent testing labs or, if this is not possible, using the testing labs of the organizations that contribute to the Internet Standards Process. Packet loss robustness should be evaluated using actual loss patterns collected from use over the Internet, rather than theoretical models. The goals of the characterization phase are to:

- ensure that the requirements have been fulfilled
- guide the IESG in its evaluation of the resulting work
- assist application developers in understanding whether the codec is suitable for a particular application

The exact methodology for the characterization phase is still subject to discussion within the working group.
4. Requirements Conformance

It is the responsibility of the working group to define criteria for evaluating conformance, including but not limited to comparison tools and test vectors. The following text provides suggestions for consideration by the working group:

1. Any codec specified by the IETF must include source code for a normative C89 implementation, documented in an Internet Draft destined for standards track RFC. This implementation will be used to verify conformance of an implementation. Although a text description of the algorithm should be provided, its use should be limited to helping the reader in understanding the source code. Should the description contradict the source code, the latter shall take precedence. For convenience, the source code may be provided in compressed form, with base64 encoding.

2. Because of the size of the codec’s source code, it is possible that even after publishing the RFC, bugs would be found from time to time. An errata of the RFC and its software description should be maintained, along with a public software repository containing the current reference implementation.

3. It is the intention of the group to allow the greatest possible choice of freedom in implementing the specification. Accordingly, the number of binding RFC2119 keywords is going to be the minimum still allowing for interoperable implementations. In practice this generally means that only the decoder needs to be normative, so that the encoder can improve over time. This also enables different tradeoffs between quality and complexity.

4. To reduce the risk of bias towards certain CPU/DSP architectures, ideally the decoder specification should not require "bit-exact" conformance with the reference implementation. The output of a decoder implementation should only be "close enough" to the output of the reference decoder. A comparison tool should be provided along with the codec to verify objectively that the output of a decoder is likely to be perceptually indistinguishable from that of the reference decoder. However, an implementation may still wish to produce an output that is bit-exact with the reference implementation to simplify the testing procedure.

5. To ensure freedom of implementation, decoder-side only error concealment does not need to be specified, although the reference implementation should include the same PLC algorithm as used in the testing phase. Is it up to the working group to decide whether minimum requirements on PLC quality will be required for
compliance with the specification. Obviously, any information signaled in the bitstream intended to aid PLC needs to be specified.

6. An encoder implementation should not be required to make use of all the "features" (tools) in the bit-stream definition. However, the codec specification may require that an encoder implementation be able to generate any possible bit-rate. Unless a particular "profile" is defined in the specification, the decoder must be able to decode all features of the bit-stream. The decoder must also be able to handle any combination of bits, even combinations that cannot be generated by the reference encoder. It is recommended that the decoder specification shall define exactly how the decoder should react to "impossible" packets. However, an encoder must never generate such packets that do not conform to the bit-stream definition.

7. Compressed test vectors should be provided as a means to verify conformance with the decoder specification. These test vectors should exercise all paths in the decoder (100% code coverage).

8. While the exact encoder will not be specified, it is recommended to specify objective measurement targets for an encoder, below which use of a particular encoder implementation is not recommended. For example, one such specification could be: "the use of an encoder whose PESQ MOS is less than 0.1 below the reference encoder in the following conditions is not recommended".
5. Intellectual Property

Producing an unencumbered codec is desirable for the following reasons:

- It is the experience of a wide variety of application developers and service providers that encumbrances such as licensing and royalties make it difficult to implement, deploy, and distribute audio applications for use by the Internet community.

- It is beneficial to have low-cost options whenever possible because standalone voice services are being commoditized and small, innovative development teams often cannot afford to pay per-channel licensing fees and royalties.

- Many market segments are moving away from selling hard-coded hardware devices and toward freely distributing end-user software; this is true of numerous large application providers and even telcos themselves.

- Compatibility with the licensing of typical open source applications implies the need to avoid encumbrances, including even the requirement to obtain a license for implementation, deployment, or use (even if the license does not require the payment of a fee).

Therefore, a codec that can be widely implemented and easily distributed among application developers, service operators, and end users is preferred. Many existing codecs that might fulfill some or most of the technical attributes listed above are encumbered in various ways. For example, patent holders might require that those wishing to implement the codec in software, deploy the codec in a service, or distribute the codec in software or hardware need to request a license, enter into a business agreement, pay licensing fees or royalties, or adhere to other special conditions or restrictions. Because such encumbrances have made it difficult to widely implement and easily distribute high-quality audio codecs across the entire Internet community, the working group prefers unencumbered technologies in a way that is consistent with BCP 78 and BCP 79. In particular, the working group shall heed the preference stated in BCP 79: "In general, IETF working groups prefer technologies with no known IPR claims or, for technologies with claims against them, an offer of royalty-free licensing." Although this preference cannot guarantee that the working group will produce an unencumbered codec, the working group shall follow BCP 79, and adhere to the spirit of BCP 79. The working group cannot explicitly rule out the possibility of adopting encumbered technologies; however, the working group will try to avoid encumbered technologies.
that require royalties or other encumbrances that would prevent such
technologies from being easy to redistribute and use.

The following guidelines will help to maximize the odds that the
codec will be unencumbered:

1. In accordance with BCP 79 [IPR], contributed codecs should
   preferably use technologies with no known IPR claims or
   technologies with an offer of royalty-free (RF) licensing.

2. Whenever possible, the working group should use technologies that
   are perceived by the participants to be safer with regard to IPR
   issues.

3. Contributors must disclose IPR as specified in BCP 79.

4. In cases where no RF license can be obtained regarding a patent,
   the group should consider alternative algorithms or methods, even
   if they result in lower quality, higher complexity, or otherwise
   less desirable characteristics (in most cases, the degradation
   will likely be small once the best alternative has been
   identified).

5. In accordance with BCP 78 [TRUST], the source code for the
   reference implementation must be made available under a BSD-style
   license (or whatever license is defined as acceptable by the IETF
   Trust when the Internet-Draft defining the reference
   implementation is published).

IETF participants should be aware that, given the way patents work in
most countries, the resulting codec can never be guaranteed to be
free of patent claims because some patents may not be known to the
contributors, some patent applications may not be disclosed at the
time the codec is developed, and only courts of law can determine the
validity and breadth of patent claims. However, these observations
are no different within the Internet Standards Process than they are
for standardization of codecs within other SDOs (or development of
codes outside the context of any SDO), and furthermore are no
different for codecs than for other technologies worked on within the
IETF. In all these cases, the best approach is to minimize the risk
of unknowingly incurring encumbrance on existing patents. Despite
these precautions, participants need to understand that, practically
speaking, it is nearly impossible to_guarantee_ that implementors
will not incur encumbrance on existing patents.
6. Relationship with Other SDOs

It is understood that other SDOs are also involved in the codec development and standardization, including but not necessarily limited to:

- The Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), in particular Study Group 16
- The Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)
- The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
- The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
- The 3rd Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2)

It is important to ensure that such work does not constitute uncoordinated protocol development, of the kind described in [UNCOORD] in the following principle:

[T]he IAB considers an essential principle of the protocol development process that only one SDO maintains design authority for a given protocol, with that SDO having ultimate authority over the allocation of protocol parameter code-points; defining the intended semantics, interpretation, and actions associated with those code-points.

The work envisioned by this guidelines document is not "uncoordinated" in the sense described in the foregoing quote, for the following reasons:

- Internet signalling technologies are designed to enable the negotiation of any codecs that are supported in a particular application (such signalling technologies include the Session Initiation Protocol [SIP], Session Description Protocol [SDP], and the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol [XMPP] extensions for media negotiation as specified in [Jingle]).

- Internet transport technologies such as the Real-time Transport Protocol [RTP] (including secure transport as described in [SRTP]) are designed to support any codec for which RTP packetization rules have been defined.

- The IETF codec working group will focus on issues that are specific to the Internet, including robustness to packet loss and other aspects of packet transmission over the Internet. Issues
that are specific to non-Internet transports (e.g., radio communication and circuit-switched networks) are specifically out of scope.

Although there is already sufficient codec expertise available among IETF participants to complete the envisioned work, additional contributions are welcome within the framework of the Internet Standards Process, in the following ways:

- Individuals who are technical contributors to codec work within other SDOs can participate directly in codec work within the IETF.
- Other SDOs can contribute their expertise (e.g., codec characterization and evaluation techniques) and thus facilitate the testing of a codec produced by the IETF.
- Any SDO can provide input to IETF work through liaison statements.

However, it is important to note that final responsibility for the development process and the resulting codec will remain with the IETF as governed by BCP 9 [PROCESS].

Finally, there is precedent for the contribution of codecs developed elsewhere to the ITU-T (e.g., AMR Wideband was standardized originally within 3GPP). This is a model to explore as the IETF coordinates further with the ITU-T in accordance with the collaboration guidelines defined in [COLLAB].
7. Security Considerations

The procedural guidelines for codec development do not have security considerations. However, the resulting codec needs to take appropriate security considerations into account, for example as outlined in [DOS] and [SECGUIDE].
8. IANA Considerations

This document has no actions for IANA.
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